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Amp up 
your joy 
at home

Find ways to make your space 
your happy place. p. 44

Meet local teens proving you're never 
too young to make a difference. p. 24
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LIVE. THRIVE. SOCIALIZE.

Call 847.597.8772 to schedule a visit!

Lisa Stanton, Director of Sales & Marketing
1627 Lake Cook Road, Deerfi eld IL
TamariskNorthShore.com • info@tamarisknorthshore.com

      1245.1.2022

With a maintenance free lifestyle, modern design and open fl oor 
plans, our Birch and Cedar apartment models make Tamarisk 
NorthShore a fantastic place to call home. Add to that a warm 
community with an array of wellness, life enrichment, and 
entertainment programs, plus three dining venues and top-notch 
services and amenities, and you will see why Tamarisk is the 
destination of choice for older adults.

Sign your lease by April 1, 2022 to 
take advantage of Spring savings!

AN INDEPENDENT LIVING 
COMMUNITY FOR ADULTS 
65 AND BETTER.
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This non-denominational, immersive learning experience for faith leaders provides you with the 
leadership skills necessary to manage and lead your sta� and volunteers in today’s challenging times.

Led by world-renowned Kellogg faculty and leading faith-based practitioners, you’ll learn new tools 
to help you build your faith community for the future.

Kellogg Faith Leaders Week 2022: Drafting the Blueprint for Post-Pandemic Faith Communities

Reserve your space and join your fellow faith leaders from all over the country for this transformational 
experience. Scholarships are available for faith leaders—ask for details.

www.kell.gg/kxfaithwk 
nonprofit@kellogg.northwestern.edu

BUILDING YOUR FAITH COMMUNITY FOR THE FUTURE
Kellogg Faith Leaders Week: June 13-16, 2022 — Northwestern University’s Chicago Campus

For generations Temple Sholom has been a home to seekers and 
leaders who move us to act with moral courage. Join us as we 
continue this tradition through our Distinguished Speakers Series 
lectures. These programs are free and open to the public. 

Photo by the Jane Goodall Institute / Fernando Turmo

Temple Sholom of Chicago’s Speaker Series 

This event is free but advanced registration is 
required and seating is limited in person. Visit 
www.SholomChicago.org/Speaker-Series to register. 

Hope Through Action: An Afternoon with Jane Goodall
SUNDAY | MAR. 13 | 3:00 PM 

Dr. Jane Goodall, DBE, founder of the Jane Goodall Institute (JGI) and 
United Nations Messenger of Peace, is a world-renowned ethologist 
and activist inspiring greater understanding and action on behalf 
of the natural world. Jane Goodall will engage in a thoughtful 
conversation with Temple Sholom’s Senior Rabbi, Shoshanah Conover, 
about the need for climate activism and hope, the subject of Dr. 
Goodall’s most recent work – The Book of Hope: A Survival Guide for 
Trying Times. We invite you to participate either in our sanctuary or from 
the comfort of your home on Zoom.
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rsmus.com keshet.org

firstmidwest.com

PASSES AVAILABLE
FOR A LIMITED TIME
SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

18 FILMS OVER 3 WEEKENDS  I  IN 4 THEATERS + STREAMING

Jews of the Wild West
Discover how Jews were as much a part of the American 
Western expansion as covered wagons and riveted blue 
jeans—the latter, of course, invented by a Jew.

Letters from Brno – Chicago Premiere
His grandparents were murdered in a Nazi  
concentration camp. Their 75+ letters are first  
hand accounts of those tragic years.

Plan A –  
Chicago Premiere
Based on the true story  
of Jewish vigilantes  
who plot Holocaust 
revenge by infiltrating 
German water companies to poison the drinking water.

The Seven Boxes
A Spanish pharmacist’s life takes a sudden turn when 
her mother dies and she discovers seven boxes neatly 
lined up inside a closet.

The Un-word – Chicago Premiere
A darkly humorous film about a Jewish student who is 
goaded into a schoolyard brawl and a naive teacher. 

ILLINOIS HOLOCAUST MUSEUM
9603 Woods Dr., Skokie

10:15am |  Three Minutes: A Lengthening
(Shown In-Theater ONLY)
Narrated by Helena Bonham Carter, this home movie 
shot in a Jewish town in Poland is the only moving 
images left of inhabitants before the Holocaust.

12:30pm  |  The Seven Boxes

2:45pm |  Letters from Brno

5:30pm |  Plan A 

SPRING
MAR 10-27 

STREAMING MARCH 10-13 (THURS-SUN) IN-THEATER MARCH 13

JCC Chicago is a non-profit organization inspired by Jewish values, bridging traditions and generations to create a more vibrant, connected community.  JCC Chicago is a partner with the Jewish United Fund in serving our community.  ©2022 JCC Chicago

jccfilmfest.org

STUDIO DIRECTOR

clrbrands.com lakeviewderm.com

THANK YOU TO OUR TOP LEVEL SPONSORS
WRITER

OVER FOR MORE INFORMATION

FIVE-STAR RATED

AWARD WINNING REHABILITATION, MEMORY & SENIOR CARE
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H O W  D O  W E  G E T  A  5 - S T A R  R A T I N G ?

Our staff of all -stars!
Our highly devoted caregivers contribute to our 

high ratings, making us the best in memory care. 
Some have been with us for over two decades!

1. 2021 Forbes Best-in-State Wealth Advisors - Ranking   
algorithm based on industry experience, interviews compliance 
records, assets under management, revenue and other criteria by 
SHOOKResearch, LLC, which does not receive compensation 
from the advisors or their firms in exchange for placement on a 
ranking. Investment performance is not a criterion.

Investment products and services are offered through Wells Fargo 
Advisors Financial Network, LLC (WFAFN), Member SIPC. 
HLM Capital Management is a separate entity from WFAFN.

CAR# 0921-01091

Charlie Margolis, Ben Leshem, Steve Hefter
& Micah Nathan

Partners

The #1 Financial Advisor 
In Illinois For 2021

1849 Green Bay Road, Suite 200. Highland Park, IL 60035
847-563-3400   |   www.HLMCapital.com

HLM Capital Management’s Steve Hefter has been
recognized as the top Financial Advisor in Illinois.

#1 Ranked by  
Forbes 

for Best In-State Wealth Advisor1
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Come Find Me 
At the same time a widowed mother retires, her  
daughter strives to prove herself as a person of color 
in a competitive field. Features Tovah Feldshuh, Sol 
Miranda and Victoria Cartagena.

Neighbours – Chicago Premiere
In a Syrian village, little Sero is confused after a new 
teacher arrives who preaches hate against Zionists,  
and therefore the child’s lovable Jewish neighbors.

One More Story
A young journalist at an influential paper who doesn’t 
believe in love goes on a date and reveals all her secrets 
to someone she just met.

The Automat
The 100-year story of an iconic 
restaurant chain which was 
the inspiration for Starbucks. 
Features Mel Brooks, Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg, Carl Reiner
and Howard Schultz.

The Man in the Basement
In this dramatic thriller, a Jewish family in Paris decide 
to sell their basement to a seemingly needy old man, 
but things aren’t what they seem.

They Survived Together – Midwest Premiere
The true story of a family’s survival as they try to stay 
together while escaping death—with 4 small children.

MUSIC BOX THEATRE
3733 N. Southport Ave., Chicago

10am |  Neighbours

12:30pm |  They Survived Together

2:15pm |  One More Story

LANDMARK’S RENAISSANCE  
PLACE CINEMA
1850 2nd St., Highland Park

11am |  The Automat

1pm |  The Man in the Basement

3:15pm |  Come Find Me 

STREAMING MARCH 17-20 (THURS-SUN) IN-THEATERS MARCH 20

City of Desire
Leading architects and academics explore Tel Aviv’s 
White City—over 4000 buildings designed during the 
modernist movement of the 1930’s.

Dead Sea Guardians
The Dead Sea is drying up and 3 people make an 
extremely dangerous swim to capture the world’s  
attention and save the Sea.

Finding Manny
The chance discovery of an online article sends a 
Holocaust survivor on an unexpected trip to visit the 
orphanage where he was rescued from after the war.

Greener  
Pastures
A broke widower, 
forced into a nursing 
home, notices his  
fellow residents 
smoking medical 
cannabis and  
decides to start 
selling it.

My People
The inspiring untold story of the Greek Jews during  
the Holocaust. Follow a young woman’s quest to  
uncover her Greek Jewish family’s history.

Vital Passage
The discovery of a lockbox buried in the basement of  
a former Jewish midwestern merchant’s store unlocks  
a half century old secret.

THE WILMETTE THEATRE
1122 Central Ave., Wilmette

10am |  Vital Passage

12pm |  City of Desire

STREAMING MARCH 24-27 (THURS-SUN) IN-THEATER MARCH 27

32
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C O M M E N TA R Y

On principles, passion,  
and peoplehood
A call for unity
IN THE COMING MONTHS,   our nation will be in the throes of another elec-
tion cycle, an election about which those of us who love both our country and 
our community may feel quite 
strongly. 

As the election heats up, I 
implore us all to remember 
that the tone we take with one 
another matters as much as 
the tenets we hold dear. Just as 
Jewish values fuel our passion 
for the issues, we must ensure 
that Jewish values shape how 
we speak to—and about—each 
other. 

JUF’s tagline, “Together for 
good,” stands as a promise to 
work together always, and 
always for a better world. In 
today’s politically charged 
reality, “Together for good” 
also challenges us to accept di-
verging points of view within 
our community. 

I have said it before, and 
I will say it again: We must 
tamp down the toxic tone in 
our discourse. 

As a community, we need to 
learn how to disagree without disdain, to debate without doubting one anoth-
er’s intelligence, and to differ without questioning each other’s integrity. 

In our tradition, we are com-
manded to behave with derech 
eretz—common decency—which 
has sadly become too uncommon.  

As Americans, we can disagree 
about the best ways to stimulate 
the economy or safeguard the 
environment, how to deliver ed-
ucation or healthcare, and what 
are the appropriate approaches 
for balancing our rights with our 
responsibilities.  

As Jews, we can differ on the 
best ways to honor our traditions 
or teach Torah, how to pursue 

peace in the Middle East, or engage young people in Jewish life, and whether 
we most appreciate the world view of Rashi or the Rambam.  

As American Jews, what we cannot do is become so sure and self-righteous 
that our sense of patriotism trumps our sense of peoplehood—or that our ded-

ication to peoplehood over-
takes our recognition that we 
are all made b’tselem Elohim, in 
God’s image. 

If intelligent, good-hearted 
people cannot disagree and 
still respect and even like one 
another, what does that say 
about the tensile strength of 
our community? 

This division of the world 
into pro- or con-, liberal or 
conservative, dove or hawk, 
us and them is not only 
heart-breaking: It just may be 
the greatest threat to Jewish 
survival today. 

We are taught that the 
Second Temple fell because of 
baseless hatred among Jews. 
Now we are living through 
another time when the 
Jewish People are vulnerable 
to threats from without and 
within. At a time when acts 
of antisemitism are surging 

across the nation and the globe, Jews must stand together instead of empower-
ing those who hate us by hating one another.

The unity of the Jewish people doesn’t demand uniformity. It just demands 
that we love one another irrespective of our differences.  

When someone is hungry, it doesn’t matter who they voted for: We feed them.
When a young adult is looking for a sense of belonging, it doesn’t matter how 

observant they are: We connect them to community. 
When Israel is under fire, it doesn’t matter who is Prime Minister: We send aid. 
Let’s ensure that JUF continues to be the place where Jews of all backgrounds 

can feel welcome and find a home, and where we come together to focus on the 
beautiful thing that unites us: Our core mission of helping the most vulnerable 
and engaging the Jewish community in new and exciting ways.  

BY LO N N I E N A SAT I R 

Lonnie Nasatir is the President of the Jewish United Fund. 

C H A I  L I G H T S

The tone we take with 
one another matters  
as much as the tenets 
we hold dear.

Our sanctuary
MY PARENTS  are selling the home I grew up in. We moved to that house in a 
Rockwellian neighborhood of Minneapolis 40 years ago—when I was 3.

I returned recently to visit the only house I’ve ever known one last time, and 
to help my parents pack. 

As I boxed up my childhood bedroom, it dawned on me that the space served 
as a time capsule of one American Jewish girl’s life. 

The closets and drawers overflowed with Jewish artifacts. Among them: 
My gan—Jewish preschool—diploma; light blue machberets (notebooks) filled 
with Hebrew writing and Torah lessons scrawled in pencil from my day school 
years; homemade masks—the Purim, not COVID, kind—glued with brightly 
colored sequins and feathers; an assortment of plastic dreidels; and a hodge-
podge of faded T-shirts with logos for Jewish summer camp, an organized trip 
to Israel, and a purple Hillel tee with Northwestern spelled across the front, 
phonetically, in Hebrew.

Our homes are a homebase for Jewish life. Ever since the destruction of the 
ancient Temples, we Jews have been designating our homes a holy place—our 
small sanctuary.

It’s in the home where, from birth, we’re forming the nucleus of who we are 
as Jews. It’s in the home where we kiss the mezuzah, light the Shabbat candles, 
fry up the latkes, break-the-fast, and hide the afikomen. It’s in the home where, 
as children, we’re forming our Jewish identities and values. And it’s in the home 
where we have a safe space to ask life’s biggest questions through a Jewish lens.

This analysis of our homes as our Jewish sanctuaries is all very topical as 
we focus, this month, in our annual home and garden issue, on the nexus be-
tween our homes and our Jewish lives. Plus, after two full years of so many of 
us spending the bulk of our time at home, we explore how to maximize our joy 
at home—how to make our space a true sanctuary—no matter where we live.

After filling a dozen boxes with items to donate, trash, or keep, I exited the 
bedroom and took a final walk through the house in which I’d spent my forma-
tive years.

I entered the kitchen, where we had baked so many noodle kugels, blintze 
souffles, and challot, and where—at the dining table, over the glow of Shabbat 
candles—my parents had lovingly placed their hands on their daughters’ fore-
heads every Friday night to bless us “like Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel, and Leah.” 

In the dining room, a menorah sits perched on a table near the window, 
where we had kindled hundreds of Chanukah candles through the years, the 
site of so many celebrations full of light—both literally and figuratively.

In the living room, I approached the baby grand piano, where my sister and 
I had taken several years of (futile) lessons. I struck a couple high notes on the 
keyboard, my mind transporting me back to my beloved grandmother—alav ha-
shalom—playing piano while singing Jewish songs in her mezzo-soprano voice. 
Above the piano bench hung a painting with the Talmudic quote “He who saves 
one life, saves the entire world.”

And in the hallway, bookshelves brimming with Jewish-themed books, 
many of the same titles that are likely fixtures in your home libraries, too—
from Kushner’s When Bad Things Happen to Good People; to Uris’ Exodus; to 
Telushkin’s Jewish Literacy; to Nathan’s Jewish Holiday Cookbook; to bat mitzvah 
albums filled with awkward tween photos—one celebrating my sister’s big day 
and the other devoted to mine. 

Then I grabbed my suitcase and walked out the front door, that same door I’d 
entered through so many seasons of weather—and life—and tapped the mezu-
zah on that doorpost one last time.

Saying goodbye to the house sparked a mix of emotions in me. I felt both a 
sweet and sad nostalgia for old times, but mostly I was happy and hopeful be-
cause my parents are relocating to Chicago to live closer to my husband and 
me—and our baby daughters, their grandchildren. 

And let’s be honest—that’s the most Jewish move of all. 

BY CI N DY S H E R   |  Executive Editor 
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Israel=Apartheid is the mother of bad analogies 
ANALOGIES ARE STANDARD FARE  in argu-
ments. When added smartly, they can illuminate 
a confusing situation.

But analogies can also be squeezed into argu-
ments where they just don’t fit.

Avoiding another “Vietnam” or “Munich ap-
peasement” are more likely glib references than 
accurate insights to today’s challenges.

Politicized analogies are especially prone to 
oversimplifying issues. Often this is by design, to 
deceptively label victims and villains.

Exploiting analogies is a popular weapon of an-
ti-Israel advocates. Their perverse comparisons 
include “Zionism is racism,” the IDF is the “S.S.,” 
Gaza is the “Warsaw Ghetto,” abhorrent settler 
attacks on Palestinians are “pogroms,” the IDF’s 
unintentional killing of fewer than 100 Gazan ci-
vilians this past May is a “genocide,” and a private 
real estate dispute between property owners and 
13 long-term tenants is “ethnic cleansing.”

(Commandeering phrases referencing the 
worst moments of Jewish history apparently 
doesn’t count as “cultural appropriation,” even 
when the term is transformed into a verbal attack on the descendants of the 
original victims.)

Another ginned-up anti-Israel analogy is that Jews returning to their his-
torical homeland are “colonialists” and “imperialists.” From which homeland 
country did those making aliyah supposedly do this colonializing and impe-
rializing? Beyond an uninterrupted 3,000-year Jewish presence in the land 
of Israel, since most Israeli Jews originate from the Middle East itself, the  
analogy must mean these returning Jews are colonializing and imperializ-

ing on behalf of such well-known 
Zionist home bases as Iraq, Yemen, 
and Iran. The very possibilities put 
the lie to the analogy.

Such weaponized analogies are 
unserious.

But they are a mere prelude to 
a new orchestrated campaign to 
analogize Israel to apartheid-era 
South Africa.

Few political terms are as uni-
versally reviled as “apartheid.” Its 
associations are, appropriately, ir-
redeemably and wholly foul.

That is how it should be. That is 
what apartheid was. That is why calling Israel “apartheid” is not simply objec-
tively wrong. It purposefully distorts reality, incites emotions (on all sides), and 
impedes the already Herculean task of peacemaking.

Among others jumping on the perverse “Israel is apartheid” analogy band-
wagon in the past year were B’tselem, Human Rights Watch, Congresswoman 

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the United Church of Christ, and, most recently, 
Amnesty International. We will surely see others joining that bandwagon in 
2022.

The push is so apparent that Foreign Minister Yair Lapid, in his New Year’s 
briefing with Israeli journalists, warned “there will be [a] debate that is unprec-
edented in its venom and in its radioactivity around the words ‘Israel as an 
apartheid state.’”

Co-opting “apartheid” for your side of an argument is a smart but sinister 
tactic.

Life for Palestinians is not always easy or just. But not every hardship is 
genocide, a war crime, or apartheid. Palestinians elect their own politicians, 
control their own national institutions, and, in Gaza, arm their own military. 
Comparing that to what Blacks endured under South African apartheid is in-
accurate and (mis)appropriating someone else’s misery to advance your own 
cause.

Just as every person with a differing opinion isn’t a Nazi or a communist, 
neither should every controversial situation be made relatable by invoking a 
hyperbolic historical analogy. Such important, singular issues merit their own 
narrative, a unique analysis of their own special circumstances, decoupled 
from someone else’s experience.

Sadly, it seems that with the “Israel is apartheid” lie, like the 30- year lifespan 
of the U.N.’s “Zionism is racism” lie, anti-Israel forces are investing in demoni-
zation, not reconciliation.

It’s like they have learned nothing from history. It’s analogous to … 

BY JAY TC AT H 

Jay Tcath is the Executive Vice President of the Jewish United Fund.

 A Students for Justice in Palestine mock “apartheid wall” at the University of Chicago. (Photo credit: JUF/Hillel)

Co-opting ‘apartheid’ 
for your side of an 
argument is a smart  
but sinister tactic.

C O M M E N TA R Y

The growing trend of various groups defaming Israel with the descriptor “apartheid” sparked the following two JUF op-eds;  
one examining the often-misleading tactic of applying analogies, and the other a detailed contrast between Israel’s 
democracy and South Africa’s apartheid system.

Wrestling 
with a pig
THE SAME RECKLESS,  DANGEROUS RHETORIC 
 that has some calling vaccine or mask mandate sup-
porters Nazis, or police supporters racist, now has 
Amnesty International calling Israel an apartheid 
state.

Actual apartheid barred Black South Africans, a nu-
merical majority in their country, from voting or run-
ning for office; interracial marriage and/or interracial 
extra-marital sex; and from using designated “white” 
public facilities like swimming pools, restaurants, buses, and beaches. There 
was forced physical separation of residential areas and schools, and Black 
South African workers were prohibited from striking.

South African jurist Richard Goldstone, himself a harsh critic of Israel, re-
cently wrote: “I know all too well the cruelty of South Africa’s abhorrent apart-
heid system, under which … Blacks critically injured in car accidents were left 
to bleed to death if there was no ‘black’ ambulance to rush them to a ‘black’ 
hospital. ‘White’ hospitals were prohibited from saving their lives … in Israel, 
there is no apartheid. Nothing there comes close to the [widely accepted] defi-
nition of apartheid under the 1998 Rome Statute.” 

There is no point refuting all the ways AI’s slander against Israel is wrong, 
and, as George Bernard Shaw said, “Never wrestle with a pig. You both get 
dirty, and the pig likes it.” However, their big lie cannot be ignored.

The Amnesty International report 
is so egregious, it absurdly claims the 
apartheid label applies as much to 
Israel’s pre-1967 borders as it does to 
Gaza and the West Bank, where the 
Palestinians are not and don’t seek to be 
Israeli citizens, and whose day-to-day 
governmental interactions are large-
ly with their own elected Palestinian 
institutions. 

Israel does not have any apartheid 
restrictions, nor anything similar in the 
letter or the spirit of its founding doc-
uments or laws. Israel’s Declaration of 
Independence says that it “will ensure 

complete equality of social and political rights to all its inhabitants irrespective 
of religion, race, or sex; it will guarantee freedom of religion, conscience, lan-
guage, education, and culture; it will safeguard the Holy Places of all religions.” 
(Pop quiz part one: Do any other Middle Eastern country’s core documents 
contain a similar founding principle?)

Israeli society, while not free from prejudice (what society is?), is multi-ra-
cial, multi-ethnic, and multi-religious; 80% of its citizens are Jewish—including 
Jews from Africa, Asia, other Middle Eastern countries, and Latin America.  

All forms of racism and incitement to racism are illegal in Israel. In Israel’s his-
tory, only one political party was ever barred from participation in elections—
the Jewish ultranationalist “Kach” party, for inciting racism against Arabs. 
Arab parties in Israel’s Parliament often use the Knesset podium to criticize 
Israel, attack it, and espouse support for its enemies. (Pop quiz part two: Name 
one other country, besides Israel, that Amnesty International has attacked 
which protects such speech.)

In Israel, universal suffrage is guaranteed to all citizens. Israeli Arabs have 
full rights and unfettered access to all professions. There are Arab Cabinet 
Ministers, IDF generals, and police commanders; two Arab parties in Israel’s 
Knesset; and an Arab Deputy Speaker of Knesset. There are Arab Supreme 
Court judges, an Arab CEO of a major hospital, and Arab doctors at the helm 
of hospital departments and working in all hospitals. There is an Arab dean of 
a college and Arab professors in all universities and on all faculties in Israel. 
Arab ambassadors, Muslim as well as Druze, represent Israel abroad. (Pop quiz 
part three: Does any “apartheid state” allow a member of its “powerless” class 
to command and give orders, or to convict and imprison, a member of its “pow-
erful” class?)

Amnesty International is playing a dangerous syllogistic game that calls into 
question Israel’s legitimacy. AI’s logic can only be read as: Apartheid is a form 
of evil that should not be allowed to exist; Israel is an apartheid state; there-
fore, Israel is an evil that should not be allowed to exist. Fortunately, the U.S. 
government is again leading the world by publicly challenging AI’s biased and 
dangerous logic. 

Ned Price, a spokesperson for the U.S. State Department, said: “We reject the 
view that Israel’s actions constitute apartheid … we think that it is important, 
as the world’s only Jewish state, that the Jewish people must not be denied their 
right to self-determination, and we must ensure there isn’t a double standard 
being applied.” 

BY O FE R BAV LY and  DA N G O L DW I N

Ofer Bavly (left) is the Director General  
of the JUF Israel Office and Daniel G. Goldwin  
(right) is JUF Executive Director of Public Affairs.  

All forms of racism 
and incitement to 
racism are illegal 
in Israel.

 Jewish Telegraphic Agency illustration.
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Jewish TV personality, Bravo star, and dad Andy Cohen took  
his son Ben to the unveiling of his star on the Hollywood Walk of 
Fame on Feb. 4—the day of Ben’s 3rd birthday. Cohen—who head-
lined the JUF Spring Event alongside his mom, Evelyn, in 2017—
shared that the unveiling ceremony was “kind of like being at your 
funeral, but fun.” He also recalled his first time visiting the Walk  
of Fame to scout out the star of Vivian Vance, who played  
I Love Lucy’s “Ethel.” 

—Lior Zaltzman, Kveller.com

 Marisa Mandrea, of JUF’s Young Women’s Board, moderates a discussion 
with Andy Cohen, his mother Evelyn, and moderator Marisa Mandrea at the 
JUF 2017 Spring Event. (Photo credit: Robert Kusel) 

CULTURE P   P!
N O T E D

450,000
Israel’s cabinet approved a plan to plant 450,000 trees in the country’s cities, to mitigate  
some effects of climate change by offering more shade and cooler temperatures.

The plan, which is predicted to cost about 2.25 billion shekels (or $716 million), will be  
carried out between now and 2040. The goal is for 70% of sidewalks to be shaded by trees.

Pictured at right: A man walks on a tree-lined sidewalk near the Valley of the Cross park in Jerusalem,  
Nov. 5, 2018. (Hadas Parush/Flash90)

—Shira Hanau, JTA

BY THE NUMBERS

Pledging ‘never again’ and to ‘never forget’
Signifying a promise to memorialize the Holocaust and “promote Holocaust ed-
ucation throughout the world,” the Chicago City Council unanimously passed 
a resolution in January honoring International Holocaust Remembrance Day.

Mayor Lori Lightfoot (pictured below, second from right) spoke, acknowl-
edging the reality that antisemitism is on the rise, and pledging her commit-
ment to the ideals of “never again” and “never forget.” Ald. Debra Silverstein 
introduced the resolution, while Ald. Michele Smith criticized the misuse of 
Holocaust imagery and comparisons. 

Representing the Chicago Jewish community were Jane Charney, JUF 
Assistant Vice President of Local Government Affairs (fourth from left); Rabbi 
Shoshanah Conover, Senior Rabbi of Temple Sholom of Chicago (third from 
left); Noah Cruickshank, Vice President of Marketing at the Illinois Holocaust 
Museum and Education Center (second from left); and Rabbi Shlomo Soroka, 
Director of Government Affairs for Agudath Israel of Illinois (third from right).

Also pictured: Jessica Gall, First Deputy Mayor of Public Safety (far left); and 
attorney Rey Phillips-Santos, who drafted the resolution (far right). 

(Photo credit: Heidi Zeiger, Office of the Mayor, City of Chicago)

Popular online word game  
inspires Jewdle
An Australia-based Jewish communi-
ty organization has created Jewdle—a 
distinctly Jewish version of the wild-
ly popular online word game.  While 
versions of Wordle exist in other 
languages, Jewdle offers words 
from English, Yiddish, Hebrew, and 
Aramaic, and is different in a few key 
ways. Unlike Wordle, which asks 
players to guess a five-letter word 
using codebreaker’s logic, Jewdle 
players have to guess six-letter 
Jewish words, increasing the 
game’s difficulty. 

Jewdle also throws in a Jewish 
educational component, adding 
explanations and context once 
a player gets a word right. 

“We decided to do six letters 
instead of five because of the 
phonetic differences in writing out many 
Hebrew and Yiddish words,” Alon Meltzer, the game’s creator, 
told J-Wire. “You often need to use a ‘ch’ or ‘sch’ combination or an 
‘ah’ suffix. Five letters was a bit too limiting.”

Check out Jewdle at jewdle.app. 

(Caleb Guedes-Reed, JTA)
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Family Law Experts
Divorce  |  Litigation  |  Mediation  |  Collaborative Divorce 
Pre- & Post-Decree Modifi cations  |  Prenuptial Agreements

Respectful of Jewish traditions as they relate to family law decisions

Call us today for 
a complimentary 
consultation   
► (847) 995-8800

www.mcooperlaw.com

Call us today for 
a complimentary 
consultation   
► (847) 995-8800

 Paying tribute to Prince Asiel.

Chicago Black and Jewish leaders 
celebrate alliance
Elected officials and community leaders gathered at the DuSable Museum in 
February to celebrate the bonds that connect Black America, Israel, and the 
Jewish community. Event co-chairs—including Congressman Danny K. Davis, 
State Sen. Donne Trotter, and Dr. Carol Adams along with Consul General of 
Israel to the Midwest Yinam Cohen—each shared remarks to underscore the 
communities’ historic alliances and to inspire future collaboration. The eve-
ning marked a unique partnership between the Consulate General of Israel to 
the Midwest and the Shiloh Institute, a nascent nonprofit led by Kristina King 
that offers educational travel opportunities to young Black leadership to Israel 
and West Africa. The event also honored Prince Asiel Ben Israel, whose life’s 
work bridged communities in Chicago and Israel. 
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“One can’t protect kids.  
They know everything already.”
—Maus author Art Spiegelman recently cited these words— 
at a virtual Chattanooga federation event—originally told to 
him by fellow Jewish author Maurice Sendak before he died. 

A Tennessee school board voted in January to remove  
the Pulitzer Prize-winning graphic novel about Spiegelman’s 
parents’ survival in Auschwitz, deeming it inappropriate  
for classroom discussion.

UOTEWORTHY
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N O T E D MAZEL
TOV

Jennifer Berkson Zislis is the new Director of 
Operations for JCC Chicago. She returns 
to the JCC after a hiatus working in resi-
dential property management and com-
mercial brokerage. During her previous 
tenure, Berkson Zislis supported JCC 
Chicago’s early childhood and day camp 
programs in various capacities for over 
25 years. In her new role, she will be in-
strumental in elevating facilities and pro-
grams, with a special focus on the magic of 
summer camp. 

The Alpha Epsilon Pi Jewish fraternity re-
cently honored three of its alums—includ-
ing Deerfield’s Daniel Elbaum—with the 
Gitelson Silver Medallion, for their com-
mitment to Jewish communal service. 
Elbaum is the Head of North America 
for The Jewish Agency for Israel as well 
as the President and CEO of The Jewish 
Agency International Development. 
Previously, he held leadership positions 
with the American Jewish Committee and the 
Anti-Defamation League, and was a felony prose-
cutor in the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office. 

Alison Blake is the new Assistant Director of 
JCC Chicago’s ‘Z’ Frank Apachi Day Camp in 

Northbrook. As a past camper and coun-
selor at both Apachi and Camp Chi, Blake 
looks forward to providing campers with 
the transformative summer experiences 
she and her children have experienced. 
She joins ‘Z’ Frank Apachi from Produce 

Alliance, LLC., which helps distribute 
fresh produce to a range of communities. 

Judith Gold named to Holocaust 
Memorial Council—following  
in footsteps of mom
President Biden has appointed Judith Gold to the United States 
Holocaust Memorial Council—the governing board of the trust-
ees of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum. The first and only 
Chicagoan appointed by Biden to the council, Gold—a member 
of JUF’s Government Affairs Committee—is a business execu-
tive, attorney, and national advocate for equality, social justice, 
and local civic causes. She is the Managing Director and Senior 
Counsel of LAMB LLC, a privately held investment firm. Her 
mother, Barbara Gold, was appointed to the Council in 1992 by 
President George H. W. Bush, and served until 1997. Barbara and 
Judith are believed to be the only mother and daughter duo ever 
appointed to the council.

Neshama: Association of Jewish Chaplains re-
cently installed Rabbi Dr. Joseph Ozarowski 

as president. In his new role, Ozarowski, 
of Skokie, heads an association of over 
500 professional Jewish chaplains who 
serve in many hospitals, long term care 
facilities, hospices, adult living facilities, 
prisons, and other settings. He currently 

serves as Rabbinic counselor and chaplain 
for JCFS Chicago and is the Jewish chaplain 

for the North Shore University Health system. 
In addition, he is an adjunct professor at Spertus 

and at the Los Angeles-based Academy for Jewish Religion.

 Judith Gold (left) and her mother Barbara.
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Steve Miller named  
Chair of the JUF  
2022 Annual Campaign
LONGTIME COMMUNITY LEADER  Steve Miller, renowned for his com-
mitment to Jewish life, has taken the helm as Chair of the 2022 JUF Annual 
Campaign.

The Annual Campaign is the cornerstone of JUF’s multi-faceted resource de-
velopment efforts, fueling life-transforming services for 500,000 Chicagoans 
of all faiths and two million Jews across the globe. 

“Steve is an extraordinary leader, and we are grateful to him for taking on 
this important role,” said JUF President Lonnie Nasatir. “Steve likes to under-
stand how people think, what motivates them, what inspires them. He is as 
big-hearted as he is witty—an unbeatable combination—and I know that under 
Steve’s leadership, the Annual Campaign is poised for great success in 2022.”

A longtime JUF board member, Miller has served on virtually every 
board committee, and has chaired the JUF Breakthrough Fund, Holocaust 
Community Services, and TOV Volunteer Network committees.

Optimistic and energized, Miller is excited for what’s ahead: to galvanize 
those committed to JUF’s work and mission, while also focused on inspiring 
the next generation to find meaningful connections to JUF.

“I get excited about new ideas, about supporting innovation, and under-
standing what motivates younger generations,” Miller reflected. “Our children 
are digital natives. They do things differently, and that includes how they inter-
act with organizations like JUF. We need to understand that. We need to sup-
port that and help our children—and their children—find ways to meaningfully 
engage with Jewish life.”

With a hopeful eye on the year ahead, Miller is looking forward to returning 
to in person experiences—gatherings, events, and, of course, the chance to get 
out and be part of JUF’s impact.

“The most impactful experiences I’ve had are when I have been able to di-
rectly interact with the people who benefit from JUF’s work and the incredible 
work of our agencies,” Miller said. “Delivering food with Maot Chitim, drop-
ping off my daughter to be a camp counselor at Apachi Day Camp or as a peer 
mentor for All Star Abilities—these are the moments that stick with me and my 
family and motivate us to continue to do the work we are doing.”

Professionally, Miller is a Founding Partner of Origin Ventures, and serves 
on the boards of Impact Engine and VHT. He also has been a board member of 
GrubHub and iNest.

Beyond his leadership within the Jewish community, Miller is vice chair of 
the Better Government Association, a board member at Stage 773, and serves 
on the Metropolitan Planning Council as an executive advisor. Previously, 
he was president of the board of Victory Gardens Theater and on the boards 
of nonprofits including i.c.stars, Boys Hope Girls Hope, and OneGoal. He 
is a member of the Economic Club of Chicago and the University of Illinois 
Foundation, and was awarded the 2014 Richard J. Daley Medal by the Illinois 
Venture Capital Association.

Steve received a B.S. in Business Administration/Marketing from the 
University of Illinois, where he now serves on the Dean’s Business Council, 
which he chaired for two years. His devotion to his alma mater runs deep; 
he is a trustee of Illini Hillel, and provides funding for the Steven N. Miller 
Entrepreneurial Scholarships, the Diane N. & Steven N. Miller Centennial 
Chair in Business, and the Origin Ventures Academy for Entrepreneurial 
Leadership at the University of Illinois.

Miller and his wife Diane live in Glencoe with their two children. 

BY E L IZ A B E T H A B R A M S 

Elizabeth Abrams is the Assistant Vice President of Communications  
for the Jewish United Fund.

Seeking nominations for the JUF/Federation Board 
YOU’RE INVITED  to suggest names of qualified in-
dividuals to be considered for vacancies on the Jewish 
Federation Board of Directors. 

Qualities sought in Board members include the following: 

•  A comprehensive concern and understanding of the 
needs of the Jewish community;

•  A record of JUF campaign contributions in accordance 
with the individual’s abilities;

• Knowledge of and activity in Jewish life;

•  Experience and familiarity with the work of Federation; 
•  A commitment to devote the time necessary to board  

meetings, committee work, and campaign 
responsibilities.

New directors will be elected at the Federation’s 122nd 
Annual Meeting in the fall. Andrew S. Hochberg chairs 
the 2022 Nominating Committee.  

Submit suggestions for nominees to DeborahShub@juf.org  
no later than March 25.
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TUNED IN
THE LARRY DOBKIN EVENT

SUNDAY, MARCH 13, 2022
CHICAGO BOTANIC GARDEN  | 7-8:15pm

Join us to celebrate JCFS Response for Teens’
50th Anniversary and support the counseling, prevention 
programs, leadership activities, and sexual health education 
services we provide to young people and their families.

REGISTER ONLINE
JCFS.formstack.com/forms/tunedin

HONORING RANDEE AND ROB ROMANOFF

 JCFS Chicago    � Response_for_Teens      AskResponse   
Response for Teens is part of the JCFS family of services.  JCFS Chicago is a partner with the Jewish United Fund in serving our community. 

We embrace diversity. Our commitment to inclusivity is woven throughout our services, programs and welcoming workplace. 

All persons will be required to wear a face mask throughout the entire event. Proof of COVID-19 vaccination must be
presented for entrance, along with a current ID.  Visit JCFS.org/safetyguidelines for updates.
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Pritzker’s budget 
proposal to safeguard 
communities,  
places of worship
WITH HATE CRIMES  at their highest level in over a decade, JUF 
has spearheaded the Safeguard Illinois Communities Coalition—a 
diverse group of 50 nonprofit cultural, civil, religious, racial, and 
ethnic organizations committed to including security funding in 
this year’s state budget. 

The Coalition’s membership includes Jewish, Christian, 
Muslim, Asian-American, LGBTQ, Black, and Latinx institutions, 
allies, and other organizations whose communities are vulnera-
ble to attacks and hate-motivated violence. 

In February, Gov. J.B. Pritzker announced a $20 million appro-
priation in his FY 2023 budget proposal to support the Coalition’s 
efforts to safeguard vulnerable houses of worship and communi-
ty nonprofits.

Illinois lawmakers created a state-level Nonprofit Security 
Grant Program back in 2017, but only now is receiving a funding 
appropriation. The program—which supplements the federal 
version of the program—is designed to protect nonprofit organi-
zations against acts of hate and extremism by purchasing secu-
rity enhancements, such as cameras, bulletproof glass, and rein-
forced doors; offering safety training to staff; and, under certain 
circumstances, retaining contract security professionals.

State Rep. Bob Morgan and State Sen. Ram Villivalam 
filed funding bills early in the legislative session. The Illinois 
Commission on Discrimination and Hate Crimes and the Illinois 
Legislative Jewish, Asian American, Black, and Latino Caucuses 
all endorsed the bills.

“This program will help ensure our communities are safe when 
attending prayers or communal meetings, sending our children 
to camp or childcare, and seeking services from social service 
and health care providers,” Morgan said.

JUF’s Government Affairs team recently surveyed the Coalition 
members to understand security concerns and funding challeng-
es, and will continue to make recommendations to the Illinois 
Emergency Management Agency on the final program structure.

“The January 15 hostage-taking at a Colleyville, Texas syna-
gogue, combined with the spike in hate crimes laid bare by [re-
cent] events in West Rogers Park, underscores the unfortunate 
reality that our community institutions must continue to prior-
itize security and security training,” said JUF President Lonnie 
Nasatir. “Our coalition of faith and community-based groups ap-
preciate the governor’s commitment to include this vital funding 
in our state’s budget.” 

BY A MY ZI M M E R M A N and JA R E D H O FFM A N

Amy Zimmerman is JUF Assistant Vice President, State Government 
Affairs, and Jared Hoffman is a JUF Public Affairs Intern.

JUF names Daniel Godsel  
as Security Director
AS A KEY PART  of its community-wide security initiative, JUF has named 
Daniel Godsel as its Security Director. At a time of accelerating antisemitism 
and attacks against Jewish institutions, he will be leading the expansion of 
JUF’s security services across the entire Chicagoland Jewish community. 

Godsel joins JUF after 29 years of service with the Chicago Police Department, 
including at its highest levels, promoting reform under the federal consent de-
cree, overseeing training, and commanding two diverse districts. 

“We hired the best of the best to lead the next era of JUF’s security efforts,” 
said Lonnie Nasatir, JUF President. “What’s so special about Dan is not just his 
admirable and successful tenure with the Chicago Police Department, but his 
innate passion for nurturing communities and the understanding that secur-
ing safe spaces is absolutely fundamental for every aspect of life.”

Under Godsel’s leadership, JUF will augment its critical, multi-faceted secu-
rity services for Jewish schools, synagogues, camps, and community spaces, 
including:

• Increasing security audits and trainings for local Jewish institutions,
•  Accelerating grant writing services to help local Jewish organizations  

access governmental and private funding, 
•  Expanding JUF’s master contract program to augment community access  

to cost-effective security products and services, 
•  Upgrading software interconnectivity between JUF security  

and other facilities,
• Continually monitoring social media and dark web threats, and 
•  Strengthening the Jewish community’s partnership with the National 

Jewish Federations of North America’s Security Community Network (SCN). 

“It’s my goal to ensure that every member of Chicago’s Jewish community can 
safely participate in Jewish life,” Godsel said.

Born and raised on the south side of Chicago, Godsel began his law enforce-
ment career in the 21st district. He quickly rose through the CPD ranks, serv-
ing as a patrol officer, sergeant, lieutenant, commander, and ultimately deputy 
chief, working across diverse city districts. 

Godsel’s team led mobile strike units to combat aggressive criminal behav-
ior and gang violence in some of Chicago’s most crime-ridden neighborhoods. 
Godsel distinguished himself as a gifted law enforcement officer and skilled 
community organizer who took precious time to connect with and understand 
the deep complexities of the communities in which he served.

“I’m a student of leadership,” Godsel said. “I developed a passion for commu-
nity outreach, with the understanding that if you want to successfully lead in 
a community, you have to be highly available, accessible, and always operate 
from a place of respect. I prioritized improving neighborhood conditions and 
making people feel safe in the communities they call home.”

In addition to decades in law enforcement, Godsel has an extensive back-
ground in fine arts, giving him a unique, multi-faceted perspective on crit-
ical social issues and the way people connect with each other and to their 
community.

Bill Silverstein, chair of the Security Director Search Committee, thanked 
“the volunteers and professionals, including partners from SCN, family foun-
dations, and chairs of JUF committees connected to security issues, for help-
ing in this thorough, national, and successful search. Our entire community 

will benefit greatly from the due diligence undertaken, and we look forward to 
working with and learning from Dan for the benefit of all of us.”

“JUF was built to respond in times of crisis that demand swift, coordinated 
collective action. Security is one of those challenges,” Nasatir said. “We are 
confident in Dan’s ability to help strengthen our community, and we are in-
credibly honored to welcome him to JUF.”

Godsel’s initial orientation to the community’s security operations will be 
facilitated by longtime JUF Security Director Jim Newcomb, who is playing a 
vital role in onboarding Godsel. 

(Photo credit: Robert Kusel)

BY E L IZ A B E T H A B R A M S

Elizabeth Abrams is the Assistant Vice President of Communications  
for the Jewish United Fund.

A partner with the 
Jewish United Fund in 
serving our community

Degree Programs
MA in Jewish Professional Studies
For communal professions. Accepting applications for Fall 2022 cohorts.

MA and DS in Jewish Studies and Doctor of Hebrew Letters
Flexible formats. Apply now and begin with the June 2022 seminar.

Certificate Programs
Certificate in Jewish Leadership
Presented with Northwestern University. For communal professionals 
and lay leaders. Accepting applications for Fall 2022 cohort.

New Leadership Certificate in Combating Antisemitism
For Jewish organizational leaders. Begins mid-2022. 

At our core—learning 
with lasting impact

Learn More! Contact Amie Barrish at abarrish@spertus.edu

For nearly 100 years, Spertus Institute for Jewish 
Learning and Leadership has been dedicated 
to learning that is rich, rigorous, and deeply 
relevant to the issues that shape Jewish life. 

While we proudly present programs in many 
formats, at our core are degree and certificate 
programs through which students passionately 
engage with Jewish ideas in the service of their 
personal and professional advancement.
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Shalom Hartman 
Institute comes  
to Chicago
JASON ROSENSWEIG,   a local advocate for the Jewish com-
munity with a passion for pluralism, will be the first Chicago 
Director for the Shalom Hartman Institute of North America. 

The addition of a permanent staff member in Chicago to de-
velop and manage local programming for Hartman follows the 
establishment of a Midwest regional office in Detroit in 2019. 
The decision to expand to Chicago was made possible by the in-
stitute’s longstanding positive relationship with JUF, as well as a 
generous grant from the Crown Foundation.

Rosensweig was previously the assistant director for advoca-
cy and international affairs at the American Jewish Committee. 
He serves on the Illinois Commission on Discrimination and 
Hate Crimes, a role in which he will continue while working for 
Hartman. 

The Shalom Hartman Institute was founded in Israel over 30 
years ago by Canadian oleh (immigrant) David Hartman in re-
sponse to what he saw as a need for pluralistic dialogue on major 
issues in the Jewish community and between Jews and non-Jews, 
using “Judaism as an interpretive tradition as its core value,” said 
Midwest Regional Director Rebecca Starr. 

For over 20 years, JUF has funded the participation of two 
local clergy members in every cohort of the Shalom Hartman 
Institute’s rabbinic leadership program; many of these Hartman 
alums continue to serve congregations in the Chicago area.

“To me, part of the need for this kind of work is that it’s becom-
ing increasingly difficult to have tough conversations about a lot 
of things,” said Rosensweig. “To be in a place where that can real-
ly happen is exciting.” 

BY R AC H E L KO H N

Rachel Kohn is a freelance writer based in Chicago. 

 Jason Rosensweig will be the first Chicago Director of the Shalom Hartman 
Institute of North America. 

MERLE COHEN  calls her Lion of Judah pin the most important piece of jewelry 
she has ever owned. That summarizes everything you need to know about her. 

This winter, she retired from JUF, after 25 years as a JUF professional—hav-
ing first logged some 20 years as a lay leader. “It was never a job—it was 
a passion,” she said. “I had a meaningful and exciting career, 
full of wonderful memories.”

Cohen has been a Chicago Jewish community 
leader for over 40 years, and yet remains as un-
assuming as she is dedicated, as selfless as 
she is passionate. 

A $35 Women’s Division gift to 
the JUF Annual Campaign in 1975 
launched what became the major 
commitment of Cohen’s adult 
life. After joining the JUF Young 
Women’s Board in 1978, she 
served as its campaign chair, 
followed by her tenure as its 
president.

She went on to become an 
active member of the JUF 
Board of Directors, where she 
served on multiple major com-
mittees, including the execu-
tive committee. Nationally, she 
served as a member of the UJA 
Young Leadership Cabinet and 
UJA Women’s Division. In 1984, 
she was honored with JUF’s Davis, 
Gidwitz & Glasser Young Leadership 
Award. 

Cohen shares a passion for Jewish peo-
plehood with Larry Cohen—her husband 
of more than 50 years. Together, they served 
on the Young Leadership Cabinet of the former 
United Jewish Appeal. They studied in the first co-
hort of the Wexner Foundation’s Leadership Development 
Program. They have been longtime supporters of Solomon Schechter Day 
School, attended by their three now-grown children. While Cohen grew up on 
the South Side, they settled in Chicago’s northern suburbs, and became active 
in Deerfield’s Moriah Congregation. 

On the international stage, the Cohens were dedicated to the movement to 
free Soviet Jews. In 1981, they spent 10 days meeting with refuseniks in the for-
mer Soviet Union—where they were accosted by the KGB. 

Their love of the Jewish state has been a through line in their marriage. “Our 
commitment to Israel’s support and safety has run through our entire married 
life,” Cohen said. “Our devotion to Israel is about Jewish peoplehood, the land, 
and the fulfillment of God’s promise in our lifetime.” 

They traveled to Israel many times, including hosting multiple JUF missions 
as lay leaders.

It was 25 years ago that Dr. Steven B. Nasatir, then-JUF President, asked 
Cohen to pivot from a volunteer to professional role and become the 

first director of development for the newly founded Jewish 
Women’s Foundation—which Cohen called one of her 

“proudest professional achievements.” 
When the Jewish Women’s Foundation 
was firmly established in Chicago, she 

moved on to become a donor officer 
and a vice president of the JUF Annual 

Campaign, where she continued to 
serve the community in a profes-

sional capacity. 
At the 2018 JUF Lion Luncheon, 

Cohen received the Kipnis-
Wilson/Friedland Award—
given every other year to 
one woman in each North 
American Jewish community 
who exemplifies the spirit of 
the Lion of Judah by a prov-
en commitment to the Jewish 
community. In bestowing the 

award, Adrienne Kriezelman, 
President of the JUF Women’s 

Board at the time, called her “a 
community treasure.”
Then, in 2019, Cohen ably staffed 

JUF’s $60 million Fund for the Future 
campaign—an effort launched in honor 

of Nasatir—to infuse funding into Jewish 
gateway experiences for the next genera-

tion. Today, she considers him both a mentor 
and a friend. “I have no words for the faith he had 

in me,” she said. “I would have never had these oppor-
tunities without him.” 

In her retirement, she looks forward to spending more time with fami-
ly—Larry, their three married children, and eight grandchildren. And she is al-
ready doing just that. She closed her Jewish Chicago interview by saying, “I have 
to go make chicken soup—my kids are coming.” 

(Photo credit: Robert Kusel)

BY PAU L W I E D E R and  L I N DA S .  H A A S E

‘It was never a job— 
it was a passion’

‘Community treasure’ Merle Cohen retires Join American Friends of the 
Hebrew University as we honor two 

distinguished Hebrew University alumni

Zev Davis, M.D.
&

Steven A. Kanner
at the

2022 LEADERS OF DISTINCTION 
AWARD GALA

Wednesday, May 18, 2022
5:30 PM

Galleria Marchetti
Chicago, IL

For more information, contact Matt Cohen, 
Associate Executive Director, Midwest Region,

at 312.329.0332 or mcohen@afhu.org 

www.afhu.org/LOD22

DINNER COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
Lewis Collens | Michael J. Freed | Barry Golin  

Karen Herbst | Sara Crown Star | Mary Ann Tuft
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Join TOV April 3–10—
and do a week of good!
Join JUF’s Tikkun Olam Volunteer Network  
to better the world within our own community 
through the Good Deeds Day global movement. 

SINCE GOOD DEEDS  go beyond one day, TOV has extended the 
local efforts of the international day of service, founded in Israel, 
to last an entire week.

From April 3 to 10, volunteers of every age can participate in 
COVID-19-safe projects—including in-person volunteer and 
drop-off projects, and a variety of independent projects to com-
plete from home. 

Projects include providing food to those in need, beautifying 
a neighborhood, making birthday cards for seniors, writing wel-
come letters to newly arriving immigrants, decorating duffel 
bags for foster children, making toys for shelter animals, and 
more. There will also be a special volunteer hub for teens, featur-
ing different hands-on service and advocacy projects. 

In 2021, 900 volunteers across Chicagoland participated in 38 
service projects benefiting 27 different organizations.  

Learn more and sign up at juf.org/gooddeedsday. 

Questions? Email TOV@juf.org.

Campus Corner: University of Chicago

Looking forward to spring
And committing to sustainability all year round  
EVERY YEAR,   on the page of my calendar that holds Tu BiShvat, I write the 
following quotation from French Jewish philosopher Albert Camus: “In the 
midst of winter, I found there was, within me, an invincible summer.” Unlike 
Groundhog Day, where we wait and wonder, Tu BiShvat, the Jewish New Year 
of the Trees, marks the promise of spring—though it may be slow in coming. 

So many Jewish holidays are tied to agriculture, so gaining access to nature, 
the way that our ancestors did, helps bring out their meaning. For anyone who 
has planted parsley seeds in a little paper cup on Tu BiShvat to enjoy later at the 
Seder table, there is a feeling of wholeness that we find. UChicago Psychology 
Professor and 2019 “Latke Hamantash” debater Marc Berman teaches students 
here that trees have a profound impact on a person’s health and happiness.

This year on Tu BiShvat, student leader Devorah Goldstein taught a lesson 
over Zoom about the ways in which Torah is a “tree of life” in our sources. Along 
with that, we held a social media contest, inviting students to post pictures of 
themselves in nature. They also made sustainability pledges for the coming year, 
an example being a commitment toward a plant-based diet. The prize for partic-
ipating was an indoor herb garden, which can perk up any kitchen and cuisine. 

While Tu BiShvat was a focus of attention this month, UChicago Hillel’s 
commitment to sustainability is a year-round pursuit. Four years ago, as part 
of Hazon’s Seal of Sustainability, UChicago Hillel began to really go green. 
Composting was one outgrowth of our Green Team, which was founded sev-
eral years ago by a student who believed that the Jewish community could step 
up to recognize the importance of environmental protection. 

Participation in Hazon’s Seal of Sustainability program guided us toward 
purchasing sustainable products and engaging a composting service so that 
most of our waste, from plates to paper towels, can be used to generate fertile 
soil. Participating in a composting program has helped us shop more sustain-
ably; we avoid buying plastic bags or items with excess packaging, and lean 
toward biodegradable alternatives. 

These days, the Green Team is expanding, pairing education and Jewish 
learning with direct service in the community.

“I really enjoyed the Torah study that Rabbi Anna led about shmita and hear-
ing my peers perspectives on the climate crisis,” Alana Yevzlin, a Hillel Social 
Justice Intern, said. “I also love being able to give back to the community and 
the earth in small ways. The clean-up that our Hillel hosted with the Campus 
Sustainability Initiative was so rewarding because it brought together commu-
nities for a common cause.”

Hillel’s Social Justice Fellow Lilli Sher understands the growing popularity of 
the Green Team events that she’s building. 

“These programs are working well because they address part of what students 
are looking for at Hillel,” she said. “The climate crisis is a moral issue. Students 
are searching for meaning and guidance from Jewish tradition, and connecting 
to these values in a concrete way through acts of service and education.”

The integrated approach of direct service and engagement with the South 
Side community, paired with traditional Jewish text study, makes the Green 
Team both effective and relevant.

“We do both, because both are needed; one does not work without the other,” 
Sher said. “These programs solidify that caring about the Earth and about our 
communities—and staying informed about the issues that negatively impact 
them—is conducive to Jewish values. This is how we’ll make an impact on the 
world.” 

BY R A B B I  A N N A L E V I N ROS E N

Anna Levin Rosen is the Executive Director and Rabbi of the University 
of Chicago Hillel. 

 Volunteers sort donated clothing as part of Good Deeds Day 2021.

 Preparing the composting for a Hillel program. (Photo credit: Rabbi Anna Levin Rosen)

Send Purim Greetings 
and Feed Israel’s Needy

Send ecards to up to 200 
people for just $36

201-331-0070 x2 • elena@leket.us 
Purim.leket.org 

Printed Purim cards are also 
available for purchase, starting at 

$36 for 18 cards 
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Chinese Jewish teen author  
helps others navigate grief  
and identity
AS A YOUNG GIRL,   Amelie Suskind Liu often announced to her family, “I 
want to make an impact on the world.” Now, at the age of 17, this Chinese Jewish 
girl is well on her way to reaching that goal, by helping others find comfort 
with the enormous challenges of grief and identity. She calls it, appropriately, 
tikkun olam.

Liu, a junior at the University of Chicago Laboratory Schools, says the pan-
demic forced her to deal with those issues of grief and identity in her own life, 
including the death of her father. A Chicago pediatric surgeon, her father, 
Donald Liu, drowned in Lake Michigan in 2012 while rescuing two children 
caught in a current. Amelie was only 7 years old at the time. 

“I realized that I had, basically, an emotional backpack that hadn’t been 
opened in eight years because I didn’t really have the mental capacity at 7 to 
deal with all of that,” she said. Recognizing she’d lost touch with her Chinese 
heritage when her father died, Liu also began wrestling with her identity.

Through endless conversations with her bubbe while quarantining together 
during the pandemic, Liu explored her connection to both Jewish and Asian 
cultures. “I realized that I really didn’t see the beauty in my cultures. I was kind 
of sad that I looked Asian and not like my Jewish family, and I wished I had 
looked more Jewish on the outside because I felt so Jewish on the inside, and 
talking through that with her made me realize that I should feel proud of my 
cultures,” Liu said.

Then, amidst a rise in Asian-American hate, and after a fellow student tar-
geted her with a racist comment, Liu decided it was time to make a positive 
change on both fronts—grief and identity.

Picking up the baton from her sister who had launched Slap’d—“Surviving 
Life After a Parent Dies” (slapd.com)—Liu developed Peer Healing, a virtual teen 
grief support curriculum. With the help of the National Alliance for Grieving 
Children, Liu is piloting the 10-week program at grief centers nationwide. 

“The main aspect of it is community building and sharing stories and pro-
viding support from people who know what it’s like to lose a loved one,” Liu 
explained, acknowledging that the need for the program has grown given the 
number of teens who have lost parents due to COVID.

At the same time, those long talks with her grandmother and their mu-
tual love of writing led the duo to pen a children’s book: Matzo Ball-Wonton 
Thanksgiving, published last November. It tells the story of a young girl whose 
Bubbe and Nai arrive on the holiday prepared to make their famous matzoh 
ball and wonton soups.

“Thanksgiving has always been my favorite holiday. It’s the time where my 
cultures mixed. We had turkey, but we would also have matzoh balls, and we’d 
have dumplings and Chinese food,” Liu said, pointing out the similarities be-
tween the two cultures. “They’re so centered around food and family and being 
together and loving each other and just listening to each other.”

Since the book’s release, Liu has enjoyed fulfilling feedback from adults, in-
cluding teachers who share that it provided a better understanding of their bi-
racial students. After reading the book to children, Liu found warmth and joy 
as members of her audience responded with their own multicultural stories.

“I think it’s showing people that really there are many faces of what Judaism 
looks like, and there’s many faces of what being Chinese looks like and even 
other cultures,” she said, adding, “I really want younger children to realize that 
they should feel proud of their multiculturalism.” 

All proceeds from the sale of Liu’s book will benefit the National Alliance  
for Children’s Grief, in honor of her late father.

Pictured, top: Amelie Suskin Liu’s immediate family in 2012, at her sister’s bat mitzvah in 
Shanghai shortly before their father’s death. Liu, the youngest sibling, was 7 at the time. (Photo 
credit: Gulnara Samoilova) Below: A selfie of Liu and her grandmother.

BY J U L I E M A N G U R T E N W E I N B E RG 

Julie Mangurten Weinberg is a Northbrook-based journalist with more than 20 years  
of experience in broadcast, print, and digital media.  
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Chicago teen chess phenom Avi Kaplan makes his move 
IN CASE ANYONE  was wondering, no, Avi Kaplan cannot stare at the ceiling 
and see a chess game in vivid detail à la Beth Harmon in The Queen’s Gambit.

It’s one of those silly questions a 15-year-old rising star in the sport learns to 
anticipate.

But Kaplan, a Jewish Lane Tech 
College Prep freshman and Lincoln Park 
resident, does have something special 
going on in his noggin. Whatever it is—a 
gift?—it enables him to solve geometry 
problems without picking up a pencil, to 
memorize locations of the farthest-flung 
countries in geography class, and, in-
deed, to close his eyes and replay each 
game of a chess tournament.

“Yeah,” he confirms, “I can remember 
a lot.”

Even better? He works his tail off at it.
Kaplan has spent so many hours bel-

lied up to a chess board since he was in 
first grade, he has bloomed into 
the Chicago Public Schools’ 
highest-rated player and a 
force on the national scene. 
He finished second among all 
ninth graders at the U.S. Chess 
Federation’s 2021 National 
K–12 Grade Championships in 
Orlando, Fla. His chess rating 
of 2,150 is closing in on the 2,200 
required to reach master status.

The 100-plus trophies he has 
won along the way aren’t so bad. 
Neither was the $1,300 he won—
playing against adults—at the 
North American Open held at 
Bally’s Las Vegas Hotel & Casino 
in December.

“That was really fun,” he said. 
“Really nerve-racking and kind 
of stressful, but really fun.”

Kaplan enjoys the social aspect 
of chess and has met many of his 
friends in that world. He has met 
some characters, too, like the first-round opponent in Orlando who made him 
laugh before their match by saying, “I’m dead. I’m done. Just make it quick.”

But it’s serious business playing a game in which one false move, one men-
tal letdown can be ruinous. That’s why Kaplan, who hopes to someday reach 
grand-master status—which requires a rating of 2,500—doesn’t just fit chess 
into his schedule. Instead, he makes maneuvers like doing all the homework he 
can at school so, with the decks cleared at home, he can give hours of undivided 
attention to it.

In Kaplan’s case, there’s undoubtedly a blend of hard work and considerable 
talent.

“I think something I’m really good at is thinking outside of the box and com-
ing up with creativity in it,” he said. “Because a lot of people kind of just play 
what they know, and they have a computer before the game that they review 

and they kind of only use that. I feel like I do really well when it’s unknown posi-
tions and I come up with my own strategies. I think that’s where I stand apart.”

What goes into that? Flexibility, Kaplan figures. Confidence, too. And if 
he won’t say it, we will: It also 
takes some chutzpah.

“Sometimes when you’re 
playing a competitive match, 
you’re scared to make a bad 
move,” he said. “But you just 
have to be confident and trust 
your gut to make whatever 
move you’re making.”

Another thing Kaplan pos-
sesses: the ability to lose. That 
doesn’t mean he enjoys it, but 
he’s mature enough to under-
stand certain things just come 
with the territory.

“At first I was always, like, 
salty about losing, getting an-
noyed at it,” he said, “But then I 
realized every best player is go-
ing to lose. You’re never going 
to go undefeated. So, whenev-
er I lose, I try to shake it off and 
review the game—where I went 
wrong, my mistakes—and then 
fix it for next time.”

About Kaplan’s memory, his gift: It 
helped him prepare for his bar mitzvah, 
too. Some Jewish chess players he knows 
took time away from the game to study 
for their big day. Kaplan never stopped 
playing in tournaments.

“I built up a really good memory foun-
dation so I could prepare and play tour-
naments at the same time,” he said.

A then-13-year-old’s love of chess 
wasn’t lost on those celebrating with 
him.

“If I got a dollar every time chess was 
brought up at my bar mitzvah,” he said, 
smiling brightly, “I’d be a millionaire.” 

If you are a Jewish teen who plays chess and are interested in connecting  
with other Jewish chess players, email Springboard@juf.org.

To read Avi Kaplan’s interview with Springboard, visit bit.ly/avikaplaninterview.

Pictured, top: Avi Kaplan with his tournament chess trophies. Below: Kaplan (second from left) 
in first grade at the 2014 K–8 Grade Championship for Chicago Public Schools. 

BY S T E V E G R E E N B E RG

Steve Greenberg is a sports columnist for the Chicago Sun-Times.
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Dancing into Diller—and beyondDancing into Diller—and beyond
JUF Teens programs help teen shed her shyness
LIKE MANY PEOPLE,   I spent all of 2021, my sophomore year of high school, 
learning virtually. Every weekday, I woke up and made myself get ready for 
the day by making my bed, eating breakfast, getting dressed, and brushing my 
teeth. I need that sense of normality, of routine. 

I was lucky enough that my extracurricular—dancing—was able to happen 
in person for most of the year. But that didn’t change how lonely I felt. And as 
someone who is mostly introverted and shy, making friends can be a challenge.

I was nominated by two friends for the JUF Teens program called Diller Teen 
Fellows, which I had never heard of. After an interview process, I was fortu-
nate to join Cohort 8 of Diller. I remember first meeting the rest of my cohort, 
and noticing all their smiling faces. I was nervous and shy, but so happy to be 
meeting new kids my own age during the pandemic who weren’t related to me! 

There were only two things we all had in common going into Diller: First, we 
are all teens around the same age. And second, we are all Jewish. But the pro-
gram turned into so much more than a place for a group of 20 Jewish teenagers 
to meet up, talk, and learn about other Jewish Chicagoland teenagers.

It turned into a community where we all got to learn how to take initiative 
through programs we created and ran, to give back to our community through 
a mitzvah project, to feel welcomed and accepted for who we are—and to have 
fun, too. 

In times when the pandemic enforced stricter social distancing protocols, 
there were Zoom meetings, texting, and posting between each other to learn, 
build, and grow our leadership skills. When pandemic restrictions eased 
enough to gather in person, we got to freeze our bodies but warm our hearts 
and minds, meeting for a few hours in what turned out to be very cold and 
windy weather. 

Near the end of the program late in the school year, even though we were 
not able to visit our sister cohort in Israel, we got to gather for awesome Zoom 
meetings with people literally halfway across the world from us, and learn 
about their experiences, strengths, weaknesses, and Jewish practices. 

I learned to connect and cooperate with so many different types of people, 
personalities, and styles—such a valuable lesson, especially as I reacclimate to 
human interactions in person at my high school. 

I’m thrilled that I gave Diller Teen Fellows a chance, and now I’m proud to be 
a part of another JUF Teens program this year called RTI—Research Training 
Internship. This is a paid internship in which a cohort of 10 Jewish female-iden-
tifying and non-binary teens address critical social questions through feminist 
academic research, and use the research to pursue social justice. 

I am so excited to start researching our topic, which we recently finalized. It 
is ... wait, I can’t tell you. That would be a huge spoiler. I guess you will just have 
to wait and see in May when RTI publishes Cohort 8’s research on our awesome 
topic! 

Both programs, Diller and RTI, offer entirely distinct curriculum and goals, 
and are fostering in me unique skillsets. I’m so grateful that the JUF Teens de-
partment offers such varied opportunities for teenagers, and I feel so fortunate 
to participate and learn so much. 

BY M AY R AV BA D E R

Mayrav Bader lives in Chicago and is the oldest of six siblings.  
She is a junior at Lane Tech High School and loves to dance.
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CLEARLY,   Steven Hoffen is a teen wise beyond his years. Just 13, he recent-
ly created a short film documentary exploring how the power of science can 
bring together two communities fractured by decades-long conflict.

The film Growing Peace in the Middle East spotlights Sindyanna of Galilee, a 
farm in Israel’s Galilee region, where Arab and Jewish women col-
laborate and cultivate social change as they grow healthy pro-
duce in hydroponic gardens for their communities.  

“Change comes from teamwork,” said Marwa, an 
Arab woman who works with Jewish women at 
Sindyanna. “An individual alone can’t make a 
change.” 

Hoffen’s award-winning film was featured 
at JCC Chicago’s Social Justice Film Series in 
January, together with Stranger/Sister—an-
other documentary focusing on Jewish and 
Muslim women coming together to effect 
positive change in Israel.

As part of the experience, Hoffen met mem-
bers of the Chicago chapter of Sisterhood of 
Salaam Shalom—a national organization con-
necting Muslim and Jewish women—and talked 
shop with one of the directors of Stranger/Sister.

Hoffen, who lives in Manhattan but whose 
family is from Chicago, felt inspired after touring 
Sindyanna of Galilee during a family trip to Israel in 
2019. Sindyanna’s olive oil is sold globally, and new proj-
ects are developed to support women entrepreneurs and 
Arab-Israeli communities.

“I kept in contact with all the people I met there,” said Hoffen, who said he 
was touched by the fact that “there were two people showing my brother and 
me around the visitor center; one was Jewish and one was Arab. That was a 
mini example of how Sindyanna brings two communities together.”

After Hoffen learned about the farm’s hydroponics project at the beginning 
of the pandemic, he was determined to tell the organization’s story through 
film.

The entire 17-minute documentary was written, filmed, and produced during 
the early months of the pandemic. Hoffen interviewed project staff—including 
Yoav Tamir, the director of the hydroponics project, and Nadia Giol, manag-
er of the visitor center—and then spoke to Marwa and Mofida, two women 

hydroponic farmers. The young documentarian then assembled clips of the 
Zoom interviews, compiled photos and video clips, and recorded voiceovers 
of himself explaining key points of the project, as well as its implications for 
environmental and social causes.

Hoffen’s goal to “help people outside of Israel know about 
Sindyanna and support it” came to life as he received awards 

and nominations from over 70 film festivals around 
the world. His awards—ranging from Best Young 

Filmmaker to specific awards based on the empow-
erment of women and environmental advocacy—

come from diverse film festivals, including the 
International Human Rights Arts Festival and 

Cannes World Film Festival.
The documentary begins with scientific 

explanations of hydroponic farming. (In case 
you’re not schooled in the subject, hydropon-
ics is finding ways to grow plants without 
soil.) Then the film delves into how hydro-
ponics can provide nourishment and fulfill-

ing jobs to women, and its use to mitigate so-
cial and environmental problems. 

Since making the film, Hoffen has founded a 
nonprofit organization called Growing Peace, Inc. 

Initially designed to showcase Sindyanna and its 
hydroponics project, the organization has evolved to 

raise awareness about hydroponics and how the farming 
technique can empower people in need. One of the organiza-

tion’s latest initiatives involves installing hydroponics in a food bank 
for refugees newly arrived in Israel.  

For more information about the documentary and Growing Peace, Inc.,  
visit growingpeaceinc.org.

Pictured, top left: Olive farmers at Sindyanna in Galilee harvest crops for local and international 
markets. Top right: Each participant in Sindyanna in Galilee’s hydroponics project learns the 
science behind the process and how to troubleshoot problems. Inset: Award-winning filmmaker 
Steven Hoffen, who recently presented his film through JCC Chicago. 

BY M I C H E L L E CO H E N   | Staff Writer

‘Growing Peace,’ with a young documentary filmmaker

SUNDAY, MARCH 6 AT 2 PM
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9 AT 6 PM 
Cahn Auditorium: 600 Emerson St., Evanston, IL 60201

Tickets & More Information 
https://yachadnewsies.brownpapertickets.com/

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE: CALL SARAH AT 847-610-7731 OR EMAIL YACHADNEWSIES@OU.ORG

SEIZE THE DAY! AN ALL-INCLUSIVE PERFORMANCE FOR THE WOMEN OF THE COMMUNITY

YACHAD CHICAGO
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Springboard Peer Ambassadors expand social circles, 
opportunities for teens 
A HANGOUT  where the “goody bags” are filled and given to a local food 
pantry. A challah-making Zoom session with ingredients in hand-distributed 
Mason jars. A menorah lighting and introduction to Chanukah with holiday 
foods. What these events have in common: They were opportunities created 
by Springboard Peer Ambassadors to help fellow teens engage in the Jewish 
community. 

Springboard, Chicago’s hub for Jewish teen programs, was created to 
help teens learn about exciting and meaningful ways to get involved in their 
community.

Springboard’s Peer Ambassador program—inspired by similar programs 
supported through the Jewish Teen Education and Engagement Funder 
Collaborative, of which Springboard is a part—is designed to meet teens where 
they are and to help them find meaningful Jewish experiences. 

One of its core principles, according to Springboard Teen Engagement 
Manager Naomi Looper, is “for teens to understand what their peers are look-
ing for in terms of Jewish teen opportunities, and then to make the best recom-
mendation for them based off of their interest.” 

Throughout the school year, the ambassadors learned about community pro-
grams and how to enhance their skills in creating unique and relevant Jewish 
experiences. They then apply these skills in check-in conversations with a net-
work of friends each month. During these conversations, they practice active 
listening to learn what they’re interested in Jewishly. Based off those conver-
sations, Peer Ambassadors invite their friends to attend community programs 
and/or participate in Jewish experiences the Peer Ambassadors themselves 
are creating. 

“So far, I have learned how to become a better leader and have good conver-
sations with people,” said ambassador Dylan Cohen. In December, he hosted 
a Chanukah party, which “was really fun, because that’s not something my 
friends and I typically do.” Cohen also said the program has helped him con-
nect to the Jewish community. 

“This program is really special because, as the facilitator, I’m giving our Peer 
Ambassadors the tools and resources to create Jewish experiences,” Looper 
said. “There’s not an adult at their programs, so teens are really empowered 
to step up and be the hosts, creating welcoming and engaging experiences for 
their friends.” 

The ambassador cohort has grown from six participants last schoolyear to 
17 this year, and with the changes in COVID-19 restrictions, teens have more 
flexibility with the events they are promoting. Hannah Dalinka, a high school 
junior, hopes to host an event reminiscent of Jewish summer camp—complete 
with s’mores and camp stories—to help de-stress toward the end of the school 
year. 

“I love knowing that I might be helping others build their Jewish identities 
along the way,” said Dalinka. “I joined Peer Ambassadors because I wanted to 
help other teens figure out who they are and discover more about their Jewish 
identities,” she said. “Being Jewish is something to be proud of, and I want to 
help other teens find their place in the Jewish community so that they can be 
proud, too.” 

Another ambassador, Talia Holceker, holds a special role, Senior Peer 
Ambassador, as she is now participating for the second time. She has hosted a 
variety of virtual events during the pandemic. “Peer Ambassadors has taught 
me how to be a successful leader and has shown me the importance of widen-
ing my community and social circle,” she said. 

To learn more about Peer Ambassadors and Springboard, check out the Teen 
Community Calendar, and set up a meeting with a Teen Engagement Specialist  
at SpringboardChicago.org.

Springboard is funded through JUF, the Jim Joseph Foundation, and a consortium  
of local funders.

BY M I C H E L L E CO H E N   |  Staff Writer 

 Yael Handelman and friends at a game night event that Handelman organized.

 Zachary Seaver and a friend volunteering at the Greater Chicago Food Depository on Veterans 
Day as part of JUF Teens Day of Service.

A program to fit every teen 
JUF TEENS  enables Chicagoland Jewish teens to make their 
mark through meaningful experiences, new friendships, and ex-
citing ways to have an impact on the community.  

Diller Teen Fellows is a competitive teen fellowship for 10th- and 
11th-graders interested in exploring leadership, Jewish identity, 
and Israel. Diller Fellows become active, effective leaders with 
strong Jewish identities, commitment to the Jewish people, re-
spect for pluralism, and love of Israel. Registration opens April 15.

Research Training Internship (RTI) is a prestigious paid internship 
in partnership with DePaul University’s Beck Research Initiative 
for Women, Gender and Community, enabling high school-aged-
girls and non-binary teens to address critical social questions 
through feminist academic research. RTI interns learn how to 
use their research findings to educate others and pursue social 
justice. Registration opens March 15.

Voices: The Chicago Jewish Teen Foundation is a selective cohort 
for high school students interested in learning the ins and outs 
of teen philanthropy and grant-making through a Jewish lens. 
Teens allocate at least $25,000 to effect real change surrounding 
issues they care about most. Registration opens May 15.

Write On for Israel is an intensive yearlong fellowship that em-
powers a cohort of young influencers to cultivate the skills and 
knowledge necessary to articulate their own perspectives on 
Israel—and make a tangible impact on their future college cam-
puses and beyond. The fellowship, from fall of junior year through 
fall of senior year, includes immersive travel to Washington D.C. 
and Israel.

For those seeking shorter programs, TOV Teens, JUF’s Teen 
Volunteer network, offers one-time programming through-
out the year and two camp experiences in the summer. Mini 
Camp TOV (June 15–16) and Camp TOV (Aug. 8–12) bring together 
7th–12th-graders for hands-on volunteering in a fun environment. 
Registration for Mini Camp TOV and Camp TOV is open. 

More information and application links are available at juf.org/teens. 

 Campers smile for a photo while enjoying lunch outside during Camp TOV.  
(Photo credit: Genna Kahn)

©2022 Marriott International, Inc. All Rights Reserved. All names, marks and logos  
are the trademarks of Marriott International, Inc., or its affiliates.

M A Z E L  TO V
T H I S  DAY  I S  SO  M E A N I N G F U L  . . . 
CALL 847-634- 010 0 OR EMAIL
SALES@CHICAGOMARRIOTTLINCOLNSHIRE .COM
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A young person’s special day marks a huge 
accomplishment — but it’s only the beginning of all 
they’re going to achieve. Let the award-winning team 
at Marriott Lincolnshire Resort help customize their 
event and create memories to last forever.  

Contact us today to schedule an appointment.
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SPRINGBOARD,  Chicago’s hub for Jewish teen programs, works 
to elevate teen voices and to connect teens with meaningful 
opportunities across the Jewish community. One of its signa-
ture programs, 18 Under 18—now in its sixth year—recogniz-
es teen leaders across the Chicagoland community who are 
making a difference, and gives them an elevated platform 
to share the impact they are having in our community. 

Each of this year’s 18 honorees went through a compet-
itive nomination and application process before they were 
selected as an honoree. The group came together virtually 
for the first time earlier this winter for a special reception. 

Each honoree is working on an Impact Project focused on a top-
ic they are passionate about. They will present their projects on 

Sunday, April 3, at the 18 Under 18 Community Celebration. 
Save the date and join Springboard in recognizing these 
exceptional teen leaders and celebrating the Chicago-area 
Jewish youth community.

Read what adjectives their friends would use to describe 
them below.  

Learn more about Springboard and this year’s 18 Under 18  
honorees at juf.org/springboard. 

Ilan Blumenthal
A kind, brave, tall,  

and understanding junior  
at Ida Crown Jewish Academy

Ilana Friedel
A helpful, determined,  

silly, and kind junior  
at New Trier High School

Dylan Grossmann
A gregarious, confident,  

caring, and ambitious junior  
at Highland Park High School

Jordan Leib
A passionate, compassionate,  

caring, and kind junior  
at Lincoln Park High School

Helen Lerner
A curious, funny, opinionated,  

and outspoken senior  
at New Trier High School

Ella Rubinstein
An enthusiastic, curious,  

friendly, and empathetic senior  
at Glenbrook North High School

Laura Bellows
An enthusiastic, energetic,  

sympathetic, and loyal senior  
at Ida Crown Jewish Academy

Jacob Edley
A calm, smart, loyal,  

and optimistic junior at Adlai 
E. Stevenson High School

Hannah Goldwin
A witty, spontaneous,  

extroverted, and determined  
senior at Walter Payton College Prep

Eliana Halivni
A caring, loyal, chill,  

and bold junior at Rochelle 
Zell Jewish High School

Shimon Herman
An adventurous, energetic,  

determined, and outgoing senior  
at Fasman Yeshiva High School

Maxwell Hyman
A funny, involved, passionate,  

and energetic junior  
at Deerfield High School

Yanira Kaplan
A compassionate, energetic,  

loyal, and understanding  
senior at Beacon Academy

Kayla Kupietzky
An creative, loyal, passionate,  

and understanding junior  
at Ida Crown Jewish Academy

Maya Semmelman
A creative, outgoing, and  

understanding leader and junior  
at Buffalo Grove High School

Josie Stahl
A compassionate, kind,  

independent, and positive junior  
at Jones College Prep

Hannah Toppel
An energetic, adventurous, 

diligent, and free-spirited junior  
at Lane Tech High School

Abby Zucker
A versatile, unique, creative,  

and warmhearted senior  
at Highland Park High School

T H E  2 0 2 2  H O N O R E E S

Meet 18 amazing Chicago Jewish leaders—all under 18
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Local teen helps people  
locate COVID tests
ELI  COUSTAN  is a mild-mannered high school freshman by day, 
and a lifesaving hero in the evening. 

The computer-savvy Jewish Evanstonian created two websites 
to help people cope with COVID-19: His first helped people find 
places to get vaccinated earlier on in the pandemic. His new one 
helps people find at-home COVID tests.

With the straightforward name findacovidtest.org, Coustan’s 
site peaked at 24,000 hits on one mid-January day. Now, the site 
gets “only” 5,000 hits a day, thanks to a more widespread availabil-
ity of test kits. 

The site searches for tests at the websites of a dozen major 
merchants—from drugstores to general retailers—to see what 
tests they have in stock and how much they cost. Website users 
can filter their results based on retailers or prices.

Findacovidtest.org, said Coustan, is for at-home kits that you 
would order online, not for PCR tests.

His motivations for creating the websites were born of a desire 
to help his family—first to find vaccination sites, then test kits. 

“Seeing how hard it was for my grandparents to get a vacci-
nation led me to build the first site,” he said. That site ultimately 
received 400,000 hits. It now forwards its visitors to a govern-
ment-based site.

More recently, Coustan wanted his family to be able to access 
test kits so they could visit other family members. He knew many 
other families were facing the same predicament, so he took ac-
tion to help. “I’m glad to be able to use my coding skills to make a 
difference in this difficult time,” he said.

In the future, Coustan looks forward to continuing to use his 
passion for computers for good. He plans to study computer sci-
ence and engineering in college. “I hope to [keep] helping people, 
to make a difference.” 

For more information, visit findacovidtest.org.

BY PAU L W I E D E R   |  Associate Editor
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 Eli Coustan, 14, working on his website, findacovidtest.org.

Shinshinim make Israel feel right around the corner
WHEN CHEN VASA  from Kiryat 
Gat—part of Chicago’s Partnership 
Together region in Israel— was con-
sidering options for her gap year after 
high school, she wanted to learn about 
Judaism outside of Israel—and teach 
Americans about Israeli Judaism. She 
and twelve other shinshinim (from a 
Hebrew abbreviation meaning “year 
of service”) decided to spend a year 
in Chicago teaching, learning, and 
creating bonds between Chicago 
and Israel.

The shinshinim came to Chicago 
through the Jewish Agency for 
Israel (JAFI), which partners with 
JUF and coordinates locally with 
The iCenter. JAFI recruits the shin-
shinim and teaches them important 
skills they can use when they work 
in Jewish schools and camps. The shinshinim 
also bring tzofim—a word meaning “scouts” 
but encompassing Israeli scouting conducted 
in Hebrew—to Chicago for after-school fun.

“The ultimate goal for the shinshinim is 
forming relationships and serving as human 
connectors to Israel,” said Anne Lanski, CEO 
of The iCenter. While the shinshinim interact 
with children, college students, local profes-
sionals, and more, “they infuse their settings 
with Hebrew, Israeli culture, stories, learning, 
and engaging with Israel in ways that are per-
sonal and meaningful.”

For Vasa, creating Israeli-themed events and 
meeting Chicagoans were the highlights of her 
trip. Her activities—including choreograph-
ing an Israeli flag dance performance at the 
Yom HaAtzmaut celebration at CJDS 
and serving as a counselor at Camp 
Ramah—taught her that “building and 
growing relationships offer the most 
authentic path towards connecting 
with people and connecting people 
to Israel.”

Elana Wiener-Kaplow, The iCen-
ter’s Shinshinim Program Director, 
did the math—Vasa and the other 
shinshinim interacted with upwards 
of 4,000 students a day between day 
schools, public school extracurric-
ulars, after-school programs, and 
youth movements.

Wiener-Kaplow helped to orga-
nize many of these programs and 
emphasized the impact even the 
smallest interaction can have. As 
she told one shinshin working in a 
Hebrew school, “When a young kid 

is running around the classroom 
learning Hebrew with you, when he 
thinks of Israel, he will think of you. 
When these kids think of Israel, they 
think of a friend.”

Vasa feels a deep connection to 
Chicago’s Jewish community in re-
turn. “The relationships I cultivated 
have linked me to the Chicago Jewish 
community forever. It’s a community 
I will always care for and be excited to 
return to,” she said.

She also formed a deep bond with 
her host family. “I truly feel like I have 
another mom, dad, two sisters, and 
two brothers after this year,” she said. 
“My connection with them is one I will 
always cherish.”

Ashlyn Gorlin, whose family host-
ed a shinshin named Yoni, also feels 
like her family gained an additional 
member. Initially interested in having 

someone around the house who could help her 
children learn Hebrew to communicate with 
their Israeli cousins, she quickly discovered 
that Yoni brought far more than education to 
the household.

“He loved cooking for us, he would help the 
kids with homework, and he was able to cre-
ate individual and special relationships with 
all three of my kids at very different ages,” she 
said. Partially thanks to Yoni’s prolific Mizrahi 
cooking, the family started spending more 
time together at dinner, and a family vacation 
to San Diego felt even more special with Yoni.

“This is a lifelong relationship that we will 
have with him,” she said. “We touch base with 
him at least once a day.” 

For more information, or to host a 
shinshin, reach out to Elana Wiener-
Kaplow at elana@theicenter.org.

Pictured, from top: Shinshinim at Bernard  
Zell Anshe Emet Day School—including  
Omer Peled, Shira Pearl, and Ido Alkahe—
created a Persian style tent as one part  
of an immersive, weeklong Purim experience.  
Ben Ladany helped Chicago Jewish Day 
School kindergarteners attempt to build the 
tallest tower during free exploration time.  
At Bernard Zell Anshe Emet Day School, 
Roman Usim helped lead an 8th grade  
activity that included an interactive Hebrew 
scavenger hunt based on the Israeli version  
of The Amazing Race.

BY M I C H E L L E CO H E N   |  Staff Writer

8-11th graders and parents:  
Learn about yearlong programs for the next school year.

Register at SpringboardChicago.orgRegister at SpringboardChicago.orgRegister at SpringboardChicago.org

Featured Programs: Diller Teen Fellows, JCC Chicago's Seed613, JCUA's Or Tzedek Teen Organizing Fellowship, Jewish Youth Climate Movement,
Moving Tradition's Kol Koleinu Teen Feminist Fellowship, Moving Tradition's Tzelem, No Shame On U,

Religious Action Center Teen Justice Fellowship, JUF's Research Training Internship, Response for Teens, StandWithUS, Springboard Peer
Ambassadors, Tikkun Chicago, URJ Teen Songleading Fellowship, JUF's Voices: The Chicago Jewish Teen Foundation, and JUF's Write On for Israel

Tuesday, April 26
7:00-8:30 PM

Virtual

• Breathtaking remodeled 2 -story ballroom
• Adjacent lounge with a full-service bar

• Exquisite culinary options created by our renowned culinary team
• State-of-the-art AV systems with two 10' x 10' projector screens

C E L E B R A T E  Y O U R  B A R /  B A T  M I T Z V A H  I N  S T Y L E  A T

C r y s t a l E v a n s t o n . c o m
8 4 7 . 5 7 0 . 4 4 0 0B O O K  N O W !
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The justice who wore her robe with a crocheted collar
The initials RBG hardly need explanation. And if 
you preface them with the word “Notorious”—the 
moniker that was playfully appended to her name 
in 2013 to suggest she was a legal “rap star” for her 
dissenting opinion in a case that voided crucial el-
ements of a Voting Rights Act dating from 1965—
you will have no doubt that the woman in question 
is Ruth Bader Ginsburg, only the second woman 
to be appointed as a U.S. Supreme Court Justice, 
and the first female Jewish justice in its history.

Ginsburg—who sat on the bench from 1993 until 
her death, at the age of 87, in 2020—is now the focus 
of When There Are Nine, a play by Sally Deering re-
ceiving its world premiere production at the Pride 
Arts Center, 4139 N. Broadway, where it will run 
through March 13.

“At the suggestion of PrideArts’ David Zak, I 
began writing about RBG very shortly after her 
death, but originally thought it might be a screen-
play for a short film about this woman who was 
such an icon, such a supporter of gender equality, 
and a great deal more,” said Deering during a re-
cent chat. “But it turned into a play—what I call ‘a 
dream play’—in which she goes in and out of her 
life story during the last days before her death 
from cancer, and she thinks about her success-
es and failures, her 56-year marriage to Martin 
Ginsburg, her personal and professional rela-
tionships, and the death of her own mother when 
she was just 17 and about to graduate from high 
school in Brooklyn before heading off to Cornell 
University. Her mother never got to see her many 
successes.”

“I’m not Jewish, but I learned that RGB died on 
Rosh Hashanah, and that one of the themes of 
that holy day is that very righteous people die at 
the end of the year because they are needed until 
the very end,” Deering noted. “Such people were 

called tzadik, a title given to the righteous and the 
saintly.”

“RBG grew up through hard times—the 
Depression, World War II, and the many years 
when opportunities for women were very limited. 
And she had a compassion for others—a true belief 
in ‘justice for all’.”

Deering’s play stars Talia Langman as RBG, 
Gabriel Estrada as her husband, Marty Ginsburg 
(who Deering describes as “the great nurturer in 
her life”), Nicholia Q. Aguirre as Gabby (RGB’s sub-
stitute caretaker for the day), and an ensemble of 
seven other actors who play multiple roles.

“Of course these actors, directed by Sam Hess, 
are of a much younger generation,” said Deering. 
“But what was looked for in the actress playing 
RGB was mostly an innate sense of empathy—
someone who could move in and out of dreams, 
switching both physically and emotionally from 
young to old.”

Aside from her legal work, Ginsburg was a life-
long fan of opera—a passion she shared with her 
decidedly conservative colleague on the bench, 
Antonin Scalia, who also happened to be her very 
good friend. In fact, in 2009 she even appeared 
in a speaking role in a production of Donizetti’s 
La Fille du Regiment at the Washington National 
Opera, and in 2015 she attended Scalia/Ginsburg, 
Derrick Wang’s comic opera about their unlikely 
friendship.

Deering regrets that she never met Ginsburg, 
but when asked if there was one question she 
might have asked her, it was this: “How can we 
save our country?”

“It makes me cry that we don’t have her wisdom 
and guidance now,” said the playwright. 

For tickets, visit pridearts.org or call 773-857-0222.

Arts in the Age of Uncertainty 
For a while this past fall, it seemed as if live performance was finally making a wonderfully exuberant but extremely  
cautious return. Then came “the variant,” along with endless testing, many cancellations and postponements of openings, 
and a return to uncertainty.

Although some performing arts companies—and their actors, dancers, and musicians—have managed to forge ahead,  
many have had to reschedule their plans. And box office staffs have been receiving record numbers of phone calls  
from ticket holders who must rejigger their calendars. Along the way, some arts enthusiasts have even opted  
to temporarily return to virtual alternatives. But hope springs eternal. So here is a sampling of events for those  
who are fully vaccinated, willing to wear masks, and determined to support live arts and entertainment.

Reminders of the Jewish legacy of Broadway 
musicals and Hollywood films
Beginning in the late 1920s, and on through the 20th century (and 
beyond), the scores of Broadway musicals and Hollywood movie 
soundtracks were overwhelmingly the work of Jewish compos-
ers and lyricists. Consider this list: Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin, 
George and Ira Gershwin, Lorenz Hart, Richard Rodgers and 
Oscar Hammerstein II, Kurt Weill, Leonard Bernstein, Alan Jay 
Lerner, Sheldon Harnick and Jerry Bock, Jule Styne, Stephen 
Sondheim, Stephen Schwartz, Lynn Ahrens, Jonathan Larson. 
And that is just for starters.

This month you will be able to see several shows, listed below, 
that prove the point. 

West Side Story, the Bernstein-Sondheim classic that needs no in-
troduction, will run through March 27 at the Marriott Theatre in 
Lincolnshire. 

Visit MarriottTheatre.com or call 847-634-0200. 

Once Upon a Mattress—the 1959 show that puts a comic (“mild-
ly adult”) twist on The Princess and the Pea, the Hans Christian 
Andersen fairy tale, with music by Mary Rodgers (Richard 
Rodgers’ daughter)—runs March 11–May 1 at Theo Ubique’s 
Howard Street Theatre in Evanston. 

Visit theo-u.com or call 773-939-4101.

Disney’s Winnie the Pooh, a new stage adaptation of the 1977 an-
imated film classic that is laced with many of the original clas-
sic songs by the Jewish Sherman Brothers—and retrofitted into 
a new score by Nate Edmondson—will run March 15–June 12 at 
Chicago’s Mercury Theater, 3745 N. Southport.

Visit WinnieThePoohShow.com.

BY H E DY W E I S S

Hedy Weiss, a longtime Chicago arts critic, was the 
Theater and Dance Critic for the Chicago Sun-Times 

from 1984 to 2018, and currently writes for WTTW-TV’s 
website and contributes to the Chicago Tonight program. 

(Photo: Rich Hein)

 Talia Langman (seated) plays Ruth Bader Ginsburg and 
Nicholia Q. Aguirre plays Gabby, Ginsburg’s caretaker, in the 
PrideArts current production of When There Are Nine. (Photo 
credit: Tom McGrath, TCMcG Photography)

 The Jets and the Sharks face off in a scene from the musical West Side Story, 
playing now in Lincolnshire. (Photo credit: Liz Lauren)

 TO BE SOLD ABSOLUTE,
REGARDLESS OF PRICE

 300 SHELLHOUSE DR.
RANTOUL, ILLINOIS
Approximately 1 hour drive from Chicago’s

south suburbs. Exceptional proximity to I-57 
and direct rail access.

202,000 SQ. FT.  WAREHOUSE
MANUFACTURING FACILITY

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
COMING SOON

A 2017 U.S. OPEN QUALIFIER HOST SITE

APPROXIMATELY 315 ACRES LOCATED IN WAUKEGAN, IL
MAILING ADDRESS: 4555 W. YORKHOUSE RD., WADSWORTH, IL

Adjacent to Chicago’s Northshore 
communities and when Waukegan’s nearby 
American Place Casino opens this summer, 

it will be the only casino between 
Des Plaines and Milwaukee.

Ranked among Chicago’s top 20 courses 
by Chicagoland Golf Magazine, the 18-hole 
layout is simply idyllic, a real gem. The golf 

course itself and included vacant surrounding
parcels have numerous development 

possibilities. Currently, the property is leased 
to a management company and generating 
positive cash-flow to the property owner.

Previously Valued Over $15,000,000
Suggested Opening Bid $2,500,000

On-site Inspections noon to 2pm, 
March 8, 16 and 24

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
MARCH 30, 2022

GOLF COURSE
MIDLANE COUNTRY CLUB

Rick Levin & Associates, Inc. since
. .  www.ricklevin.com

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT

IN CONJUCTION WITH 
JBS ADVISORS

BROKER
PARTICIPATION
INVITED

The currently vacant property is situated 
on 10 acres with an additional 10 acres 

available. Clear height ranges from 
24 to 30 ft. with 16 loading docks 

and drive-in doors.

Suggested Opening Bid $250,000

Call for on-site inspection dates 
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JCC Chicago Jewish Film 
Festival goes hybrid
Ninth annual festival reimagined to enable conversation  
in person and online

IN THE FILM NEIGHBOURS,   a young Syrian boy discovers antisemitism—but 
also the meaning of friendship. The Seven Boxes tells the true story of a Spanish 
pharmacist who discovers a puzzle in the form of seven boxes left behind by 
her mother that reveal a secret Jewish heritage. And, in a change of pace, an 
elderly widower tries to earn the money to get out of his independent living 
facility by selling marijuana in the comedy Greener Pastures. 

These are only a sample of the 18 films that will be shown at the JCC Chicago 
Jewish Film Festival’s Spring Hybrid Festival, which will run over three week-
ends, March 10–27. In addition to streaming, a selection of films will be shown 
in-theater on Sundays. The films will be available at the Illinois Holocaust 
Museum and Education Center, The Music Box Theatre, Landmark’s 
Renaissance Highland Park, and The Wilmette Theatre, in person, in small 
theaters with limited seating. Most films will also be available to stream from 
any computer in Illinois or northwestern Indiana.  

“We’ve never done a hybrid film festival before, but I think it’s probably the 
way of the future because it allows everybody access,” said Ilene Uhlmann, 
JCC Chicago Director of Community Engagement and co-director of the JCC 
Chicago Jewish Film Festival.

Uhlmann and her co-director—Hillary Wenk, JCC Chicago’s Manager of 
Operations for Community Engagement—noticed that many Jewish films re-
leased in 2021 related to the Holocaust. “It’s reflective of the fact that the third 
generation—the grandchildren of survivors and perpetrators—are thinking 
about it,” Uhlmann said. “I also think that they’re looking at the world from a 
geopolitical perspective; and you can’t help but draw some similarities to the 
1930s when you think about the anger and antisemitism in the world today.”

“The further we get from the Holocaust, memory blurs—and it’s important to 
discuss it and keep it in front of people,” she added. The film festival will offer 
many opportunities for such discussions with filmmakers, actors, and more as 
part of their talkback series included in the ticket price.

For Wenk, one of this year’s Holocaust films—Plan A—was among this year’s 
most provocative films. Based on the true story of a group of Jewish vigilantes 
known as the “Avengers,” the film covers their effort to poison the drinking wa-
ter in various cities in Germany to claim as many German lives as Jewish ones 
that were lost during the war.

“I found that very interesting because it’s a story I wasn’t familiar with,” 
Wenk said. “That’s something Ilene and I say whenever we do one of these fes-
tivals: Every time we think we’ve seen everything, there’s always a new story.”

Another Holocaust-related film, Three Minutes: A Lengthening, was special 
to Uhlmann. The unique movie is based on a three-minute piece of film shot 
by David Kurtz—a Jewish man who honeymooned in Poland in 1938, and inad-
vertently captured the only known footage of the Jews of Nasielsk before the 
Holocaust. Narrated by Helena Bonham-Carter, the film also features both 
Kurtz’s grandson and a boy featured in the original video, now grown.

By seeing these and other movies, “we want people to walk away having 
learned something, maybe having adjusted their worldview, and thinking 
about new things,” Uhlmann said. “We’re trying to inspire thought and conver-
sation and spur some connection to Jewish identity. Even in a comedy, there’s 
something to be learned.”

Whether a viewer watches these films in person or virtually, said Wenk, 
“we’re still getting to the core of what the film festival is, which is starting con-
versations and bringing people together.” 

For more information, visit jccfilmfest.org.

BY M I C H E L L E CO H E N   |  Staff Writer
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PHOTOS

1. Village children in the film Neighbours. (Image credit: Menemsha Films)

2. A member of a Jewish vigilante group in the woods, plotting to poison the drinking 
water, in Plan A. (Image credit: Patricia Horlbeck; copyright: Getaway Pictures) 

3. The comedy Greener Pastures centers around a nursing home resident who sells 
cannabis to earn his way back to his family home. (Image credit: Ran Mendelson)

And the Jewish nominees are ...
STEVEN SPIELBERG’S  remake  of West Side Story drew seven 

Oscar nominations for the 2022 awards, including best 
picture and best director. Spielberg’s best-director 

nomination makes him one of only four filmmak-
ers in history to ever be nominated at least eight 

times for that award. He has won it twice before, 
for Schindler’s List and Saving Private Ryan—but 
with this nomination, Spielberg also becomes 
the only director to ever be nominated for the 

award across six decades, starting with 1978’s 
Close Encounters of the Third Kind. 
Andrew Garfield was nominated for best actor 

for his portrayal of Jewish playwright Jonathan Larson 
in the musical tick, tick…BOOM!, based on Larson’s own 

stage show; the film is also nominated for best editing. Garfield’s 
first acting nomination was for the war film Hacksaw Ridge. 

The Jewish coming-of-age film Licorice Pizza received three nom-
inations, including best picture, but none were for its star—Jewish 
actress and rock musician Alana Haim—who had been expected to 
be an Oscar contender.

Maggie Gyllenhaal scored a best adapted screenplay nomination 
for her take on Elena Ferrante’s novel The Lost Daughter, which she 
also directed. Gyllenhaal was nominated before, as best supporting 
actress, for 2009’s Crazy Heart. 

David Sirota, a progressive journalist and former Bernie Sanders 
staffer, was nominated in the original screenplay category for collab-
orating with Adam McKay on the climate-change satire Don’t Look 
Up, which received four total nominations, including best picture.

Veteran Jewish screenwriter Eric Roth, already an Oscar winner 
for Forrest Gump, was nominated again in the adapted screenplay 
category for co-writing the sci-fi epic Dune—which nabbed 10 total 
nominations, including best picture.

CODA, starring Jewish actress Marlee Matlin, garnered a best 
picture nod. Matlin made history in 1987 as the youngest recipient 
of a Best Actress Oscar as well as the first (and only) deaf perform-
er to win an Oscar, for her film debut in Children of a Lesser God.

In the music category, longtime recording artist Diane Warren 
received her astonishing 13th Oscar nomination—with, also aston-
ishingly, no wins so far—for penning the song “Somehow You Do,” 
performed by Reba McEntire for the film Four Good Days 

Three of the five nominated composers in the original score 
category have Jewish backgrounds: Nicholas Britell (Don’t Look 
Up); Hans Zimmer (Dune); and Jonny Greenwood (The Power of 
the Dog). Greenwood, a member of the band Radiohead, is mar-
ried to Israeli artist Sharona Katan. The Power of the Dog received  
12 nominations in total, including best picture.

A short documentary with Jewish connections scored a nomina-
tion: When We Were Bullies, directed by Jay Rosenblatt, a longtime 
independent filmmaker. In the film, he explores his complicity in a 
school bullying incident decades prior.

The animated documentary Camp Confidential: America’s Secret 
Nazis, about Jewish soldiers in World War II assigned to look after 
a secret Nazi POW camp on American soil, was not considered for 
the best documentary short category. 

The Oscars will air March 27 on ABC.

Pictured: Steven Spielberg has set a record this year as the first to be nominated  
for a best-director Oscar in six different decades. (Kevin Winter/Getty Images)

BY A N D R E W L A PI N   |  JTA

To make reservations or a donation  
please visit northshore.org/mrw or call 
(847) 926-5003 for more information.  

SAVE THE DATE  
WEDNESDAY, MAY 11,  2022

EXMOOR COUNTRY CLUB 
Highland Park

HYDE RUSSELL, MD
Division Chief of Cardiovascular Surgery,  

Co-Director of the Cardiovascular Institute, (CVI), 
holder of the Owen L Coon, Chair of Cardiothoracic Surgery

EILEEN  RUBENSTEIN  
GOLDSTEIN  AND  

PAUL D. GOLDSTEIN, MD
Founders 

We write  
histories  
of  families

The Private Historian will chronicle 
your story and pass on your values 
for generations to come. Interested 
in a book about you or your 
family? You may email the Private 
Historian, Matthew Nickerson, 
at mnickerson@outlook.com, 
or call (773) 746-4781 .

PrivateHistorian.net “LOOK TO THE ROCK FROM WHICH  

YOU WERE HEWN.”  BOOK OF ISAIAH
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Lost and found
Reclaiming the stories of looted art
ON NOVEMBER 11 ,  2021,   a watercolor painting 
by Vincent Van Gogh sold at Christie’s for a re-
cord-breaking $35 million. 

Even beyond that staggering price, there is 
something remarkable about the sale of this 
painting. It will provide financial restitution to the 
heirs of two Jewish collectors: Max Meirowsky, 
who sold his collection under duress as he es-
caped Germany, and Alexandrine Rothschild, 
who bought the work from a dealer, then had her 
collection seized by the Nazis. 

According to Christie’s, the double claim re-
flects a growing awareness that World War II res-
titutions need to address transactions that were 
forced as part of Nazi persecution, as well those 
where property was outright looted.  

Like this history of the Haystacks, there is some-
thing riveting in narratives about looted art. 
Two new books and an exhibition at the Jewish 
Museum in New York dig into this topic with all 
the components of true crime: evil, greed, and in-
difference, alongside perseverance and pursuit of 
the truth. 

In December in New York, I saw the Jewish 
Museum’s exhibition, The Hare with Amber Eyes, 
based on Edmund de Waal’s bestselling book.

Like the book, rooted in years of research by de 
Waal, the exhibition tells the story of the Ephrussi 
family, a once-prominent Jewish banking dynasty 
with lavish homes and business interests across 
Europe. It focuses on collector and art historian 
Charles Ephrussi, de Waal’s great-great-uncle, 
who was such a key part of the 19th-century Paris 
cultural scene that he appears in Renoir’s Luncheon 
of the Boating Party (he’s the one in the top hat) and 
may have inspired the character Charles Swann in 
Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past.

Ephrussi’s artworks are shown as they would 
have been hung in his home. Impressionist mas-
terpieces from museums hang alongside repro-
ductions. Interspersed are cases of Ephrussi’s 
collection of hundreds of netsuke, palm-sized 
sculptures from Japan’s Edo Period (including 
the namesake ivory hare). These works, tiny and 
portable, were hidden and returned to the family 
after World War II. Everything else—artworks, 
properties, and the family’s fortune—was taken 
by the Nazis. A copy of a Gestapo inventory of the 
Ephrussi home makes the thoroughness of the 
theft astonishingly clear.

Like de Waal, Pauline Baer de Perignon spent 
years researching her family’s collection. Her ac-
count, The Vanished Collection, was just released 
in English following its publication last year in 
France. Elle called it “as devourable as a thriller.” 

The book begins when a cousin covertly men-
tions to Baer de Perignon that the Nazis might 
have pillaged their great-grandfather’s art collec-
tion. He shares a scribbled list of works by Renoir, 
Monet, Degas, and Tiepolo. 

The great-grandfather in question is Jules 
Straus, who, like Ephrussi, was a renowned collec-
tor. This news, unlike anything Baer de Perignon 
has been told about her family’s wartime experi-
ences, sends her on a sweeping hunt for informa-
tion. She uncovers clues in the Louvre archives 
and in Gestapo records, relentlessly questions her 
feisty aging aunt, and seeks help from Nobel lau-
reate Patrick Modiano, all in a quest to learn the 
truth. 

The hunt for a Nazi-looted masterpiece also 
plays a role in Woman on Fire, a new novel by 
Chicago writer Lisa Barr. In it, young Chicago 
journalist Jules Roth talks her way into a job with 
a leading investigative reporter. She is given a 
secret assignment: Find a painting not seen in 75 
years. The book is a page-turner, with characters 
who would be at home in a Hollywood thriller: an 
heiress from a family of international art dealers, 
a brilliant young artist and recovering addict, and 
a famous designer, all tied to the painting and on 
the hunt to find it.   

Barr will be speaking at a March 10 event hosted 
by the Women’s Leadership Division of the Illinois 
Holocaust Memorial Museum and Education Center. 
Details at ilholocaustmuseum.org. 

The exhibition The Hare with Amber Eyes runs 
through May 2022. For those not in New York, the 
Jewish Museum is offering virtual group tours.  
Details at thejewishmuseum.org. 

BY B E T S Y G O M B E RG

Betsy Gomberg reads (and sometimes 
writes about) Jewish books.  

She is Spertus Institute’s Director  
of Marketing and Communications.

Easy ordering online at juf.org/tribute
or call 312-357-4866  |  Minimum donation: $10

DESERVE BIG MAZELS

Commemorate life’s big moments 
with JUF Tribute Cards!

• Celebrate engagements, 
weddings & anniversaries

• Welcome new babies

• Honor Bar/Bat Mitzvahs

• Mark special birthdays

• Recognize achievements 
& awards

Support for this program has been graciously provided by The Albert and Lucille Delighter and Marcella 
Winston Foundation, a Supporting Foundation of the Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago.

JCC Chicago is a non-profit organization inspired by Jewish values, bridging traditions and generations to create a more vibrant, 
connected community. JCC Chicago is a partner with the Jewish United Fund in serving our community.  ©2022 JCC Chicago.  AG026w

Join Us for Free Weekly Events 

Pre-Register: jccchicago.org/communitytuesdays

March 8
Zoomers Café

March 15
Naming Chicago
Neighborhoods

March 22
Ancient Rome’s Judeo-Christian 

Connection to Today

March 29
Cherry Mine Disaster

The IRA Charitable Rollover allows you to make 

tax free charitable gifts directly to JUF. Contact 

Leah Richman to learn more about how this can 

benefit both you and the Jewish community.

legacy@juf.org • 312-444-2878 • jufplannedgiving.org

Make an impact 
with your IRA.
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New book salutes Jewish  
Medal of Honor recipients
MARCH 9,  1968,  VIETNAM.  First Lieutenant Jack Jacobs and his unit were 
ambushed by a Viet Cong battalion. Jacobs coordinated air and artillery sup-
port before he was wounded in the face so grievously that the blood from his 
forehead limited his vision. But compelled by the words of Rabbi Hillel the 
Elder—“If I am only for myself, what am I? And if not now, when?”—he pulled 14 
men to safety under intense enemy fire. By the time he ultimately left Vietnam, 
he was one of the most decorated soldiers of the war.

Jacobs’ is just one of the inspiring stories featured in Michael Lee Lanning’s 
new book, Jewish Medal of Honor Recipients: American Heroes (Texas A&M 
University Press), a celebration of Jewish service members whose extraordi-
nary actions and self-sacrifice in combat earned them this country’s greatest 
military honor.

Lanning, himself a 20-year military veteran and recipient of the Bronze Star 
Medal for Valor, is a prodigious author of non-fiction books about the military, 
including his own memoir, The Only War We Had: A Platoon Leader’s Journal of 
Vietnam.

His latest book—which hits shelves March 28—contains the official citations 
and biographical profiles of 17 Jewish Medal of Honor recipients, along with 
three recipients who are likely Jewish, but not confirmed, nine who are possi-
bly Jewish, and four who were Medal of Honor recipients, but incorrectly iden-
tified as Jewish.

It is his hope, he told Jewish Chicago in a phone interview, that young peo-
ple in high school or college who are thinking about the military can gain an 
understanding of Jewish veterans’ contributions. “There’s a quote in the book: 
‘The Medal of Honor is an award that nobody seeks.’ What that means is that 
these soldiers were doing what they felt they should do,” he said.

Lanning is not Jewish. He was born and raised a Protestant, but Vietnam 
caused him to question his faith. He was drawn to write about Jewish soldiers, 
he said, because Jews, throughout history, have been underdogs, “and it’s al-
ways good to stand up for the underdog.” 

The soldiers he writes about represent diverse backgrounds, but have in 
common “an uncommon valor that typifies service. And they fought for free-
doms they weren’t always allowed to enjoy,” he says. 

Jewish Medal of Honor Recipients spans primarily the Civil War, the Indian 
Wars, World Wars I and II, the Korean War, and Vietnam. Jews, Lanning writes, 

“have been an integral part of the American 
military since before the United States won 
its independence … Since colonial times, 
Jews have served in the U.S. military in 
numbers that represent a higher percent-
age than their percentage of the overall 
population.”

To gather their stories, Lanning consulted 
the National Museum of American Jewish 
Military History in Washington, D.C. and 
the Congressional Medal of Honor Society.

Benjamin Levy was the first and, at age 
20, the youngest Jewish American to receive 

the Medal of Honor. His citation reads: “This soldier, a drummer boy, took the 
gun of a sick comrade, went into the fight, and when the color bearers were 
shot down, carried the colors and saved them from capture.”

During World War II, military dog tags officially recognized three reli-
gions: C for Catholic, P for Protestant, and H for Hebrew. More than 550,000 
Jewish men and women enlisted to fight in World War II. Roughly 1,100 were 
killed and 40,000 wounded. In addition to the Medal of Honor, 157 received the 
Distinguished Service Cross, and 1,600 earned the Silver Star. 

Lanning quotes Gen. Mark W. Clark, commander of the United States Fifth 
Army in Italy, who said, “To American soldiers of the Jewish faith goes my most 
sincere thanks for their faithfulness, diligence, and bravery in battle. To those 
who have passed on must go a nation’s gratitude.” 

BY D O N A L D L I E B E N S O N

Donald Liebenson is a Chicago writer who writes forVanityFair.com, LA Times, Chicago 
Tribune, and other outlets. 

It’s always good 
to stand up for 
the underdog.
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JEWISH DAY 
SCHOOL NIGHT
Day school parents—join us as we celebrate our unified 
commitment to Jewish education and come together 
in support of the 2022 JUF Annual Campaign 
 
featuring  Rabbi Yaakov Glasser 
 
7:00 p.m. | More information to follow

J U F  P R E S E N T S
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EVERY DECEMBER,   the Pantone Color Institute and 
paint companies—such as Benjamin Moore and Sherwin 
Williams—announce their Color of the Year. Taking 
stock of global trends across multiple disciplines 
from fashion to politics to technology, these com-
panies discuss and determine the future of color. 

For the first time in Pantone’s history, they 
created a brand new shade for the occasion, a 
vibrant, happy color they named Very Peri. Not 
that we needed another shot in the arm, so to 
speak, but with Very Peri, they gave us one. This 
strong periwinkle blue signals better times ahead. It 
balances the strength and warmth of a blue tone with 
the vibrancy and excitement of a red tone. Although probably too strong to 
paint an entire room, Very Peri can be used as a bright accent in bedrooms and 
living spaces. 

Other than Pantone, most paint companies selected an earthy, pale green 
hue to represent the upcoming year. And who can blame them? As the symbol 
of nature and rebirth, green is a soothing shade that is often associated with 

optimism, tranquility, and peace. These are char-
acteristics we are all looking for in 2022. We 

moved our lives outside, worshipping, play-
ing, and socializing in the fresh air. 

This year, let’s bring Mother Nature in-
side, letting the soothing, refreshing green 

shades adorn our walls, furniture, and cabin-
etry. My favorite of the selections is Evergreen 

Fog by Sherwin Williams. This grayish green is 
warm and earthy. A chameleon color that changes 

with the light, it can feel both verdant and sophisticated. It 
provides a strong backdrop to furniture when painted on the walls of an entire 
room, and pairs especially well with white oak furniture and caramel leather. 

Each Color of the Year for 2022 is beautiful in its own right. It’s a good time to 
be inspired by color, to shed the past year, and refresh our spaces with some-
thing that inspires growth and healing, 

BY J O D I M O R TO N

Jodi Morton is the founder of 2to5 Design, a Chicago-based, full service interior design studio.

2022 Colors 
of the Year
paint a picture of 
better times ahead

As we mark the two-year anniversary of the pandemic, most of us have 
spent a lot of time transforming our homes into our, well, everything. 

Even as the pandemic begins to wane, making our homes the heart of our 
worlds, in many ways, is here to stay. In the pages ahead, discover ways 

to curate your home to work for you—and amp up your joy at home!

Home & Garden
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WITH SO MANY OF US AT HOME  these days, many parents are thinking 
about how to revamp or redo their children’s spaces. It can be daunting to 
imagine how to make these changes, how to create a space for your child that 
reflects who they are, and functions for their “now” needs.

When you have a baby, you have a certain type of space. A nursery. It’s decked 
out with a crib, a changing table—baby things. But then your baby grows. As 
your child grows, their space grows with them. 

In my experience, by the time a child is around 9 years old, having them 
weigh in on changes is important. Depending on the child, their level of in-
volvement will vary, but I’d start by taking their wishes into consideration 
around that age.

Clear the clutter
Clearing out the extraneous stuff is the first step in moving toward an orga-

nized and beautiful space. Be aware that anything that isn’t used, isn’t played 
with, or doesn’t fit needs to be moved out—either donated or thrown away. 

Divide and conquer
My granddaughter (pictured here) lives in a small apartment and has her 

own bedroom. She has no siblings, so she doesn’t have to share her space, but 
that space is her only space. During the pandemic and at-home learning, her 
space has had to function as a classroom, an art studio, and a play space, and 
also allow for sleeping. So, there were lots of needs to address in a limited area. 

With a budget-friendly bookshelf from IKEA, her room was divided into 
two separate spaces. One side became her sleeping-space, while the other 
her school-space, art-space, and play-space. Carts on wheels house art sup-
plies. Desk drawers accommodate her schoolwork. Shelves provide space for 
her collections.

 

What brings your child joy?
• Are they big Bulls fans?
• Do they collect owls? 
• Is ballet their thing?
• Do they like calico critters? 

Incorporate the things they love 
to look at, enjoy playing with, or 
need in order to be successful.

Back to my granddaughter: 
Because she loves Harry Potter, we 
used a deep blue paint around her 
bed with stars to create the night 
sky, and she painted small canvasses with Harry Potter images to camouflage 
the openings of her IKEA bookshelf/room divider. Simple, yet so effective! 

Shop at home first
On a budget? No problem! Re-designing a child’s room can often employ 

what’s already on hand. The goal doesn’t have to be to buy new things or paint 
the walls, but rather to use what your child has and re-purpose it. 

Everything should have a home
For instance, when working with a 10-year-old 

girl for a bedroom makeover, we worked with 
what she had, and just focused on making her 
room neater—so that everything had a home. 
Ultimately, she was delighted to see that the 
only clothes hanging in her closet or fold-
ed neatly in her drawers were things she 
enjoyed wearing. She adored that her best-
loved stuffed animals were prominently dis-
played. It delighted her that she could easily 
reach her favorite bedside table necessities. 

Balance the personal and the functional
Keep in mind two things: Make the space personal, while at the 

same time allowing it to function for their needs. The good news 
is you don’t need a big budget to create a space for your child that 
reflects who they are, that works for them, and brings them joy!

There’s no ‘one size fits all’
There are many ways to go about designing and creating a child’s space, and 

so much of it depends on your personal environment, your budget, and your 
child’s personality. The variety of situations are endless, just as each child is 
unique. For example, does your child share a room with a sibling? Do you have 
a separate playroom? How big is the space? All of these factors come into play 
when planning a child’s room. 

Remember:
• Keep your child in mind.
• Ask for their input.
• Identify their needs.

Once you’ve taken into consideration those few things, you’re on the 
road to a what could be a fun bonding opportunity for you and 

your kiddo. 

Pictured opposite page left: Classroom/art studio/play space. Opposite 
page right: Book shelf/room divider/sleeping side. This page left: Linda 

Park's granddaughter. Right: Linda Parks. 

BY L I N DA PA R K S 

Linda Parks is a Professional Organizer and Space Planner, 
working in the industry for over 20 years. She specializes in 

creating spaces that inspire and homes you want to go home to. 
She is the author of Clear Your Space…Clear Your Mind. 

Transform your 

child ’s space 
into their 

happy place
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The outdoor growing season is just around the 
corner. Don’t let being new to gardening hold 
you back. The cold winter months is a great time 
to plan or recap your outdoor gardens. Here are 
some quick tips for better success:

• Keep a journal of your trials and tribulations 
throughout the year. Don’t forget to note im-
portant weather occurrences like first and 
last frost. 

• Plan the size of your garden space based on 
the amount of time you have to spend on it. 
Keep the size enjoyable, not a burden.

• Remember it is easier to make your garden 
bigger over time than to reduce it in size. 

• Know how much sun your plants need or do 
not need when selecting your planting site.

• Always use mulch. It adds nutrients back to 
the soil, minimizes the weeds, and reduces 
how much you need to water.

• If you’re planting vegetables, make sure you 
are rotating the crops where you plant in 
the ground, and use fresh soil if planting in 
containers.

• Group your plantings by their watering needs 
and make sure you have a nearby source of 
water.

• Think about your plants individually before 
you apply a fertilizer. Ask an expert or do some 
research. Building soil nutrients naturally can 
sometimes be better than applying fertilizers. 

• Think of your garden as a living system that 
should attract wanted animals and one that 
supports life. 

There are plenty of DON’Ts in gardening, so 
I’m only going to mention a few. The most im-
portant aspect of gardening whether it’s inside 
or it’s outside: 

• DON’T be afraid to try new things. Try new 
plants and try new areas to grow your plants.

• DON’T be too hard on yourself if something 
doesn’t work. Learn from it and move on—
there’s a lot out there to take in. 

DO start small and work your way up...the most 
important part of gardening is to have fun! 

Pictured above left: Tracy Bordis. Center: Indoor plants at 
Lurvey’s conservatory. Right: View from above of plants at 
Lurvey’s Des Plaines nursery.

BY T R AC Y B O R D I S 

Tracy Bordis is the Seasonal Color Manager for Lurvey 
Home & Garden.

IF  YOU’RE NEW  to growing plants either indoors 
or outdoors, the winter months can afford much 
to soothe your newly found gardener’s soul.

Don’t let the cold weather outside make you 
wait to experience the joys of gardening. Indoor 
gardening with houseplants can be just as reward-
ing. Here are some tips for success: 

• Know how much light your growing space 
will get. South windows get the best light 
and are good for high light-loving plants. If 
you move the plant five feet away from the 
window, it becomes a medium light growing 
space, and five more feet away it becomes a 
low light situation.

• Choose your plants for the type of light you 
have in your home. The right plant in the right 
place is important.

• House plants need good drainage, and most 
cannot tolerate standing water.

• Check your plant’s soil moisture level often by 
feeling the soil with your fingers. You should 
let the surface dry slightly between water-
ings. Remember, you’re watering the soil, not 
the plant.

• Daylight changes when we move into the 
winter months. Plants will grow slower and 
require little to no fertilizer. Never fertilize a 
plant that has become very dry until it is com-
pletely rehydrated. 

• Clean your plant leaves regularly using a 
spray bottle filled with a water and mild dish 
soap solution (10:1) and a damp, soft cloth. 
Clean plants can utilize the light best. 

• Repot your plants once the roots fill the grow 
pot and water drains out the bottom quickly. 
Increase the pot size by only an inch or two. 
Plants respond to repotting best going into 
the spring. 

• Use a good quality potting soil. Never use gar-
den soil or topsoil for indoor house plants. 

Seeds of knowledge 
for beginning gardeners
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ONE OF THE SILVER LININGS  to emerge from the pandemic is that people 
are celebrating more in the home.

“People have really, over the last couple of years, made their home a place 
where people gather—whether it’s outside, or now with 
vaccines, people feel more comfortable entertaining 
inside,” said Julie Novack, the Jewish Glencoe-
based CEO and Co-Founder of PartySlate, an on-
line event-planning platform.

Novack predicts that at-home entertaining 
will only grow in popularity—even as the pan-
demic subsides. These last two years, she says, 
many people have picked up new hobbies like 
cooking, baking, and home decorating, and 
now they’re eager to show off their skills. 

And so, it seems that the balabusta is making a 
comeback. The Yiddish term of endearment, used 
to describe a perfect homemaker or hostess, is de-
rived from the Hebrew term ba’alat habayit, which means 
mistress of the house. The term may seem old-fashioned, but today’s at-home 
entertainers are redefining what it means to be a modern balabusta. 

“To me, to be a balabusta, male or female, there’s a coziness attached to 

entertaining. Not everything needs to be so perfect. It just needs to feel wel-
coming and warm,” said Chef Laura Frankel, Jewish Chicago food columnist, 
author, blogger, media personality, and Catering Director at North Suburban 

Synagogue Beth El in Highland Park. “Part of being a good 
host or hostess is to take part and enjoy your own 

gathering.”
Frankel, a seasoned culinary professional who 

says she’s seen “the good, the bad, and the ugly 
of events,” recommends at-home entertainers 
plan ahead. 

“When I’m planning an event in my home 
or I’m doing it at a venue, I start with planning 
my menu, and I’m realistic with it,” Frankel 

said. “Look at the reality of your kitchen. Be 
realistic with your guest count. I put it down on 

paper, and I stick to a timeline.”
Frankel takes inspiration from what’s in season 

and selects a balance of hot and cold dishes, so she can do 
the bulk of her cooking ahead of time. “If I’m putting a brisket out, the brisket 
is going to be the centerpiece, and I plan for some side dishes to be cold, like a 
really fancy slaw with apples and jicama,” she said. “Take it easy on yourself 

and know that tucked away in your oven is one item that’s a ‘wow.’”
Jewish chef Michelle Perl, of Buffalo Grove, agrees with preparing as much 

as possible in advance. “I’m not about cooking when people are coming to my 
house. Everything is all done prior,” Perl said, “I’m all about getting your mise en 
plas together, which means getting all your ingredients prepped out.” 

Perl also suggests setting the table ahead of time and laying out and labeling 
all the platters and serving pieces you plan to use during the meal.

Another pro tip for executing a successful at-home gathering is knowing 
when to delegate. “Giving assignments to people sometimes makes them feel 
more a part of the event,” said Novack. “Getting the guests involved helps break 
the ice and makes people feel useful.” 

Perl says, that—in her social circle—there’s one dish each person clamors to 
bring to a potluck. 

“Whenever we are having an event, or a brunch or a gathering, someone will 
say ‘I’ll bring the kugel,’ and we’re all okay with it because we know it’s going to 
be The Kugel,” Perl said. She and her friends received the beloved kugel recipe 
(at right) at a shiva, and it is the perfect make-ahead dish for a classic Jewish 
brunch or holiday meal. 

“You can always make the mixture ahead of time, and make the noodles sep-
arately the night before. All you have to do is fold it together and pop it in the 
oven,” Perl said.

And, if you’re not up for do-
ing the work but still want to 
host, don’t feel badly about hiring pro-
fessional help.

“There’s a ton of caterers that will help you 
with home entertaining,” Novack said. 

As bigger gatherings return, everyone can harness 
their inner balabusta and appreciate the joy of food and 
togetherness. 

“Now is the time that people really want to be with loved ones,” said 
Novack, “and entertaining in the home can be a really rewarding way to catch 
up with people.” 

Pictured opposite page: (Left) Chef Laura Frankel. (Right) Chef Michelle Perl. Above: Julie 
Novack chats with guests at a PartySlate event. Photo credit: Andrew Weeks Photography. 

BY L E S L I E H I L L H I R S C H FE L D

Leslie Hill Hirschfeld is a freelance writer living in the northern suburbs of Chicago.

The return  
of the ‘balabusta’ 

As at-home entertaining makes a comeback,  
people are redefining this Yiddish term of endearment

The Kugel
Recipe by Michelle Perl 
Makes 1 extra large pan 

Topping: 

1 cup brown sugar 

6 oz. butter, melted 

2 cups graham cracker crumbs 

1. Combine all ingredients in a 
Ziploc bag. Topping can be made 
a week in advance and frozen. 

Kugel: 

16 oz. sour cream 

8 oz. whipped cream cheese 

6 oz. butter, softened 

6 eggs, beaten 

1 1/3 cup sugar 

1 t. vanilla 

½ t. salt 

16 oz. pkg. medium egg noodles, cooked and drained 

1. Combine all ingredients except noodles in a large bowl. 
With an electric mixer, combine ingredients until well 

blended. This can be made the night before. 

2. Add noodles to the above mixture stirring until noodles 
are evenly coated. Place in a 9 x 17-inch glass Pyrex. 

3. Sprinkle graham cracker topping over the 
noodle mixture, pressing down slightly. 

Bake at 325-degree for 50-55 minutes 
or until golden brown. 

4. Cool slightly and then 
cut into squares.
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What to do with 

Grandma’s 
chinaPlanting the seeds 

of a healthy hobby
FROM POISONOUS ZZ PLANTS  to 9-foot-tall 
lemon trees, young Jews in Chicago are cultivat-
ing a great variety of plants.

“I always grew up with plants,” said Matt Gold, 
JUF Young Leadership Division board mem-
ber and house plant aficio-
nado. Inspired by his 
grandmother, an 
award-winning gar-
dener, he saved 
seeds from sev-
eral lemons in 
October 2015. 

Now, over six 
years later, the 
seeds sprout-
ed into many 
trees, the tallest of 
which nearly brush-
es his ceiling. He enjoys 
sharing the showpiece with 
friends and co-workers. “How many people 
can say they live in a Chicago high-rise with a 
lemon tree?”

By sharing the stories of his copious plants, 
Gold has cultivated friendships in person and on 
Instagram. He advises that getting started with 
plants requires “learning as you go”—whether you 
begin with buying a plant from a store or placing 
seeds from a fruit in a wet paper towel—and that 
“it’s a lot easier than you think” to get started as a 
house plant owner.

For Talia Shapiro, a physical therapist at Shirley 
Ryan AbilityLab, the beginning of her journey 
was a gift of a Monstera clipping from a friend’s 
mother. Now, she has 57 plants, and one of her fa-
vorite things to do is learn about the different spe-
cies and how to propagate them so she can give 
clippings as gifts.

“I see myself as an outdoor person, but I like the 
energy and convenience of being in a city,” she 
said. Her view from her River North apartment is 
mostly buildings, so she sought plants to “feel a lit-
tle bit of outdoors and nature inside and have a lit-
tle oasis in the middle of the city.” In the summer, 
she fills her balcony with flowers and vegetables, 

and she has many plants facing east so she can 
watch the morning sun hit them and change the 
color of the leaves.

“I love seeing the leaves blossom and having 
things to take care of,” Shapiro said. “I like the va-
riety too, so I kept gathering plants. Now, my home 
is filled.” These days, with gardening an integral 
part of her life, “my mom always jokes that I’m in a 
relationship with my plants!”

Shapiro advises for new plant owners to look 
up the species of their plant to 

figure out the exact care 
it needs, as well as not 

to hesitate to clip 
off dead or dying 

leaves to preserve 
a plant’s energy to 
grow elsewhere.

Another lo-
cal plant owner, 

Andy Stein, has 
made a career out 

of offering advice 
about plants and other 

facets of nature to others. 
One of his favorite pieces of ad-

vice is to avoid over-watering plants by studying 
how much water each species requires.

In addition to his sustainability consulting busi-
ness, he has also taken a master garden-
er course at the University of Illinois 
Extension. “This program is really 
great because it educates you on 
growing and 

gardening in the Midwest,” he said. “You learn 
about seeds, plant diseases, cultivation, grass-
es, lawns and fertilizers—it’s a really extensive 
course.” Graduates of the course also help run 
the University of Illinois Extension Plant Clinic, 
where knowledgeable people are always available 
to answer questions about house plants, garden-
ing, and more.

Stein uses his expertise to advise people about 
biophilia—communing with the natural world by 
bringing nature indoors. Sustainable or green de-
sign often involves incorporating plants or living 
walls into the design of a room or arranging house 
plants in a particular way. He has over 20 house 
plants, including a ZZ plant (Zamioculcas zamii-
folia) that requires specialized care. He also has a 
plot at City Farm Chicago, an urban farm where, 
this year, he harvested 40 butternut squashes and 
hundreds of tomatoes. 

Pictured left: Andy Stein with a sunflower at City Farm 
Chicago. Talia Shapiro with one of her house plants. 

BY M I C H E L L E CO H E N  | Staff Writer

WHEN MY GRANDMOTHER  passed away, our 
entire family sorted through her things. Certain 
items were special to certain family members. I 
wanted her tray that held her lipsticks. My moth-
er wanted a decorative flower made of silver. My 
brother requested her menorahs.

But then there were other items that were held 
onto by family because “that’s what you do.” You 
save the “special” items like china and crystal. And 
it gets passed down from generation to genera-
tion. Like a trophy.

But that china and crystal just sit in a box or 
take up space in your buffet. They’re never actu-
ally used. 

I see this all too frequently when family mem-
bers feel obligated to hold onto pieces of china, 
crystal, and Judaica that have been in their family 
for decades. Even with all the importance placed 
upon them, though, those items never see the light 
of day. Instead, they end up becoming clutter that 
their new owners cannot get rid of.

But what if we were able to part with things that 
we didn’t love? What 
if those “special” items 
were shared with 
people who would 
actually use them? 
And what if we could 
present the memories 
those items hold in a 
different way?

Not every item is 
worth saving. But 
there are items we 
can showcase and 
enjoy every day or on 
special occasions.

First, find the special items from the collection 
of china. For me, I have teacups and teapots from 
my grandmother. Those items are on display in 
our kitchen. I can see them every morning when 
I make my coffee. It is a little reminder that my 
grandmother, and great-grandmother, are always 
with me.

Serving trays that hold significance can be kept 
and used on special occasions. Displaying china 

on the wall can be both decorative and 
special.

Creating a scrapbook can be another 
way to remember family while keeping un-
wanted items to a minimum. Take a picture 
of the collection, like a table setting with all the 
china in play. Then build a story within the scrap-
book by adding photos of family around the table 
using that china. Include memories from family 
members of both the items and the person they’re 
attached to. Those memories are now preserved in 
a book that can be displayed, instead of hiding away 
the physical china that your children will never use.

How can you decide what is worth saving and 
what can be donated?
There is one question that I always ask myself and 
tell my online community when parting with sen-
timental items. And grandmother’s china is a senti-
mental item.

And that question is: “Do I need to physically 
hold this item in order to appreciate and remem-

ber my ancestors?”
Do you need to 

physically hold a 
china place setting 
to remember your 
grandmother? Do 
you need to physical-
ly hold a crystal vase 
to remember your 
great-grandmother? 
Do you need to phys-
ically hold a Kiddush 
cup to remember 
your grandfather?

These are ques-
tions only you can answer. There is no right or 
wrong answer.

But there is something that comes with asking 
these questions. And that is if you answer “no,” for 
you or your next of kin, it may be time to say good-
bye to the item and find a new way to preserve the 
memories it holds. After all, you cannot simply un-
load those items to your children. You have to be 
respectful of their answers as well.

Taking into account 
other family members’ feel-
ings about items will empower your family to part 
with items that are no longer sentimental.

Because sentimental items are in the eye of the 
beholder. Not in the idea someone has imposed on 
that item.

So what can I do with the items that no one in my 
family wants anymore?
Most of these items are not going to sell, since 
most people have similar items that they are try-
ing to also part with.

Instead, you can donate these items to local 
organizations. By donating them, you are able to 
provide someone else with resources to build a 
home with incredible memories.

The Torah teaches us that your physical posses-
sions that take space in your home need to nour-
ish you and your environment. So, respect those in 
your family as they want their environment to be 
nourished with their memories. 

Pictured above: The author at home. (Photo credit: Jessie 
Hearn Photography.) Left: Coffee station with tea cups and 
tea kettles from Litman’s grandparents.

BY J E S S I C A L ITM A N

Jessica Litman is the founder of The Organized Mama, a 
Chicago-based organizing and media company. 
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Garlicky Carrot Top Pesto
This recipe is a perfect way to show off your 

homegrown greens. Perfect for spring dishes and delicious 
for Passover meals, carrot tops are the gorgeous green you 

didn’t know you could—and should—eat.

2 cups fresh carrot tops

½ cup cilantro

½ cup parsley

2 tablespoons chopped fresh oregano leaves

1 jalapeno, seeds removed

4 garlic cloves

3 tablespoons red wine vinegar

3 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

2 tablespoons honey

2 teaspoons sea salt

1 teaspoon freshly cracked black pepper

½ cup best quality extra virgin olive oil

1. Pulse carrot tops, cilantro, parsley, oregano, jalapeno, 
garlic, vinegar, lemon juice, honey, salt, pepper, and 
olive oil in a blender or food processor until a thick 
paste forms. Adjust seasoning with salt and pepper.

2. Serve pesto with roasted veggies, steak, chicken, fish, 
and egg dishes. 

3. Store pesto, lightly covered with a glug of olive oil over the 
surface to prevent oxidization, in the fridge for up to 1 week or 
freeze for up to 2 months.

Garlic Green Pasta
Window box garlic yields ready-to-snip-and-eat garlic greens in a few 
weeks. Take sprouted cloves and plant in shallow planter. Similar to chives 
but with a soft garlic flavor, garlic greens might be your new favorite herb. 
This pasta is quick and easy to pull together. With only a few ingredients, 
you will have a lemony, garlicky pasta on the table in minutes. 

1 pound favorite pasta shape

Zest of 1 lemon 

½ cup shredded parmesan cheese (optional)

3 tablespoons best quality extra virgin olive oil

¼ cup snipped garlic greens

¼ cup flat leaf parsley

1 teaspoon sea salt

½ teaspoon freshly cracked black pepper

1. Cook pasta to al dente (about 6 minutes). Reserve 1 cup of 
starchy pasta water before draining.

2. In a large sauté pan, add pasta, reserved pasta water, lemon 
zest, parmesan cheese (if using), and olive oil. Stir over medium 
heat until most of the water has been absorbed and the pasta is 
cooked through. Season with salt and pepper. Toss with garlic 
greens and parsley, and serve.

GOOD NEWS!  A long Midwestern winter doesn’t mean the end of growing 
and harvesting herbs, veggies, and greens. With the right tools and methods, 
you can be harvesting delicious, healthy homegrown food in no time… indoors! 
While growing vegetables in containers does have its challenges, it is possible to 
find great success. 

Indoor gardens have become very popular. Over the past two years, the hard-
ships and food insecurity brought on by the coronavirus pandemic sprouted 
a rise in so-called “victory gardens,” referencing the effort to contribute food 
during the World Wars, even for those with limited outdoor space. Whether 
due to financial difficulties, strict lockdown orders across the country, or just 
to grow their own produce as a pastime, more than a quarter of American con-
sumers say they have planted a food garden because of the pandemic. And for 
those who don’t have the luxury of a sunny backyard space, an indoor garden is 
just as likely to flourish as an outdoor one. 

There are many reasons to grow an indoor garden:

• You’re in charge of what you grow, what you eat, and what the plants are 
treated with.

• Homegrown veggies and herbs are always at their freshest. Talk about 
“farm” to table!

• You control the growing conditions, and you can just snip or harvest what 
you need. 

• Homegrown food is aesthetically pleasing, especially as winter drags on, 
and we all need a little lift from greenery. 

• Teaching yourself and your children how to grow food is a valuable lesson, 
particularly in a world of supply chain challenges. 

Indoor gardening has many options. You can go low-tech with window box-
es and planters, or high-tech with growing systems that come complete with 
built-in grow lights, irrigation, and fertilization. I like to start small and build. 
Once you have some green thumb success, you can investigate the many pop-
ular indoor growing systems. These systems are mostly hydroponic and come 
with irrigation and grow lights, making indoor gardening effortless.

  Choosing the right foods to grow is key. Leafy greens are easy to grow and 
perfect for beginners. A small, shallow dish can yield sprouted seedlings in 
just two days and delicious full-flavored garnishes or salads in as little as two 
weeks. Parsley is one of my favorite herbs to grow. There is nothing more frus-
trating than purchasing parsley at the store and trying to use it a few days later 
only to find the leaves are slimy and unusable. Homegrown parsley is ready to 
be harvested in about two weeks as “microgreens,” tiny fresh sprouts that are 
among the most effortless foods to grow indoors. 

Typically, microgreens are a mix of seeds from various greens and herbs, such 
as beets, radishes, kale, Swiss chard, and basil. Because these greens will be har-
vested as seedlings, you don’t need much soil; a shallow tray about two inches 
deep typically works well. Fill it with moist soil, and scatter your seeds, barely 
covering them with a top layer of soil (just press gently so that the seeds make 

good contact with the damp soil and won’t dry out). Spray to keep the soil moist—
you should see germination within a few days. Start harvesting when seedlings 
have developed two sets of true leaves. Use scissors to snip them off at the soil lev-
el, and the plants will grow again, with another harvest is just a few weeks away. 

Got kitchen scraps? Save those scallions, romaine lettuce bottoms, carrot 
tops, beet tops, garlic, and more. For these veggies, you aren’t re-growing the 
root, but are instead growing the leafy tops. Beet and carrot greens are vita-
min powerhouses with a wide range of uses. Tossing them in a salad, smoothie, 
sauté pan, or pesto recipe are just some ways of enjoying a nutrient boost. To 
regrow root vegetable greens, salvage the tops and place in a show tray of wa-
ter, but don’t submerge. Within a few days you will notice new green shoots 
appearing. You can harvest when the greens are the size you want. Keep the 
plant growing and the greens will grow again. In the spring, you can move 
your plant outdoors and grow the bulbs as well.

Sprouted garlic is a nuisance, as the germinated garlic is bitter. But make 
garlicky pasta out of that budding clove, once grown, and suddenly you have 
a softly scented garlic-pasta dish that is simple, quick, and only needs a few 
ingredients. 

BY L AU R A FR A N K E L 

Laura Frankel is a kosher chef and cookbook author. Previously, she was 
the Culinary Director for Jamie Geller’s Test Kitchen and Kosher Network 

International. She is the founder of Shallots Restaurant and served as 
Executive Chef for Wolfgang Puck.

International. She is the founder of Shallots Restaurant and served as 
Executive Chef for Wolfgang Puck.

Indoor gardens are
growing in popularity 

Here’s the dirt on what you need to know
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ENTREPRENEUR  and philanthropist Lily Kanter 
is known in giving circles for her support of 
Jewish and Israeli organizations, particularly 
those that support on-the-ground, grassroots 
efforts to provide direct aid to individuals and 
countries in dire need. For her charitable and civ-
ic contributions, Kanter has been recognized by 
Time and Town & Country magazines and received 
many honors, including the bestowal of a Wexner 
Heritage Fellowship.

Kanter also became a household name almost 
20 years ago with her home furnishing design 
shops Serena & Lily, which she co-founded with 
designer Serena Dugan. Since then, Kanter, who 
early in her career held high-level positions at 
Microsoft and Deloitte, has ventured into an in-
novative enterprise, Boon Market, that combines 
the sale of eco-conscious consumer products with 
online charitable giving. For the past 10 years, she 
has also served as a guest lecturer at the Stanford 
Graduate School of Executive Education.

Jewish Chicago: The JUF Magazine recently chat-
ted with Kanter, who headlined JUF’s Women’s 
Philanthropy Grand Event this past February, 

about her manifold interests—including design, 
business, technology, and Jewish philanthropy—
and their origins, which date back to her Jewish 
childhood in the Midwest.

Jewish Chicago: Serena & Lily is known for its styl-
ish, beachy, California vibe, combining casual 
and classic lines and styles. Did you 
always want to get into the design 
world?
Lily Kanter: When I was 
a kid, I loved drafting. I 
thought I might be an 
artist or architect. I have 
always had an interest 
in design and aesthet-
ics. But a certain level 
of financial success 
allowed me to pursue 
this as an adult. When 
I had my first child, I 
struggled to find things 
for my baby’s nursery. I saw 
a void in the market.

So, you opened your first store, 
Baby & Kids Company, in Marin 
County, where your family lived for many years?
Yes, and that led, after I met Serena Dugan, to the 
establishment of Serena & Lily. Serena has had a 
huge influence on my life. We traveled the world 
together—Morocco, India, and Zanzibar, among 
other places—and she trained my eye. She has a 
beautiful sense of unique color combinations. 

In 2018, you started up Boon Supply. What 
prompted you to do so?
I am interested in the notion of reimaging capital-
ism, leveraging the power of commerce [to pro-
mote the greater good]. I was inspired by Bono 
[who partnered with companies] to raise funds for 
AIDS. So far, we have given back $102 million to 
charities through Boon Supply. Forty to 50 percent 
of our revenue goes directly to these organizations. 

The idea of giving back is nothing new to you, of 
course. You started a charitable foundation with 
your husband, Marc Sarosi, years ago, but you 

credit your family for your interests in tzedakah 
and tikkun olam. Would you elaborate?
I grew up in Kansas City, Mo., where my family has 
serious Midwest roots. My late father, Arnold, also 
grew up there. My late mother, Lee, was original-
ly from Omaha. Both of my parents devoted their 

lives to helping other people. My father was 
a physician and ran the Kansas City 

public health department, and my 
mother taught public school in 

a very disadvantaged area of 
the city. They were very 

much about opening the 
doors to others, includ-
ing Soviet Jews. 

The Jewish communi-
ty has also been a very 
important part of your 

life, dating to child-
hood, hasn’t it?

My father instilled in 
me a very serious dedica-

tion to the continuity of the 
Jewish community. I went to 

Kansas City’s Hebrew Academy for 
many years [in Overland Park, Kan.]. As 

a family, starting in 1973, we would travel every 
summer to Israel. My father would say, “The civ-
ilization is tiny, but the flame has never gone out.” 
So, the preservation of our peoplehood has always 
been important. 

Immediately following the 2022 Grand Event formal 
presentation featuring Lily Kanter, employees of Boon 
Supply led breakout discussions about several of the 
company’s initiatives. Participants had the opportu-
nity to shop—with purpose—at Boon, with 40% of each 
sale donated to JUF.

Pictured above: Lily Kanter. Left: The Chicago location of 
Serena & Lily’s home furnishing shop, located in Lincoln Park. 
(Photo credit: Robert Nagler Miller.)

BY RO B E R T N AG L E R M I L L E R

Robert Nagler Miller is a journalist and editor who writes 
frequently about arts- and Jewish-related topics from his 
home in Chicago. 

TO JEWS AROUND THE WORLD,   the current Jewish year, 5782, might not 
seem to have great significance, but among Israeli farmers, this year is a mo-
mentous one. We’re currently in a shmita year—a full calendar year when Jewish 
farmers in the land of Israel may not plant or reap their 
crops for profit.

Shmita is an ancient commandment, with 
roots in the Jewish Bible: 

For six years you shall sow your field, and 
for six years you shall prune your vine-
yard, and gather in its produce. But in 
the seventh year, the land shall have a 
complete rest, a Shabbat to the Lord. 
(Leviticus 25:3-4)

For Abby Sapir, an Israeli farm-
er who grew up in north suburban 
Skokie, and her husband Eli, this 
shmita year is proving to be a time of 
intense challenge—and also of growth.

“We started our farm two years ago,” 
Abby said. Becoming an Israeli organic 
farmer might not have seemed like a nat-
ural career choice for the Ida Crown Jewish 
Academy alum, but for Abby farming in Israel 
feels exactly right. 

She and her husband Eli moved to Israel after their wedding; 
Abby studied art at the prestigious Bezalel Academy of Arts and 
Design in Jerusalem, while Eli studied permaculture. Two years 
ago, they moved to a moshava (a colony of farmers) in Israel’s north, 
and rented a land to start an organic farm. “It’s important to 
us to know where our food is coming from, and to feel 
that spiritual connection with the earth,” Abby said of 
their decision to grow organically.

Over the past two years, Abby and Eli have 
turned their farm, Havat Iyar, into a successful 
business, selling kale, chard, leeks, fennel, and 
a range of other vegetables and herbs to local 
families. 

“We were just getting into the flow” of the 
business, when shmita arrived. Some farmers 
find workarounds to keep growing during shmi-
ta, such as growing food in containers in green-
houses or temporarily selling the land to a non-Jew. 

But the Sapirs are fully embracing this year of rest—
along with the uncertainty that a year of not cultivating 
crops has brought. “We’re feeling vulnerability, fear, and 
confusion,” Abby said. “But also gratitude, emuna (faith), and em-
powerment.” She said she feels privileged “to perform this mitzvah and proclaim 
that this is what we’re supposed to be doing: it’s really Shabbat for the land.”

It’s all part of what makes farming—and living—in Israel special. “We love the 
Jewish connection to the earth; there are so many mitzvot we can only do in 
Israel, like maaser (dedicating a portion of crops to God) and shmita,” said Abby.

Farming in this timeless Jewish manner is also a way to afford new insights 
into the rhythms of the land. “It’s an opportunity to take a step back and lis-
ten and see the natural things on the land… How water flows, the animals that 

are coming. All the things that are growing wild [this year],” she said. “In 
our regular hustle and bustle, the [typical state of the] land doesn’t get the 

same amount of attention it does now.”
With shmita preventing the Sapirs from doing most work on their 

farm, they have had to find other business outlets: Abby has been giv-
ing art classes in her home, and Eli has taken on some local work in 
high tech. They have also relied on Keren Hashviis, an organization 

that helps financially support Israeli farmers ob-
serving shmita.

While shmita can be stressful, Abby 
and Eli have discover they have more 

time this year to spend with their 
young children, five-year-old and 

one-year-old twins. People have 
also reached out from around 

the world, asking Abby to 
pray for them. “Shmita farm-
ers’ prayers are heightened,” 
she noted. It’s a powerful way 
for friends across the world 
to tap into the spirituality of 

Abby’s and Eli’s shmita year. 

For more information 
about Havat Iyar farm, visit 

facebook.com/HavatIyar. 

Pictured top: The Sapir family—Eliezer, 
Avigail, Emunah, Yehudah, and Netanel Sapir. 

Middle: Abby Sapir is a transplant to Israel originally 
from Skokie. Bottom: Emunah and her brothers, Yehudah 

and Netanel, on the farm.

BY Y V E T T E A LT M I L L E R 

Yvette Alt Miller, Ph.D. lives with her family in the northern 
suburbs of Chicago.    

Lily Kanter: 
A household name  
in home furnishings

Farming in Israel during shmita year—

a Skokie girl ’s journey
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MANY PEOPLE  tend to associate beautiful gar-
dens with the late spring and summer—especially 
in the Chicago area. However, there are ways to 
add a punch of color and texture throughout the 
year, with annuals, perennials, trees, and shrubs. 
With a little planning, you can have a colorful out-
door space all year!

Spring
Early spring is a great time to take stock of your 

space and what you already have on hand. Since 
most things haven’t fully leafed out or begun to 
grow yet, your garden is a blank canvas. Start 
thinking about what colors you want in your gar-
den and/or your containers. This is also a great 
time to consider if there are any trees, shrubs, or 
perennials that you would like to see in your space. 
As it warms up, nurseries and garden centers will 
begin to have a larger variety of stock.

Pansies are a great way to add immediate color 
to your outdoor space in the early spring. They 
can withstand some frost, so they are safe from 
any spring snowstorms. Also keep an eye out for 
any bulbs that have been planted in the past—they 
should be emerging soon. When the danger of 
frost has passed, it is time to fill your flower beds 
and pots with annuals. 

When filling your containers, remember: 
“Filler, Thriller, and Spiller.” Aim to have a plant 
that fills in between other plants (a “Filler”); an-
other that adds height to the pot (a “Thriller”); and 
another that spills out of the pot (a “Spiller”). These 
three types of plants create a full and interesting 
planted container. 

Summer
In the summer, the garden is alive with lush 

growth and flowers! If you’re short on space or 
time, or want to try something new, consider 
getting tropical plants for your outdoor areas. 
Plants such as Crotons or Cordylines quickly add 
a punch of color to the space, and can be brought 
inside and treated as a houseplant as it gets cooler. 
During the warmest months, be sure to focus on 
watering your plants to keep the blooms coming. 

Fall
When summer comes to a close and it begins 

to get cooler, consider refreshing your containers 
and flower beds. Pansies, mums, ornamental kale, 
and cabbage are great options that can withstand 
the cold. In addition to annuals, trees and shrubs 
put on a wonderful display during the fall. Red ma-
ple, kousa dogwood, and chokeberries are known 
for their vibrant fall foliage, while witch hazel’s 
delicate yellow blooms emerge in the fall. If you 
want to prep for next year, fall is the perfect time 
to plant bulbs. 

Winter 
Adding color to the garden is tricky in the win-

tertime, but there are ways to add some flair. 
When it gets colder, filling containers and flower 

beds with cut evergreens is a low-maintenance 
way to add some foliage to your space. Add some 
color by using red and yellow Dogwood stems, 
preserved eucalyptus and yarrow, and winterber-
ry in your arrangements. 

Certain shrubs have great visual interest in the 
wintertime. Bloodtwig and redtwig dogwoods 
have brilliant-colored branches that can really 
only be seen in the winter. Oakleaf hydrangeas 
have interesting peeling bark, and their blooms 
dry out and remain on the plant through the 
winter. Paperbark maples have a handsome cin-
namon color bark that exfoliates throughout the 
year. Strategically selecting perennials, shrubs 
and trees is key in creating outdoor interest in the 
winter. This can be challenging, so don’t be afraid 
to team up with a horticulturist to see what plants 
will work for your space! 

Pictured above: Madeleine Dubelko. Below from left: Pansies, 
crotons, mums, winterberry.

BY M A D E L E I N E D U B E L KO

Madeleine Dubelko is a Design Studio Salesperson for 
Chalet Nursery in Wilmette. 

Crafting a garden—

all year round—
even in Chicago

My Zadie’s childhood 
kiddish cup. We used 
it—and still use it to this 
day—each year at our 

family Passover Seder. 
It has now been touched 

by my grandchildren—link-
ing five generations. L’Dor V’ 

Dor—Am Yisrael Chai!
— M I C H A E L H .  Z A R A N S K Y,  N O R T H B R O O K

I love my great-grandmother’s Shabbat can-
dlestick. My great-grandmother Mrs. Henya 
Schusterman came to this country in 1948. I am 
honored to be named after her and use this can-
dlestick before every Shabbat.

— H E N YA M O S COW I T Z ,  AG E 8 ,  N O R T H B R O O K

My cherished object 
is a pair of simple 
green candlesticks 
that were passed from 
my grandmother to 
my mother, and now 
to me. They are both 
of blessed memory 
and when I light my 
Shabbat candles, my 
heart fills with grati-

tude for such beautiful examples of what it means 
to be an Eshet Chayil, a woman of valor. I treasure 
those candlesticks and the memories they bring.

— L AU R E N G R O S S M A N , C H I C AG O

During some pandemic spring 
cleaning, I rediscovered the 
ornate mezuzah neck-
lace my aunt gifted me 
for my bar mitzvah. 
While it took some 
time to fully appre-
ciate its charm, the 
necklace now charm-
ingly provides a daily 
reminder of my family's 
culture and history.

—A R I C R AV E N ,  C H I C AG O

The late Moris Tcath’s daily prayer book while he 
served in the U.S. Army. Published hastily in 1941, 
my father’s prayer book draws upon Conservative, 
Orthodox, and Reform liturgy, and highlights 
such prayers as being delivered from danger, for 

the wounded, for those 
fallen in battle, and 

confessions on a 
death bed. Its pref-

ace opens, “May 
this prayer book, 
small enough in 
size to be carried 
in a pocket over 

the heart, bear the 
spiritual messag-

es of Israel’s ancient 
prayers to the heart of 

the American Jewish soldiers and sailors serving 
their country.”

—JAY TC AT H , D E E R F I E L D

This Shabbat set that 
was passed along to us 
by a friend has been my 
daughter’s favorite toy 
in recent days. I’m happy I 
could start teaching her the 
beautiful traditions of Shabbat at 
such an early age despite the pandemic. The next 
lesson: that we can’t bring real candles up to bed.

— LO R I LOV I T Z ,  E VA N S TO N

This clock was my Great Aunt 
Adelle’s, my Grandma Goldie’s 
sister. We were very close, and I 
always admired it even as a child. 
Seeing Herzl always makes me 
feel proud of Israel and the Jewish 
people and this clock always re-
minds me of wonderful times 
with Aunt Adelle.

— B R O O K E M A N D R E A ,  N O R T H B R O O K

My son received a gold chain with a chai on it for 
his bar mitzvah. He never had a piece of jewelry 
before. He was one of the first pandemic Zoom bar 
mitzvahs and missed out on many of the customs 
that one might identify with during this significant 
time. When he got the chai, it’s like it clicked—he is 
now a bar mitzvah! He wears it proudly every day, 
and of course that makes me smile. 

— M I C H E L L E M A E R ,  N O R T H B R O O K

Our homes  are treasure troves of Jewish objects—each with a story to tell. 
We asked Jewish Chicagoans to tell us what Judaica they cherish most—

and the stories behind them. Here’s what they said…

What Jewish object 

do you cherish?

—JAY TC AT H , D E E R F I E L D

A vintage rotogravure on waxed parchment paper showing Jewish people 
praying and weeping at the Western Wall, then called the Wailing 
Wall, in the Old City of Jerusalem before its liberation. This beautiful 
piece adorns the wall of our dining room to remind us of our strength 
and to deepen our connection to Jerusalem—and the Jewish people.

—A AY I S H A R U BY G O L D,  C H I C AG O
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All ‘shuk’ up
ACHI creates online 
Israeli marketplace
ISRAEL IS  A PLACE  where the arts thrive. 
But the pandemic has caused many of Israel’s 
artists to cease thriving.

The same happened during the Second 
Intifada. In 2004, in an effort to boost the 
morale and bottom line of Israeli artists, 
Suzanne Weilgus launched ACHI—a grass-
roots organization bringing together Israeli 
artists and craftspeople to the U.S. to display 
their wares at art fairs.

This time—in the fall of 2020—when even that 
option was unworkable, the organization pivoted to 
the ACHI Market, a website that hosts vendors and man-
ufacturers displaying their “Made in Israel” product lines.

The impetus for ACHI, Weilgus said, was to “keep Israel in the hearts and minds of all 
Jewish people, and to keep struggling Israeli businesses alive.” The name “ACHI” stands 
for American Communities Helping Israel, and also means “my brother” in Hebrew—
signifying the bond between American Jews and Israelis.

Staffed by volunteers, ACHI showcases more than 150 vendors offering a varied and 
robust shopping experience, striving to capture the feeling of wandering down Ben 
Yehuda Street.

“Much of the art available at ACHI is unique,” said site coordinator Marcia Wagner. 
“Jean-Pierre Weil creates 3D etchings in glass. Jordana Klein paints pillows. Saltware 
Design studio sculpts Dead Sea salt.”

“For us,” Weilgus said, “The term ‘BDS’ stands for ‘Buy, Display, and Support’ Israel.” 

Want an easy, COVID-safe way to send mishloach manot—Purim packages—this year?  
Visit achi613.org/purim-card. And for more information, check out ACHI at achi613.org,  
or contact Marcia Wagner at 973-651-8429 or wagnergang@comcast.net.

BY PAU L W I E D E R   |  Associate Editor
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PHOTOS

1. A tambourine painted by Shira HaIvri. 

2. Jean Pierre Weill’s Kotel.

3. A challah board by Jordana Klein. 

4. Menorah Celebration by Raanan.

5. A menorah sculpted from Dead Sea 
salt by Saltware Design. 

4 5

Are you a local Jewish organization 
looking to grow your endowment?
Create a Jewish Legacy offers FREE training opportunities 
and ongoing consulting throughout the year!

Our virtual training sessions will get you in touch with experts on 
Legacy Giving, Tax Updates, Stewardship Techniques, Creating Ethical Wills, 
Understanding Giving Vehicles, Perfecting Donor Relations, and more. 
Staff and lay leaders from local Jewish organizations are encouraged to attend. 
Training sessions will be held February – September 2022.

For more information about training dates, our consulting 
service, or to be included on our email list, contact 
Rachel Sherman at cjlchicago@juf.org.
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IsraelNow Chicago: 
your 8th grade Israel experience.
Discover the adventure in this week-long, immersive trip to Israel. 

2023 TRIP DATES*:  February 13–21  |  March 20–28

Learn more at 
IsraelNowTrip.org.

*Subject to change

Masa alum shares his rich journey  
as fellowship expands to Kiryat Gat 
MY JOURNEY  toward a deeper connection to Israel began when 
I graduated college and signed up for a 10-month teaching fellow-
ship split between Tel Aviv and a small community outside of the 
big city.

While Tel Aviv was the fun, big-city experience I expected, it 
was my time in the periphery that shaped my appreciation for the 
opportunity I was given. Experiencing Israel from both perspec-
tives gave me a wider understanding of Israeli culture and a new-
found perception of what it means to be Jewish. 

I was immersed in a Sephardic religious community and as-
signed a host family of first-generation Tunisian and Moroccan 
Jews. We taught each other traditions and discussed topics of 
Judaism in ways none of us had been able to before, and I was in-
troduced to some of the best cuisines I’d ever eaten. All this while 
making an impact in schools and connecting with children who 
are so thrilled to be exposed to a new culture themselves.

I now have the privilege of assisting young adults in crafting 
their own journeys to Israel as a joint employee of JUF and Masa 
Israel Journey. Masa provides a variety of four- to 10-month pro-
grams for young adults to explore Israel. Masa Israel Teaching 
Fellows is a 10-month fellowship for college graduates—ages 
21–35—to assist in teaching English to elementary school students. 

Next academic year, I’m thrilled to announce that Masa will 
launch a new location in Kiryat Gat, part of JUF’s Partnership 
Together Region—with fellows splitting their time between Kiryat 
Gat and Tel Aviv. Fellows benefit from JUF’s and the Chicago 
Jewish community’s longstanding and robust relationship with 
the people of the Partnership region. 

The fellows will teach English to the region’s children, many of 
whom come from a lower socioeconomic background. The need 
for high-quality English instruction for the students living in that 
community climbs as the educational gap widens between the 
region’s students and students of the wealthier parts of Israel.  
As native English speakers, fellows will be able to help stem the 
tide so the region’s students can master their language skills.

My year as a Masa fellow helped me grow in profound ways 
beyond what a typical first job out of college could have. Masa 
housed me in an apartment with other fellows from around the 
world who are now some of my best friends. I still communicate 
with my host family and watch their children grow via video chat. 
I was given the freedom to travel, which allowed me to dig into the 
history and significance of Israel through hiking its landscapes 
and exploring its cities, towns, and kibbutzim. 

Masa offered me a chance to make an impact in the world while 
growing as an individual and having the time of my life.  

For information about Masa gap year, volunteer, internship,  
or study abroad programs, contact me at NoahKaplan@juf.org. 

To register for a March 6 webinar about becoming a Masa Israel 
Teaching Fellow in Kiryat Gat, visit bit.ly/masawebinar.

BY N OA H K A P L A N

Noah Kaplan is JUF’s Assistant Director  
of Masa Israel Journey.

PHOTOS

1.  The author with his host family and his Masa supervisor on a field 
trip to Haifa. 

2. Masa fellows explore the natural springs of the Ein Gedi.

3. The author on a hike, overlooking the Jezreel Valley.
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Purim 
costume 
redux
IN THE BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH,   two little girls in long dress-
es and shiny crowns sit at a preschool table. The photographer caught them 
off guard. No doubt they were admiring their shiny, sparkly costumes. I think 
both dresses were made by their mothers. And I am certain that my crown was 
made from aluminum foil covering shirt cardboard. 

Every year around Purim, I’d pull out this photograph and text a copy to my 
friend Liz. We’d remember ourselves when. Perhaps the photo presaged my 
entry into the rabbinate and Liz becoming Seventeen Magazine’s Beauty Editor. 
These days I look at it with tears, wanting more than 
anything to talk to Liz, of blessed memory, and discuss 
Purim costumes redux. 

You see, in those days of preschool, Liz and I wanted 
to be Queen Esther—didn’t every girl? Esther was the 
beautiful princess who saved the day in the Purim story! 

Vashti, on the other hand, received little if any men-
tion in our childhood. No surprise. She got little mention 
anywhere until recently. And, throughout our Jewish 
texts and tradition, she is truly the queen of bad press. 
She was the queen thrown out because she said no. 

We don’t know much else. Little is written about her 
in traditional texts; more is speculated. She was queen 
before Esther. The king requested her presence at the 
end of a seven-day banquet. Why? To show off her 
beauty. She refused because he said: “Come naked!”

Our sages differ in what is said about her. Vashti is called wicked. Vashti is 
called wise. Those who deem her wicked say she was cruel to other women and 
punished—struck with leprosy and given a tail. So, asking her to come naked in 
itself was a punishment. Horrified, she refused to emerge!

Those who deem her wise say she was thoughtful, unlike her husband, con-
sidering the consequences of appearing nude before his fellow leaders—assur-
ing him that none of the outcomes were good. But Ahashuerus would not lis-
ten. He insisted she come forward in her crown—only her crown.

Vashti’s feelings are unrecorded. So, we speculate … What did it take for her 
to stand up in his world and say “No?” Was she frustrated? Demeaned at the 
thought of parading before the men? Insecure with her appearance? Or simply 
tired of heeding the king’s beck and call? 

The consequence we do know from TaNaKh—the Hebrew Bible. Ahashuerus 
is angry, even fearful that other women would follow suit and rebel. So, he re-
moves her from the throne! 

Today, decades after the women’s movement, we look at Vashti differently. 
She took a risk. She refused. I see a principled conscientious objector. Vashti 
boldly resisted the (male) authority before her and stood her ground. In con-
trast to traditional texts, contemporary scholars and writers lift up Vashti in 
this clearly positive light.  

Today, Vashti would urge us: Be judged for more than 
your beauty. Claim decisions about your own body and 
bring others to your viewpoint. Get out and protest—
and risk being tossed out of the palace. Say no!  

The world has changed since Vashti, but not near-
ly enough. Women continue to receive language that 
demeans and objectifies. Control over our personal 
health decisions is politicized and dangerously at risk 
right now. 

Ahashuerus feared Vashti speaking out and causing 
a revolt. We should fear the opposite. If we don’t speak 
out, there will be no revolt. As we approach Purim, in-
vite your inner Vashti to emerge—the voice of principle, 
justice, and conscience. Vashti named her discomfort 
and protested. We must do the same to protect women’s 
health and bodily decisions.   

And about the costume redux—I’m switching to Vashti. Liz would agree, and 
I am certain she’d have costume recommendations. Maybe bold and black. For 
sure, sparkly, too. I mean, it is Purim! Purim sameach! 

Pictured: The rabbi (left) and her friend Liz, both dressed as Queen Esther, as little girls.

BY R A B B I  L I SA S .  G R E E N E 

Rabbi Lisa S. Greene serves North Shore Congregation Israel in Glencoe.

Decades after the 
women’s movement, 
we look at Vashti 
differently.

RABBINICALLY 
SUPERVISED

Let CJE SeniorLife Do the Cooking this Passover.

Try our delicious kosher catering menu which features 
traditional entrées, sides, desserts and even a complete 
seder plate!

Weinberg Community for Senior Living 

Place your order by Friday, April 8, 2022  
• DorgeJean.Baptiste@cje.net or 847.580.5840

Pick up your order on Friday, April 15, 2022 • Noon–1 pm  
• 1551 Lake Cook Road  |  Deerfield, IL 60015

DOWNLOAD AN ORDER FORM AT CJE.NET/KOSHERCATERING

THE CJE ADVANTAGE: Since 1972, CJE SeniorLife has been a central resource and 
champion for older adults and their families by providing community-based and 
residential care options. We provide solutions that enhance their quality of life while 
honoring their unique healthcare, lifestyle and socio-economic needs.
CJE SeniorLife® is a partner with the Jewish United Fund in serving our community. 843.2.2022

Your Center for Positive Aging Since 1972
#CJEis50

Where I can 
just be me.
Short-Term Rehabilitation • Respite Care • Independent/Assisted 
Living • Long-Term Skilled Nursing Care • Outpatient Therapy

just be me.
THE SELFHELP HOM E
selfhelphome.com/ beme

Best Assisted Living
Facilities in

Chicago

2021

can 

Independent/Assisted 
Outpatient Therapy

908 W. Argyle Street, Chicago, IL 60640 •  773-271-0300
The Selfhelp Home is a non-profit Jewish home with a tradition of caring for more than 70 years.
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L E G A C I E S

We remember  
their generosity 

The Jewish United Fund/Jewish Federation of Chicago gratefully  
recalls those—may their memory be a blessing—who have left  

the posthumous mark of their compassion upon our community 
through a bequest to JUF/Federation during the preceding year.

JEWISH UNITED FUND

Carol Perel Colby
Albert Cout
Marc Glixon

Arnold Goldberg
Harriet R. Gross

Donald Kraft
Marvin Lederman

Fred Mardell
Sandra Massel

Sydelle F. Nelson
Sanford A. Ramras

Keith Harris Schienberg
Dan Sharon

Celia K. Uretsky
Ann S. Wolff

JEWISH FEDERATION

Betty L. and Laurence Arnold
Olga Baron

Diana Baskovitz
Diana Baskovitz
John C. Colman

Kay Cooper
Norman Goldstein

Samuel Grodzin
Lenore Janecek
Shirley Kudesh

Dr. Jack Melamed
Phyllis Mellow
Jay R. Novick
Jack Rodgon
Jack Sayre

Dan Sharon
Paul Vishny

Sherwyn E. Warren 

There are many planned giving options available to make gifts to the 
Jewish United Fund/Jewish Federation of Chicago: Bequest, outright gift 

or property, donor advised fund, pooled income fund, and others. 

For information, please contact:

DAVID S. ROSEN 
BEN GURION WAY, 30 S. WELLS ST., 3RD FLOOR 

CHICAGO, IL 60606

Remembering Jack Sayre 
JACK SAYRE  was a kind, witty, and philanthropic man. He was 
born in 1928 and spent most of his life in Chicago. In his later 
years, he spent time in Northbrook and Delray Beach, Fla. 

After graduating from Marshall High School, Jack joined the 
Army. He was a proud veteran and eventually started a janitorial 
supplies company.  

Traveling was one of Jack’s favorite things to do; he traversed 
the globe and had the matchbox collection to prove it. He also 
loved playing handball with friends, listening to classical music, 
and reading. An avid White Sox fan, he started most mornings by 
checking the standings and reading any Sox-related news. Jack 
was also a foodie, and loved dining out—especially at Max and 
Benny’s in Northbrook. 

Giving back was very important to Jack, and he considered 
himself blessed to be able to help those in need. Most of Jack’s 
philanthropy focused on the Jewish community. With over 50 
years of contributions to the JUF Annual Campaign, Jack was a 
Golden Giver. While in Florida, he attended Snowbird events, and 
through his will Jack left gifts to the JUF Centennial Campaign. 
Additionally, he established a charitable gift annuity to benefit 
Keshet and supported many other charities. 

“Jack was funny, smart, and helped whoever he could,” said 
Evanella Fullilove, Jack’s caretaker for the past 11 years. “He treat-
ed me like a daughter, and I will never forget him.”    

Like Jack, you can create your Jewish legacy by establishing a chari-
table gift annuity or by including a bequest to the Jewish Federation 
in your will or estate plan. 

For more information, contact Legacies and Endowments  
at 312-357-4853 or email legacy@juf.org. 

BY RO N K R IT 

Ron Krit is Assistant Vice President of Endowment Development for the 
Legacies and Endowments department of the Jewish United Fund. 

Live Vibrantly in
an Independent
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Imagine yourself
in a newly-
refurbished,
bright and airy
apartment all
while living
amongst the
community you
crave.

Imagine yourself
in a newly-
refurbished,
bright and airy
apartment all
while living
amongst the
community you
crave.

Fine Kosher Dining
Studio, one & two
bedroom apartments
State of the art
renovations
Community events
Transportation
24 Hour Security
And more.
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6840 N. SACRAMENTO AVE. CHICAGO, IL 60645  |  PHONE: (773) 465-6700  
WWW.PARK-PLAZA.ORG

Enhanced 
quality of life begins 
with our innovative 
memory care assistance  
Dobson Plaza’s memory care services are 
personalized for each individual with our 
supportive, structured memory loss program. 
Our compassionate care team is specifi cally trained to provide 
care to those experiencing memory loss and progressive cognitive 
disorders. We strive to help individuals gain greater control of their 
lives so they can enjoy a renewed quality of life. Our memory care 
assistance program is conducted in a warm, safe, homey and 
engaging setting. Learn more by contacting us today.
Approved by Medicare/Medicaid/Leading Insurance Providers

To schedule an appointment, call Cathy Singer: 
847-869-7744
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W H AT ’ S  H A P P E N I N G

Bartlit Beck
DLA Piper US LLP
Katten

Kovitz Investment Group LLC
Levenfeld Pearlstein, LLC
Mayer Brown LLP

Miller Cooper & Co., Ltd
Much Shelist, P.C.
Plante Moran

RSM US LLP
Skadden, Arps, Slate,  

Meagher & Flom LLP

Balyasny Asset Management
BDO USA, LLP
Deloitte
Ernst & Young
GEM Realty Capital

Greenberg Traurig LLP
JMB Realty Corporation
Latham & Watkins LLP
National Wrecking Company
Next Realty

Pine Tree Commercial Realty LLC
Primer, Michaels and Associates
Reed Smith LLP
Schiff Hardin LLP
The Scion Group LLC

Senior Lifestyle Corporation
Wells Fargo

Avison Young
First Bank Chicago, A Division of First Bank of Highland Park

Rapoport, Weisberg & Sims P.C.

Arthur Hill & Co
Barack Ferrazzano Kirschbaum & Nagelberg LLP
Baum Realty Group
Bellwether Enterprise
Charles Schwab
CIBC
CME Group Foundation
Devon Bank
Elrod Friedman LLP
Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP
FGMK, LLC
First Midwest Bank

Gofen & Glossberg, LLC
Grant Thornton LLP
Harrison & Held, LLP
Herman Agency, Inc.
ICM Properties, Inc.
Jenner & Block LLP
JRG Capital Partners
KPMG
Kriezelman Burton & Associates LLC
Law Offices of Jonathan Merel
Locke Lord LLP
Marcus & Millichap

Mesirow Financial
Monroe Capital LLC
Moonstone Asset Management
Mosaic Construction LLC DBA 

Design Construction Concepts
Neal Gerber & Eisenberg LLP
Northern Trust
Oak Realty Group, Inc./Oak Residential Partners
Origin Ventures
Schoenberg Finkel Beederman Bell Glazer LLC
Stage Equity Partners
Strategic Wealth Partners, LLC

The Wolcott Group, LLC
Tucker Development
Waterton Associates LLC
WHI Real Estate Partners, L.P.
William Blair
Wintrust Corporation
Wipfli LLP
Wolverine Execution Services, LLC
Worsek & Vihon LLP 
Zelda’s Catering

For information on corporate partnership opportunities, please contact SarahYost@juf.org or 312-357-4543.

On behalf of a grateful community,

THANK YOU
to our JUF Corporate Partners who provide resources that help JUF assist 

people in need to overcome life’s challenges, transforming daily life for over 
500,000 Chicagoans of all faiths and millions of Jews worldwide.
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Save the date for JUF events!
Israel in Chicago
MARCH 9  |  7 P.M. 
BEERMISCUOUS,  
2812 N. LINCOLN AVE. 

Join YLD for an exclusive 
evening to hear from Dr. Daniel 
Aschheim, Consul for Public 
Diplomacy at the Consulate 
General of Israel to the 
Midwest. Aschheim will share 
more about his work in Chicago, 
as well as give an insight into 
the latest current events in 
Israel.

To register, visit: juf.org/yldisrael

For more information, contact 
LaurenSilverman@juf.org  
or 312-357-4612.

Virtually Limitless:  
Our Shared Shelf 
MARCH 9  |  7 P.M.  
VIRTUAL

Please join JUF National 
Women’s Philanthropy for 
Virtually Limitless: Our Shared 
Shelf book and author series. 
Our next book will be We Share 
the Same Sky: A Memoir of 
Memory & Migration, by  
Rachael Cerrotti.

To register, visit:  
bit.ly/virtually_limitless

There is no cost to participate.

For more information, contact 
ElissaKagan@juf.org.

Monday Madness  
Happy Hour
MARCH 13  |  6:30 P.M.  
WILL’S NORTHWOODS INN 
3030 N. RACINE AVE. 

It’s time to socialize and 
strategize—grab a cocktail 
and fill out your 2022 March 
Madness bracket with 
YLD’s LEADS Engagement 
Committee.

To register, visit: 
juf.org/marchmadness

Cost: $8 

For more information, contact 
SaraWineburgh@juf.org  
or 312-357-4880.

Mini-LEARN:  
Judaism & Food
MARCH 21 & 28, APRIL 4 
7 P.M.  |  BASE LOGAN SQUARE

Food is central to Jewish 
culture, holidays, and 
celebrations. In this three-
part course, we’ll dive deeper 
into the connection between 
rituals and historical ties and 
the food that has sustained our 
peoplehood for generations.

To register, visit: 
juf.org/judaismfood

Cost: $36

For more information, contact 
LaurenSilverman@juf.org  
or 312-357-4880.

Women in  
Leadership Panel
MARCH 28  |  6 P.M.  |  VIRTUAL

Join us for an enlightening 
evening featuring a panel of JUF 
women in leadership. Attendees 
will hear from current and 
past JUF female leadership 
of varying positions and 
schmooze with the panelists 
and other attendees. This event 
is hosted in partnership with 
YLD, Women’s Philanthropy, 
and JUF Professionals Network 
to discuss topical issues 
facing women in positions of 
leadership—both professionally 
and philanthropically.

To register, visit:  
juf.org/womeninleadership

There is no cost to attend.

For more information, contact 
SaraWineburgh@juf.org  
or 312-357-4880.

Spring LEADS
MULTIPLE DATES STARTING 
APRIL 6  |  6:30–8:30 P.M. 
VARIOUS LOCATIONS

LEADS is a great way to 
meet new people in Chicago. 
and offers an introductory 
exploration of the Jewish 
community in a fun, relaxed 
social setting. Groups will be 
formed in several areas of the 
city and separated by age.  
Participants will join together 
for a bar event following  
most sessions.

To register, visit: juf.org/LEADS

Cost: $50 per participant who 
has given $25 or more to the 
2022 JUF Annual Campaign. 
$75 per participant for first-
time JUF donors or donors who 
have not yet made a 2022  
JUF Annual Campaign gift.

For more information, contact 
SaraWineburgh@juf.org  
or 312-357-4880.

Jewish Day School Night
MAY 17  |  7 P.M.  |  OUTDOORS 
IDA CROWN JEWISH 
ACADEMY, 8233 CENTRAL 
PARK AVE., SKOKIE

Day school parents, join us for 
an evening with Rabbi Yaakov 
Glasser as we celebrate our 
unified commitment to Jewish 
education and come together 
in support of the 2022 JUF 
Annual Campaign.

Registration will open  
in early April.

There is no cost to attend. 
We encourage you to make a 
meaningful individual gift to the 
2022 JUF Annual Campaign.

For more information, contact 
RebeccaBrown@juf.org.

CANDLELIGHTING TIMES

March 4 5:26 p.m. Pekudei

March 11 5:34 p.m. Vayikra

March 18 6:42 p.m. Tzav

March 25 6:50 p.m.  Shmini

April 1 6:58 p.m.  Tazria

JUF’s COVID policies 
require that all 
individuals ages 5 
and over participating 
in in-person events/
programs are fully 
vaccinated and wear 
masks during indoor 
programming.  
Participants over 5  
(or their parents/
guardians) must attest 
to being fully vaccinat-
ed when they register.

  March 9
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TUESDAYS, MARCH 1–JUNE 30 
NOON–1 P.M. 
JCC Chicago Community 
Tuesdays (Virtual). JCC 
Chicago Community Tuesdays 
has been a weekly connection 
for seniors all over Chicagoland 
and North America. From 
the comfort of their couches, 
participants have been able 
to tour the Illinois Holocaust 
Museum’s Notorious RBG 
exhibit, the Chicago Riverwalk, 
and Abraham Lincoln’s 
home. 224-406-9257, 
hwenk@jccchicago.org.

TUESDAY, MARCH 1 
7–8 P.M.
Grieving a Loss to Suicide 
(Virtual). A free monthly  
drop-in group for adults in 
the Jewish community and 
beyond who are navigating 
the world after the loss of a 
loved one to suicide. Co-led 
by experienced clinicians 
Laurie Garber-Amram, LCSW 
and Wendy Dolin, LCSW, 
a survivor of suicide loss. 
JCFS Chicago, MISSD (The 
Medication-Induced Suicide 
Prevention and Education 
Foundation in Memory of 
Stewart Dolin) and No Shame 
on U are partnering to provide 
suicide prevention education 
and support in the Jewish 
community. 847-745-5454, 
LaurieGarber-Amram@JCFS.org.

TUESDAYS (ONGOING)  
7:30–8:30 P.M.
Orot Jewish Mindfulness 
Meditation Weekly Sit 
(Virtual). Join us for Orot’s 
free weekly Jewish mindfulness 
meditation sit. Led by an 
Orot mindfulness instructor, 
these weekly sits are open 
to meditation beginners as 
well as veteran practitioners. 
The sessions include a 
weekly teaching, guided 
meditation, and time to sit in 
silent practice. 847-651-1813, 
rschwab@orotcenter.org.

WEDNESDAYS (ONGOING) 
10–11 A.M. 
Yoga (Virtual). Join EZRA for 
virtual yoga. 773-467-3861, 
MeganLoveless@juf.org.

WEDNESDAYS,  
MARCH 2–APRIL 6,  
9:30–10:15 A.M. 
Jamberry Music. In this  
class, you and your little  
one will bond with each other 
and make new friends while  
we sing, dance, play, pretend, 
and experiment with 
instruments. The class is 
geared to kids 6 months to 
2.5 years old, and siblings are 
welcome. Class will be held 
on Zoom if conditions change. 
Location: Beth Emet Synagogue, 
1224 Dempster Avenue, 
Evanston. 312-357-4907, 
jBabyChicago@juf.org.

WEDNESDAYS,  
MARCH 2–APRIL 6, 1–2:30 P.M. 
JNew to Two (or More!) Moms 
Group (Virtual). This group 
provides an opportunity for 
mothers who have recently 
welcomed their second (or 
third, fourth, etc.) baby to 
share openly about the rewards 
and challenges of caring 
for multiple children while 
also living through a global 
pandemic. Professionally 
facilitated weekly discussions 
help spark meaningful 
connections between 
participants while addressing 
relevant topics. 312-357-4905, 
jBabyChicago@juf.org.

THURSDAYS, NOON–1 P.M. 
Joliet Jewish Congregation 
Lunch and Learn (Virtual). 
Join Joliet Jewish Congregation 
for a weekly study at 
lunchtime. 708-249-6086, 
AmyBloomberg@juf.org.

FRIDAY, MARCH 4 
9:50–10:30 A.M. 
Torah Tots with a Twist. 
This class offers an early 
introduction to Judaism in an 
interactive setting. Meet others 
and explore Shabbat, holidays, 
and Jewish values. Play, 
sing, dance, pray, and create 
art. Hear stories and build 
community while celebrating 
Judaism. Open to newborns 
through 3.5-year-olds with 
a parent, other relative, or 
caregiver. Location: Am Yisrael 
Conservative Congregation, 
4 Happ Road, Northfield. 
jBabyChicago@juf.org.

SUNDAYS (ONGOING) 
9:30–11:30 A.M. 
Open House & Sunday School 
Try Out. Are you thinking about 
how to expose your children 
to Jewish culture and identity? 
Your family is welcome to “try 
out” our Sunday School by 
visiting their grade’s class for 
the day. Everyone is welcome 
at our events so you can meet 
us for yourself—no charge 
and no commitment. Location: 
Kol Hadash Sunday School 
at Deerfield High School, 
1959 W. Waukegan Road, 
Deerfield. 773-209-8266, 
youthed@kolhadash.com.

SUNDAYS, MARCH 6–APRIL 3 
12:30–1:45 P.M. 
All Star Abilities. Strengthen 
your muscles and friendships 
with JCC Chicago’s All Star 
Abilities! Teens ages 12–18 with 
and without disabilities can 
join this peer-to-peer fitness 
program to prioritize health 
and wellness, achieve their 
fitness goals, and form new 
friendships. Join as a participant 
or a volunteer. Location: Bernard 
Weinger JCC, 300 Revere Dr., 
Northbrook. 224-406-9233, 
rrosen@jccchicago.org.

SUNDAY, MARCH 6 
1:15–3:45 P.M. 
In-Person Sibshops – Chicago. 
Sibshops offer brothers and 
sisters of children with a variety 
of special needs a place to 
meet other siblings in a relaxed, 
supportive, and recreational 
setting. They discuss their 
common joys and concerns, 
learn to handle sibling-
specific “sticky situations,” 
and have fun! For kids ages 
6–12 years old. Location: 6639 
N. Kedzie. $30 per Sibshop 
session; partial scholarships 
are available. 773-765-3159, 
TamaraBesser@JCFS.org.

SUNDAY, MARCH 6, 2 P.M. & 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9, 6 P.M.
‘Newsies: The Musical.’ 
Yachad presents two all-
inclusive performances of 
Disney’s Newsies, the Broadway 
musical. Location: Cahn 
Auditorium, 600 Emerson 
St., Evanston. 847-977-9733, 
HarrisD@ou.org.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9 
OR MONDAY, MARCH 28 
2–3:30 P.M.
Career Services Resume 
and Cover Letter Workshop 
(Virtual). Learn how to 
effectively create or revise 
two of the fundamental tools 
for conducting a job search 
in the current market. After 
you have registered, you will 
receive an emailed link the 
day of the event, allowing 
you access to the workshop. 
Cost: $20 for clients, $50 
for non-clients. Registration 
for Project EM Clients (the 
new NJHSA Initiative name) 
is free. 855-275-5237, 
JeffreyBlumenfeld@JCFS.org.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9 
2–3:30 P.M. 
Career Services Interviewing 
Workshop (Virtual).  
It may be virtual, in-person, 
with a group, or over numerous 
follow-up sessions, but 
interviewing comes with the 
job search. Learn and practice 
how to interview in any setting 
to secure your next job. After 
you have registered, you will 
receive an emailed link the 
day of the event, allowing 
you access to the workshop. 
Cost: $20 for clients, $50 
for non-clients. Registration 
for Project EM Clients (the 
new NJHSA Initiative name) 
is free. 855-275-5237, 
JeffreyBlumenfeld@JCFS.org.

Community events
W H AT ’ S  H A P P E N I N G

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9 
2–3:30 P.M. 
Career Services LinkedIn 
Workshop (Virtual).  
LinkedIn is a critical tool in 
your networking toolbox. 
Social media continues to 
impact the job market, and 
learning the best ways to show 
your worth online is crucial 
to landing your next position. 
After you have registered, you 
will receive an emailed link 
the day of the event, allowing 
you access to the workshop. 
Cost: $20 for clients, $50 
for non-clients. Registration 
for Project EM Clients (the 
new NJHSA Initiative name) 
is free. 855-275-5237, 
JeffreyBlumenfeld@JCFS.org.

THURSDAY, MARCH 10   
4:30–5:30 P.M. 
Virtual Sibshops. Virtual  
Sibshops offer brothers and 
sisters of children with a variety 
of special needs a place to 
meet other siblings in a relaxed, 
supportive, and recreational 
setting. They discuss their com-
mon joys and concerns, learn to 
handle sibling-specific “sticky 
situations,” and have fun! For 
kids ages 6–12 years old. Teens 
are also welcome. Registration 
is required. 773-765-3159, 
TamaraBesser@JCFS.org.

SUNDAY, MARCH 13 
10–11 A.M. 
jBaby Chicago’s Purim Ultimate 
Playdate (Virtual). Our 
Ultimate Purim Playdate is back 
by popular demand! Grab your 
costumes and groggers—it’s 
time to celebrate Purim with 
jBaby! Broadway & Me will 
lead us in the telling of the 
Purim story through musical 
numbers, and we will provide 
a goodie bag to engage your 
jBaby at home. 312-357-4905, 
jBabyChicago@juf.org.

SUNDAY, MARCH 13 
11 A.M.–NOON 
Purim Family Celebration.  
For all major Jewish holidays, 
we have fun family events that 
give children an understanding 
of Jewish culture, literature, 
history, values, and ethics, and 
help them explore what “Being 
Jewish” and “Doing Jewish” 
mean to them. Everyone is 
welcome at our events so you 
can meet us for yourself—no 
charge and no commitment. 
Location: Kol Hadash Sunday 
School at Deerfield High School, 
1959 W. Waukegan Road, 
Deerfield. 773-209-8266, 
youthed@kolhadash.com.

SUNDAY, MARCH 20 
1–3:30 P.M. 
In-Person Sibshops – 
Northbrook. Sibshops offer 
brothers and sisters of children 
with special needs a place to 
meet other siblings in a relaxed, 
supportive, and recreational 
setting. They discuss their 
common joys and concerns, 
learn to handle sibling-
specific “sticky situations,” 
and have fun! For kids ages 
6–12 years old. Location: 
255 Revere Drive, Suite 200, 
Northbrook. $30 per Sibshop 
session; partial scholarships 
are available. 773-765-3159, 
TamaraBesser@JCFS.org.

MONDAY, MARCH 21, NOON–
TUESDAY, MARCH 22, 1:30 P.M.  
Jewish Federation Springfield 
Advocacy Mission (Virtual). 
Join the Jewish United Fund/
Jewish Federation of Chicago 
for our Springfield Advocacy 
Mission. Participants will have 
opportunities to hear from 
issue experts and advocate 
for issues important to our 
community with Illinois’ state 
legislators. 312-357-4876, 
PamDierking@juf.org.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23 
2–3:30 P.M. 
Career Services Networking 
Workshop (Virtual).  
Whether you connect in 
person, online, in groups, 
at events, or through your 
own personal relationships, 
doing it professionally and 
effectively is essential to your 
job search success. After 
you have registered, you will 
receive an emailed link the 
day of the event, allowing 
you access to the workshop. 
Cost: $20 for clients, $50 
for non-clients. Registration 
for Project EM Clients (the 
new NJHSA Initiative name) 
is free. 855-275-5237, 
JeffreyBlumenfeld@JCFS.org.

THURSDAY, MARCH 31 
12:30–1:30 P.M. 
Connect & Learn: The Constant 
Pivot, Practicing Leadership 
Agility (Virtual). Presented 
by Spertus Institute for Jewish 
Learning and Leadership with 
JPro Chicago, Connect & 
Learn is a community-building 
professional development 
series for Spertus students 
and alumni, professionals at 
Chicago Jewish organizations, 
and their guests. Sessions 
are online, live, interactive, 
and collaborative. The fifth 
of six sessions will be “The 
Constant Pivot, Practicing 
Leadership Agility,” with 
Alyssa Dickman. Register at 
spertus.edu/connect-learn-
constant-pivot-leadership-
agility. 312-322-1711, 
ekahn@spertus.edu.

Check out AJC’s Advocacy 
Anywhere programming  
at ajc.org/advocacy-anywhere. 
Near-daily programming  
opportunities bring thought 
leaders on a variety of topics 
into the comfort of your  
own home.

LISTING 
DEADLINES

Submit listings for Jewish 
Chicago and JUF’s online 
Calendar of Events at 
juf.org/calendar. The 
schedule of editorial 
deadlines is also 
available in the online 
Jewish Chicago section. 
Event notices are edited 
for content and space 
limitations each month.

Upcoming  
What’s Happening 
submission deadlines: 
April issue: March 11
May issue: April 1
June issue: May 6

Concert with Achinoam Nini “Noa”
THURSDAY, MARCH 10  |  7–9 P.M.

North Suburban Synagogue Beth El is excited to welcome international superstar 
Achinoam Nini, aka Noa, in concert. With roots and upbringing spanning Yemen, Israel, 
and the United States, Noa has released 15 international albums and graced many of the 
world’s most important and prestigious stages, like Carnegie Hall and the White House.

Location: 1175 Sheridan Road, Highland Park.

For more information, call 847-432-8900 or email aigornov@nssbethel.org.

RJD New Mama Meetup Winter 2022
TUESDAY, MARCH 1  |  8–9 P.M.  |  VIRTUAL

Connect with RSJ mamas while sharing experiences, finding 
advice, and learning from experts. Our New Mama Meetup 
Program invites moms of babies 0–8 months to join a series 
of six virtual meetups. You will have the opportunity to meet 
other local new moms while learning from a sleep specialist, 
nutrition educator, and child psychologist.

For more information, call 224-730-1328 or email 
RebeccaFaktorovich@juf.org.

Healing During the Seasons: An Evening of Support in Spring
TUESDAY, MARCH 8  |  7–8 P.M.

The evening will include wisdom from a JCFS Chicago grief specialist, reflections  
from someone with lived experience, and music for healing from Cantor Lauri Akers.

Location: 81 Larkdale Road, Deerfield. 

Free of charge. To register, contact Diane Halivni at DianeHalivni@JCFS.org or 847-745-5459.

Generously supported by the Lauri S. Bauer Foundation for Sudden Loss.
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Ivan Reitman, ‘Ghostbusters’ director
IVAN REITMAN,  the director and producer who helmed Ghostbusters 
and other beloved American blockbuster comedies, died Feb. 12 at age 75. 

Reitman’s first major commercial success came in 1978 when he pro-
duced National Lampoon’s Animal House. His most famous directorial work 
was Ghostbusters, the paranormal comedy released to widespread acclaim 
in 1984. 

In a career spanning some 50 years, Reitman worked with many be-
loved comedic actors—Dan Aykroyd, Robin Williams, Danny DeVito, Billy 
Crystal, and Bill Murray—and set the stage for movie comedies to follow.

Reitman was born in 1946 to Holocaust survivors—his mother survived 
Auschwitz; his father escaped a concentration camp and later fought in 
the Slovakian resistance—in Komárno, Czechoslovakia. His family left 
after the communist Czech government threatened Reitman’s father, a 
factory owner. They escaped in 1950, when Ivan was 4, by hiding in a coal 
barge, floating down the Danube to Vienna. 

They made their way to Toronto, where Reitman displayed an early 
interest in performance. After producing Animal House, he directed the 
summer-camp comedy Meatballs, starring Bill Murray, in 1979. Next came 
the 1981 military comedy Stripes, with Murray and Harold Ramis (which 
will soon be rebooted as a TV series); Dave, a 1993 political fable starring 
Kevin Kline as an ordinary guy who is a doppelgänger for the U.S. presi-
dent; and the 2014 Draft Day, a football drama with Kevin Costner. 

“I love to tell good stories and make people laugh,” Reitman told The 
Forward in 2007. “I seem to do it okay.”

Reitman married Genevieve Robert, who converted to Judaism, in 1976; 
they had three children. Their son Jason followed his father into directing, 
working with his father on films like the 2009 Oscar-nominated Up in the 
Air—written and directed by the son and produced by the father. Last fall, 
the two teamed up again for the latest Ghostbusters installment, Afterlife.

At the time of his death, Reitman was in pre-production on a number of 
other films, including Triplets, a sequel to his 1988 comedy Twins about ge-
netically engineered twins played by DeVito and Arnold Schwarzenegger.

Reitman was proud of his son’s accomplishments and tended to tear up 
when talking about them. He had even encouraged his son to drop out of 
medical school in favor of a Hollywood career.

“I said: ‘But Dad, I’ll either succeed in your shadow or fail in a spotlight,” 
Jason Reitman told The Guardian in a joint interview with his father in 
2021. “And he said: ‘Being scared is not a reason not to do something.’” 

Pictured: Ivan Reitman attends the Ghostbusters: Afterlife world premiere, Nov. 15, 2021, in 
New York City. (Theo Wargo/Getty Images for Sony Pictures)
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“JUF is the 
broadest way to 
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In our estate planning, we’ve allocated a 
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casts the widest net. Nancy’s mother was 
a Holocaust survivor. Our kids thrived at Day 
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ABRAMSON, SHIRLEY  (nee Miller) 90. 
Beloved wife of the late Sidney. Loving mother of 
Steven and Bradley (Sharona). Cherished Bubbe of 
3. Aunt of many. Shalom Memorial Funeral Home. 
Shalom Memorial Park.

ALPER, BARB  (nee Kolb) 73. Beloved wife and 
best friend of Sandy. Loving mother of Preston 
(Lorene), Eric (Jennifer), and Brad (Pamela) Alper 
and Dayna (Ryan) Schooley. Adored Bubbie of 13. 
Devoted daughter of the late Phillip and Selma Kolb. 
Cherished sister of Cissy (Terry) Roberts and the late 
Allen (late Eydie) and Gary Kolb. Treasured aunt, 
great-aunt, and cousin of many. Memorials to the 
Cancer Wellness Center or a breast-cancer organi-
zation. Shalom Memorial Park. The Goldman Funeral 
Group.

ANDERHOUS, NORMA  96. Beloved daugh-
ter of the late Sam and Mary Camber. Loving wife 
of the late Bernard. Cherished sister of the late 
Phyllis Camber. Beloved mother of Susan (Brian) 
Mazany, and Michele (Matthew Custer) and Wendy 
Anderhous. Grandmother of 1. Memorials to Center 
for Life and Learning at Fourth Presbyterian Church, 
or to the National Council of Jewish Women, South 
Cook Section. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

ARANOVICH, VLADIMIR  82. Beloved hus-
band of Irina Aranovich. Cherished father of Julia 
Zhankova (Alexander Pisarevsky) and Michael (Lina) 
Aranovich. Devoted grandfather of 2. Dear brother 
of Elena, Inessa and the late Serafima Aranovich. 
Memorial Park Cemetery. Mitzvah Memorial 
Funerals.

ARLINSKY, GENE  72. Beloved husband of Inna 
(nee Zizemsky). Cherished father of Steve (Liya) 
and Kosta (Erica). Loving grandfather of 5. Sunset 
Memorial Lawns Cemetery. Mitzvah Memorial 
Funerals.

ARNSTEIN, BEATRICE  (nee Golub) 102. 
Beloved wife and best friend of the late Dr. Samuel. 
Loving mother of Dr. Steven (Eileen) and Gary. Proud 
grandmother of 3. Cherished great-grandmother of 
7. Dear sister of Harriet (the late Norman) Wechter. 
Devoted aunt of many. Golden Giver member of JUF. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

BERG, JANE  (nee Cohn) 90. Beloved wife of the 
late Hershell. Loving mother of Jeff (Susan) Berg. 
Proud grandmother of 5. Cherished great-grand-
mother of 1. Memorials to Shatterproof. Westlawn 
Cemetery. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

BERKE, JEFFREY S.  81. Beloved husband of 
Sharon (nee Rosen). Loving stepfather to Rachel 
(Joel). Proud grandfather of 2. Memorials to the 
Misericordia Foundation. Westlawn Cemetery. 
Lakeshore Jewish Funerals.

BLUMENTHAL, LLOYD M.  94. Beloved 
husband and best friend of the late Barbara (nee 
Kramer). Loving father of Bonnie (Michael) Besly 
and Nancy Blumenthal. Cherished grandfather of 1. 
Faithful companion of Sylvia Gutterman. Memorials 
to the American Cancer Society. Shalom Memorial 
Funeral Home. 

BOARD, FRANCINE  (nee Brody) Beloved wife 
of the late Larry. Loving mother of Paul (Cynthia), 
Susan, Debra, and Cara (Maria Campbell) Board, and 
Julie (Dan Rest) Waller. Proud and beloved grand-
mother of 5. Devoted sister of the late Sarah (Max) 
Zar, and Oscar (Zelda) and Thelma Brody. Loving 
aunt of many. Memorials to The American Heart 
Association. Shalom. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

BOGEN, DR. GILBERT “GIL”  96. Air Force 
Veteran, WWII. Beloved husband of Hana and the 
late Rosalyn. Loving father of Lynn (Joel), Marla, 
Steven (Drorit), and Mark (Kathleen). Cherished 
grandfather of 9. Cherished great-grandfather of 
Hailey & Jackson Bogen and Aaron Bateson. Dear 
brother of Marcia (Nolan) Berman and the late 
Phyllis (Edward) Kaufman. Weinstein & Piser Funeral 
Home. Waldheim Cemetery. 

BOORSTEIN, RONALD L.  86. Beloved husband 
and best friend of the late Debra Boorstein (nee 
Block). Loving father of Deni (Mickey) Caplan and 
Brian (Gail), Marc (Nina), and Dan (Jody) Boorstein. 
Proudest Papa of 11. Adored great-grandfather of 
Leon and Addison. Devoted son of the late Arnold 
and Luby Boorstein. Cherished son-in-law of the 
late Louis and Lylyan Block. Dear brother of Bill (late 
Donna) Boorstein. Fond brother-in-law of Shirley 
(late Donald) Pearlman. Treasured uncle of many. 
Memorials to the Anti-Defamation League, Midwest 
or Experience Camps. The Goldman Funeral Group.

BORNSTEIN, BARBARA  91. Beloved wife of 
the late Melvin. Loving mother of Randy (Joel) Finfer, 
Shelley (James) Swift, and David (Jamee) Bornstein. 
Proud grandmother of 6. Cherished great-grand-
mother of 7. Dear sister of Elaine Wegweiser. 
Memorials to Libros for Learning, Waxhaw, NC, or to 
the Stevenson High School Foundation, Lincolnshire, 
IL. Shalom. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

BRAND, LUCILLE ROSE  (nee Schneider) 
91. Beloved wife of the late Jerome. Loving moth-
er of Jeffrey (late Cheryl), Kevin (Maura), Donald 
(Allison), and Martin (Laurie “Cookie”). Adored 
grandmother of 12. Proud great-grandmother of 5. 
Devoted daughter of the late Charles and Mildred 
Schneider. Dear sister of the late Leonard (Fritzie) 
and the late Jacques Schneider. Cherished aunt of 
5. Treasured great-aunt of many. Shalom Memorial 
Park. Goldman Funeral.

BRODSKAYA, NINEL  89. Cherished mother of 
Marina (George Zuyev) Rechitsky, Alena (Sergey 
Fedirko) Fedirko-Frenklakh. Dear sister of Vladlen 
(Larissa) Brodskiy. Former wife of Samson Frenklakh. 
Devoted grandmother of 4. Loved great-grandmother 
of 1. Star of David Cemetery. Mitzvah Memorial 
Funerals.

BROWN, MURIEL  (nee Zimmerman) 90. 
Beloved wife of the late Edwin. Loving mother of 
Michael “Buzzy” (Amy) Brown and the late Penny 
Gilbert. Cherished Grandma Muriel of 5. Adored 
great-grandmother of 9. Dear sister of Sheldon 
(Cookie) Schaffel and the late Marvin (Betty) 
Schaffel. Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

BRUSSELL, DAVID  69. Loving brother of 
Laura Faye, Judith Ellen (David Moulton), and Joel 
Owen (Melissa Dittmann). Devoted son of the late 
Judge Abraham W. Brussell and Shirley R. Brussell. 
Memorial Park. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

BYKOV, ALICE  72. Beloved wife of Nathan. Loving 
mother of Gary. Sister. Memorials to the Michael I. 
Jacobson Memorial Gomle Fund. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

CAPLAN, ALAN M.  69. Beloved husband of 
Patti (nee Faber). Loving father of Samuel (Sarah), 
Benjamin (Nanci), and Joseph (Amy). Adoring 
Zayde of 6. Dear brother of Susan Caplan and Judi 
(Sherwood) Blitstein. Devoted son of the late Robert 
and Janyce. Cherished son-in-law of the late Sherman 
and Harriet Faber. Treasured brother-in-law and 
uncle of many. Memorials to Moriah Congregation, 
to Solomon Schechter Day School of Metropolitan 
Chicago, or to Camp Ramah, Wisconsin. Shalom 
Memorial Funeral Home. Shalom Memorial Park.

COHEN, BENJAMIN JACKSON “BENJI”  29. 
Beloved and adored son of Sara Cohen (nee Schiltz), 
and Steve Cohen. Loving brother of Mckenzi Cohen. 
Devoted grandson of Carol and the late Buddy 
Cohen, Beverly Cohen, and Connie and Jack Schiltz. 
Memorials to the Benji Cohen Fund, Am Shalom, 
Glencoe. Memorial Park Cemetery. The Goldman 
Funeral Group.

COHN, CHARLES  95. Army Medical Corp. 
Beloved husband of Marian (nee Golter). Loving fa-
ther of Bradley (Janet) Cohn and Frediann (Robert) 
Bensdorf. Proud grandfather of 4. Fond brother-in-
law of Sandra Wexler. Silver Circle member of JUF. 
Memorial Park Mausoleum Chapel. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.
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F O R  A  B L E S S I N G FRIEDMANN, JOSEPH  93. Beloved husband of 
Davida K. (nee Berman). Loving father. Proud grandfather. 
Cherished great-grandfather of many. Memorials to JUF. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

GLAZER, BERNIE  89. Beloved husband of Barbara 
(nee Waller). Dear father of Marcy (Dennis) Fisher and 
Lisa (Mark) Raffel. Devoted Papa of 5. Brother of Marvin 
(Patricia) Glazer. Memorials to St. Jude Children’s Research 
Hospital. Shalom Memorial Park. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

GORDON, ALAN  61. Beloved husband and best friend 
of Linda (nee Ruben). Devoted son of the late Bernard and 
Lois Gordon. Cherished brother of the late David (Donna). 
Dear brother-in-law of Daniel (Tamye) and Deborah Ruben. 
Treasured uncle of 2. Fond nephew of Helene (Bob) Berger 
and Zack (late Barb) Adler. Memorials to the Pancreatic 
Cancer Action Network, or to an animal shelter. Shalom 
Memorial Park. The Goldman Funeral Group.

GORELICK, RUTH  (nee Kahan) 92. Beloved wife of the 
late Harold L. Loving mother of Dr. Philip (Bonnie) Gorelick 
and Dina (James) Dubrow. Proud grandmother of 5. 
Cherished great-grandmother of 10. Golden Giver member 
of JUF. Memorials to Hadassah, or to the Illinois Holocaust 
Museum and Education Center. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

GOULD, ROBERT M.  78. Beloved husband of Barbara. 
Loving father of Traci Nagy, Pamela (Aaron) Feldman, 
Jorie (Stephen) Dalla Valle, Lisa Bates, and Traci (Jason) 
Kamick. Cherished grandfather of 10. Dear brother of the 
late Edward. Brother-in-law of Allen Levin. Memorials to the 
American Cancer Society. Shalom Memorial Park. Shalom 
Memorial Funeral Home.

GREEN, MORRIS  93. Veteran, Korean War. Beloved hus-
band of Ruth (nee Skolnick). Loving father of Mark and Ellen 
(Nathan Schiff). Loving brother of Ruth Rosenstadt and the 
late Henry Green and Sarah Noosbond. Proud uncle of sev-
eral. Silver Circle member of JUF. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

HALEN, HAROLD “HAL” NORMAN  85. Beloved 
husband of the late Arlene (nee Lieder). Cherished father 
of Jeffrey (Stephanie) and Randi. Dear brother of Andrea 
(William) Malfese. Memorials to the American Cancer 
Society. Mitzvah Memorial Funerals.

HELLER, AILEEN  91. Daughter of Etta & Julius Solutin. 
Wife of Earl Mitchell. Mother of Leslee (Paul) Fivelson, 
Julie (Ken) Saul, and Scott (Deb) Heller. Grandmother of 
6. Great-grandmother of 6. Memorials to the National 
Multiple Sclerosis Society. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

HIRSH, RICA  (nee Benarroch) 85. Beloved wife and 
best friend of the late Harold Hirsh. Loving mother of Carol 
Cunard, Lynne (David) Grodsky, and Elise (Uri) Brill. Adored 
Grandma Rica of 7. Proud great-grandma of 4. Devoted 
daughter of the late Avraham Rachel Benarroch. Cherished 
sister of Simon and Sam Benarroch, and the late Sara 
Maman, Isaac and Joseph Benarroch, and Esther Mellul. 
Treasured sister-in-law, aunt, great-aunt, and cousin of 
many. Memorials to Alzheimer’s Association. The Goldman 
Funeral Group.

JACOBS, MARK  70. Beloved husband of the late Susan 
(nee Goldfarb). Loving father of Hannah (Adriel) Bienn. 
Proud grandfather of 1. Dear brother of Janice Warsaw, 
Greg (Donna) Jacobs and the late Sharon (the late Michael) 
Radlove. Memorials to Project 613. Shalom Cemetery. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

JACOBSON, RALPH  93. Holocaust survivor. Army 
Veteran. Beloved husband of Vivian (Bassett). Son of Ernst 
and Greta Jacobson. Devoted father to Ernest and Daniel 
(Diane Pecaric-Jacobson). Grandfather of 2. Golden Giver 
member of JUF. Memorials to Temple Beth Shalom—
Religious Education Fund, Pinehurst, NC, to the Sandhills 
Community College Foundation—Jacobson Fund, Pinehurst, 
NC, or to the University of North Carolina at Pembroke, 
UNCP Foundation—Jacobson Collection, Pembroke, NC.

KANLAN, PERRY C.  78. Devoted son of the late 
Seymour and Norma Kanlan. Beloved brother of Laurel 
Phillips. Loving uncle of 1. Memorials to the Michael 
I. Jacobson Memorial Gomle Fund. Jewish Waldheim 
Cemetery. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

KANTER, SYLVIA  (nee Shulman) 89. Beloved wife 
of the late Donald. Loving mother of Larry (Corrine) and 
Helene. Cherished grandmother of 3. Dear sister of Harold 
(Carole) Shulman. Memorials the Alzheimer’s Association. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

Goldman Funeral Group
is proudly the only
multi-generational,

family-owned funeral
service with full-time

funeral directors
serving the Chicagoland

Jewish Community

L’Dor V’Dor…
From Generation to Generation

It brings me great pride that my son, Benjamin, is joining Goldman 
Funeral Group as a licensed director. For over 16 years, we have 
personally overseen every aspect of your family’s needs with care, 
respect, and dignity. Each family we are honored to serve becomes 
an extension of our own. I am delighted that Benjamin will carry 
on that sacred trust for another generation.

Irwin Goldman
Founder & Funeral Director

Benjamin Goldman
Funeral Director

Locations in Bu� alo Grove & Skokie
www.goldmanfuneralgroup.com

847.478.1600

SHIVA LADIES
A personalized service to assist you with 

complete professionalism, care and compassion. 
We will handle all aspects of your loved one’s Shiva. 

Call us to inquire about our unique and personalized services.
We serve the North Shore and surrounding suburbs.

We Help 
with Safer 

Shivas

We ensure safer shivas under the new 
guidelines for your family and loved ones.

RANDI BERGER
773-742-2702
ShivaLadies.net

COLWELL, AARON HUNTER  40. 
Beloved husband and best friend of Talia 
(nee Swillinger). Loving and amazing fa-
ther of Benjamin and Jacob. Devoted son 
of William and Susan. Dear brother of 
Daryl (Lisa). Adored son-in-law of Estee 
Swillinger-Simms. Fond brother-in-law of 
Jeremy (Ali) and Tina Swillinger. Cherished 
uncle of 3. Treasured nephew and cousin 
of many. Memorials to the Rolfe Pancreatic 
Cancer Foundation, or to the Cancer 
Wellness Center. Shalom Memorial Park. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

DAVID, NAGIA   Beloved wife of the 
late Matana David. Proud mother of Doran 
(Maribel) David and Michelle (Randy) 
Trubnick. Proud grandmother of 4. Proud 
great-grandmother of Noah. Cherished sis-
ter of Miriam, and the late Maeir, Geulah, 
and Yehuda. Aunt of many. Silver Circle 
member of JUF. Memorials to The Sephardic 
Congregation. Jewish Waldheim. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals. 

DIGATI, LISA RAE  (nee Glabman) 
57. Beloved daughter of Elaine (Howard) 
Michaels and Joel Glabman (Barbara 
Levine). Loving sister of Steven Glabman 
and Marni (Dan) Weier. Cherished aunt 
of 2. Memorials to American Diabetes 
Association. Westlawn. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals. 

DOANE, MARILYNN  (nee Bell) 85. 
Daughter of Harry and Fanny Bell (nee 
Schaps). Mother of Joseph Abram, Ken 
(Mary), and Andrew (Marcy). Bubbie/ Bub/ 
Bubster of 5. Sister in-law of Nina Bell. Fond 
aunt. Niece of Morris Schaps. Sister of Edwin 
“Jack” Bell. Former wife of Warren. Silver 
Circle member of JUF. Memorials to Friends 
of the Northbrook Library, or to the Chicago 
Botanic Garden. Shalom Memorial Park. The 
Goldman Funeral Group.

ELINS, EDWARD SAMUEL  89. Dear 
husband and true love of Ann (nee Garskof). 
Loving father of Michael (Gaby), Elizabeth 
(David) Copeland, Diane (Dan) Gutman, 
Philip and Laura. Cherished grandfather of 
10. Loving great-grandfather of 2. Adored 
brother of the late Robert. Treasured un-
cle of many. Golden Giver member of JUF. 
Memorials to the Rebecca A. Copeland Fund 
for Social Justice. Shalom Memorial Park. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

ETZMAN, ANITA  83. Devoted wife 
of the late Reuby Lionel. Loving mother of 
Ilana (Mervyn) Kopinsky, and Sharon and 
David (Iera) Etzman. Proud grandmother 
of 9. Great-grandmother of 1. Memorials to 
Hadassah, or to the Chicago Chesed Fund. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

FABIAN, CHERYL  (nee Sturner) 60. 
Beloved wife of Larry. Loving mother of 
Rachel Leah (fiancé Alan Chislof) and Daniel 
Jacob (Madeline Schaffel). Much-loved sis-
ter in-law of Michele and David Moffitt, and 
Steven and Linda Fabian. Treasured aunt of 
6. Cherished great-aunt of 2. Sister of Jeffrey 
Sturner. Memorials Pancreatic Cancer 
Action Network, or to JUF. Shalom Memorial 
Park. Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

FEDER, SELMA R.  (nee Reisberg) 
100. Devoted wife of the late Dr. Harold J. 
Beloved mother of Joel (Sally), Alvin (Linda), 
Marc (Eileen) and Robert. Cherished grand-
mother of 8. Adored great-grandmother 
of 12. Revered aunt of many. Golden Giver 
member of JUF. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

FERDMAN, WILLIAM “BILLY” M. 
 88. Son of Ruth and Morris. Former hus-
band of Cyvea and Beverly; partner of Roz 
Regal. Father of Mitchell and Glenn. Adoring 
grandfather of 5. Brother of Seymour and 
Phillip (Brenda). Westlawn Cemetery. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

FINKE, LUCILLE  (nee Zabin) 98. Dearly 
beloved wife of the late Bernard. Cherished 
mother of Jeffrey, Douglas (Arlene), and 
Cynthia (Marc). Adored grandmother 
of 2. Loving sister of the late Professor 
Irving Zabin (Esther) and Dr. Burton Zabin 
(Henriette). 

FIXLER, ALVIN  95. Army Veteran, 
WWII. Beloved husband and best friend of 
Eileen (nee Frank). Loving father of Steven 
(Julie) Fixler and the late Janine (Randy) 
Calkins. Memorials to Beth Hillel Bnai 
Emunah, or to the USO. Shalom Memorial 
Park. Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

FLAXMAN, HARRY  93. Army Veteran, 
Korean Conflict. Beloved husband and BFF 
of Barbara (nee Rovner). Loving father of 
Susan Flaxman Kennedy and Kenneth David 
Flaxman (the late Lara Marie Levitan). Proud 
Pop-Pop/Grandpa of 3. Dear brother of the 
late Dr. Lawrence. Fond brother-in-law of 
the late Dr. Richard Rovner (Judge Ilana 
Diamond Rovner). Cherished uncle of Dr. 
Maxwell Rovner. Memorials to Michael J. 
Fox for Parkinson’s Research, or to Chicago 
Sinai Congregation. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

FOSTER, JAMES R.  91. Loving husband 
of Lynn (nee Block). Dear father of Kim 
(Tony Petracca) Foster, Craig (Terri) Foster 
and Kyle (Leo) Weinstein. Proud grandfa-
ther of 5. Fond brother of Gail (Roy) Gordon. 
Golden Giver member of JUF. Memorials to 
Temple Jeremiah, to the Chicago Botanic 
Garden, or to The Art Institute of Chicago. 
Zion Gardens Cemetery. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals. 

FOX, GERTRUDE  (nee Yellin) 95. 
Beloved wife of the late Ted. Loving 
mother of Karen Arnold-Hammond 
(Gerald Hammond) and Andy Fox (Ulrike 
Giesbert). Cherished Grandma of 1. Adored 
great-grandmother of 2. Dear sister of the 
late Florence Rand. Fond mother-in-law 
of the late Steven Arnold. Beloved aunt, 
great-aunt, and cousin of many. Golden 
Giver member of JUF. Memorials to the 
Alzheimer’s Association. Shalom Memorial 
Park, Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

FRANKEL, DORIS S.  75. Beloved 
daughter of the late Izak and Lotta. Loving 
sister of Mary “Miriam” (Arlen) Rollins. 
Dear aunt of 3. Special great-aunt of 1. 
Memorials the American Liver Foundation. 
Lakeshore Jewish Funerals.

FREIFELD, MARILYN  (nee Hillman) 86. 
Beloved wife of the late Dr. Stewart. Loving 
mother of Paul (Stephanie), Kenneth, and 
Debra. Proud grandmother and great-grand-
mother. Fond sister of the late Renee 
Hillman. Memorial Park Cemetery. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals.

FRIEDLANDER, NANETTE  (nee 
Vihon) 94. Beloved wife of the late Arnold. 
Loving mother of Larry (Brenda) and Jay 
(Leslie). Dear sister of Karen (the late 
Ronnie) Kramer and the late Phyllis (the 
late Mort) Kroll. Fond sister-in-law of the 
late Leonard (Marlene) and Jack (the late 
Rochelle). Beloved aunt of many. Shalom 
Memorial Park. Shalom Memorial Funeral 
Home.

Rabbi Douglas Goldhamer—founder of Skokie synagogue 
for deaf people that welcomed all—dead at 76
RABBI  DOUGLAS GOLDHAMER, 
 who founded a synagogue in Skokie 
for the deaf and a seminary to train 
rabbis to communicate with them, 
was buried with things he used to 
give away.

At his funeral, he was dressed in 
his customary tweed suit and saddle 
shoes. His wife, Peggy Bagley, tucked 
$5 in his pocket, because he used 
to give money to people who were 
down on their luck. There also were 
some coins—he gave those to kids 
when they beat him at air hockey.

Goldhamer died of heart failure 
Feb. 3 at Evanston Hospital. He was 76.

Back in 1972, he founded, together with Chicago 
deaf leaders, Congregation Bene Shalom with the 
Hebrew Association of the Deaf in Skokie—believed 
to be the only full-service synagogue serving the 
deaf Jewish community in the country.

Among his many students at the synagogue was 
Oscar-winning deaf actress and Morton Grove na-
tive Marlee Matlin. 

Upon learning he died, Matlin said: “Rabbi 
Goldhamer helped me realize a full and inclusive 
experience when it came to my Jewish heritage. His 
temple was fully integrated, deaf and hearing alike, 
and it was because of him that I was able to become 
a bat mitzvah.”

Goldhamer, who wasn’t deaf, was a student at 
Cincinnati’s Hebrew Union College when he began 
visiting Chicago to serve deaf members of the Jewish 
community.

“I saw the Passover  Seder  all conducted in 
American Sign Language, and I fell in love with the 
people,” he said in an oral history with Silver Screen 
Studios. “I thought, ‘This is fantastic.’ They began 
teaching me sign language that night.”

During services, Rabbi Goldhamer would address 
his congregants in English, Hebrew, and sign lan-
guage. When the  shofar  was blown, deaf worship-
ers were made part of that experience, feeling the 
vibrations from the simultaneous striking of a drum.

Thirty years ago, he established the Hebrew 
Seminary: A Rabbinic School for the Deaf and 
Hearing—the first and only rabbinic school for the 
deaf in the world.

Goldhamer was born in Montreal, the son of 
Harry and Jean Goldhamer, who both immigrated 
to Canada before World War II. 

When Goldhamer was an infant, doctors used 
radiation to remove a birthmark from his hand. But 
they left him exposed, he said: “My whole left side 
of my body was burned.” It caused severe pain and 
required more than a dozen surgeries.

“I see there was a reason for me to have all these 
surgeries and all these radiation burns—for me to be 
sensitive to other people,” he said.

In the 1970s, he communicated the news in sign 
language on WMAQ-TV during the Today show. He 
was also a published author, a professor, and enjoyed 
painting—some of his works exhibited at galleries.

He met Bagley, his wife of 41 years, in 1980 as they 
walked their dogs. Over the years, they adopted 
many dogs. 

His wife said that, at times, he’d forget things, be-
cause “he was busy talking to God and the angels.” 

Asked what his philosophy was, he said: “Be kind. 
Be kind. Be kind.” 

Rabbi Douglas Goldhamer PhD, was the loving and 
devoted husband of Peggy Bagley, and the loving son 
of the late Harry and Jean Goldhamer. He was the dear 
brother of Dr. Paul Goldhamer (Dr. Michele Farine) and 
the brother-in-law of Sharon Hammel, Bill Bagley, and 
the late Bobbie (David) Merzazada and Jim Bagley. He 
was the proud uncle of Ilana Goldhamer, Adam (Laura) 
Goldhopf, Hassan (Sahar) Merzazada, Asha (Nick) 
Ioanou, and Jessica (Rob) Kondratenko, and great uncle 
of Ori and River Rose Goldhopf, Ellie and Athan Ioanou, 
and Salma Merzazada. The funeral was arranged 
by Chicago Jewish Funerals - Skokie Chapel, with in-
terment Memorial Park. Memorials may be made to: 
Rabbi Goldhamer Memorial Fund, 1235 Oak Avenue, 
Evanston, IL 60202.

Pictured: Rabbi Douglas Goldhamer, seated before the Torah 
ark of Congregation Bene Shalom, a synagogue he founded 
to serve deaf and hearing Jews alike. (Photo courtesy of 
Congregation Bene Shalom)

BY M AU R E E N O ’ D O N N E L L 

Reprinted with permission  
from the Chicago Sun-Times.
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KAPLAN, ROBERTA  (nee Kranz) 68. 
Loving mother of Robyn (Daniel) Murov. 
Proud grandmother of 1. Devoted sister 
of Phil (Lois) Kranz. Dear niece of Harriet 
(the late Kenneth “Buddy”) Kranz. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals. 

KAPLAN, SHARON  (nee Kutler) 83. 
Beloved wife of the late Stanley Kaplan. 
Loving mother of Elizabeth (Scott) Meyers 
and Laura (Michael) Zoretich. Cherished 
Nonni of 3. Sister of Shirley Root. 
Memorials to the Alzheimer’s Association, 
or to Susan G. Komen. Shalom Memorial 
Funeral Home.

KATLIN, FAY  Wife of the late Frank. 
Companion of Larry Blum. Mother of Jory 
(Jill), Mitchel (Donna), Andrew (Suzi), 
and Nancy (Abe) Willinger. Grandmother 
of 10. Great-grandmother of 3. Daughter 
of Maurice and Mae Olshansky. Sister of 
the late Harold (Sheila) and Melvin (late 
Roberta). Aunt. Golden Giver member 
of JUF. Memorials to the US Holocaust 
Memorial Museum. Waldheim Cemetery. 
The Goldman Funeral Group.

KATZ, JOSEPH  98. Beloved husband of 
Estelle “Esther” Katz (nee Weiner). Loving 
father of Nina (Daniel) Wallenberg, Vivian 
(Ken) Dolkart and Bert Katz. Proud grand-
father of 7. Great-grandfather of 5. Brother 
of his late siblings. Memorials to The 
Selfhelp Home. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

KISELEVITZ, ARIE  74. Loving husband 
of the late Linda (nee Levin). Beloved fa-
ther of Lesley (Jason) Weile and Amanda 
Kiselevitz (Ron) Lapin. Proud grandfather 
of 3. Dear brother of Tuvia Kiselevitch. 
Devoted partner of Tammie Roth. 
Memorials to St. Jude Children’s Research 
Hospital, or to the Wounded Warrior 
Project. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

KOGAN, YAKOV  92. Beloved husband 
of Irina (nee Gurevich). Cherished father 
of Marina (Boris) Kern, and Gary (Anna) 
Kogan. Loving grandfather of 4. Great-
grandfather of 7. Sunset Memorial Lawns 
Cemetery. Mitzvah Memorial Funerals.

KOSOGLAD, BERNYCE  (nee 
Marcowitz) 90. Beloved wife of the 
late Leonard. Loving mother of Jerome 
(Cynthia) and Karen Kosoglad and Susan 
Kosoglad Packer. Devoted grandmother 
of 7. Great-grandmother of 12. Aunt of 1. 
Golden Giver member of JUF. Lakeshore 
Jewish Funerals.

KOWITT, ARTHUR JAY  89. Beloved 
husband of the late Leonie (nee Goldberg). 
Loving father of Holly (David Manis) and 
Harlan (Penny) Kowitt, and Suzi (Andy) 
Katlin. Proud grandfather of 5. Dear broth-
er of Avrill (the late Buddy) Leviton. Silver 
Circle member of JUF. Memorials to the 
Chicago Botanic Garden. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals. 

KRAFT, GLORIA  (nee Zechman) 87. 
Beloved wife of Donald. Loving mother of 
Beverly (Alan) Sherman, Judi (Steve) Zeal 
and Lisa (Adam) Gerol. Cherished Bubbe 
of 7. Much-loved great-grandmother of 1. 
Sister of Suzanne Litvah. Treasured aunt of 
many. Memorials Misericordia Home, or 
to Am Yisrael Conservative Congregation. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

KURNICK, RICHARD SCOTT  62. 
Loving father of Jeffrey. Devoted son of 
Barbara and the late Lester. Dear brother 
of Edward (Marcie) Kurnick. Treasured un-
cle of 1. Beloved friend and former spouse 
of Kathy Krohn. Cherished cousin of many. 
Memorials the Rich and Lester Kurnick 
Youth Fund at Congregation Beth Shalom. 
Shalom Memorial Park. Shalom Memorial 
Funeral Home.

LAZOVICK, FRANK H. OD  89. 
Beloved husband of Jeanne Semyck-
Lazovick. Loving father of David. Cherished 
grandfather of 1. Much-loved brother of 
Marty. Memorials to Temple Beth Shalom 
Cape Coral. Shalom Memorial Funeral 
Home.

LEFF, ALAN H.  77. Treasured soul-
mate and best friend of the late Barbara 
Bishov. Loving father of Janice (Robert) 
Schlumpberger, Randee (Arthur) 
Silverman, and Michael (Janice) Leff, 
and stepfather of Mindy Leonard and 
Brett (Kate) Bishov. Cherished Papa of 9. 
Devoted son of the late Florence and Leo 
Leff. Dear brother of Diane (the late Joel) 
Klein. Adored friend of Joan Goldburg. 
Special uncle and cousin of many. Silver 
Circle member of JUF. Memorials Aishel 
House. Please donate blood in Alan’s 
memory. Shalom Memorial Funeral Home. 
Shalom Memorial Park. 

LEIBOVITZ, NATALIE  (nee Alper) 
91. Beloved wife of the late Marvin. Loving 
mother of Steven (Barbara) and Mitchell 
(Kirsten). Proud grandmother of 5. Great-
grandmother of Gabriel. Dear sister of 
the late Stewart Alper. Lakeshore Jewish 
Funerals.

LEVI-HAUCK, HELEN MAE  (nee 
Cohen) 84. Daughter of the late Jeanette 
Cohen. Beloved wife of William Hauck. 
Mother of Dr. Michael (Erin) and Douglas 
(Helaine Meyer) Levi. Stepmother of 
Michael (Sarah), David, and Jeffrey 
(Laura) Hauck, Wendy (Jamie) Garetson, 
Kara (John) Dolezal, and Tara (Erik) Bjork. 
Grandmother of 18. Great-grandmother 
of 4. Memorials to the National Multiple 
Sclerosis Society. Oakridge Cemetery. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

LEVY, JULIAN CPA  81. Beloved hus-
band of Paulette S. (nee Steinberg). Loving 
father of Beth Levy and Heidi Stone. Proud 
Papa of 1. Dear brother of Robert (Rena). 
Fond brother-in-law and uncle of many. 
Memorials to Ezra-Habonim, the Niles 
Township Jewish Congregation. Memorial 
Park Cemetery. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

LEVY, PAUL M.  86. Son of Sylvia and 
Adolph. Husband of Annemarie “Dee.” 
Father of Ethan and Steven (Lisa) Levy, 
Janice (Scott) McClure, and Sharon 
(Richard) Rosenthal. Grandfather of 10. 
Great-grandfather of 3. Brother of Jack 
(Theresa). Memorials to Mercy Home for 
Boys and Girls, to the Southern Poverty 
Law Center, or to the ACLU. The Goldman 
Funeral Group.

LEWIN, STEVEN MICHAEL  77. 
Loving husband of Joy (nee Krasner). 
Proud father of Jesse (Caitlin). “Ogo” 
of 1. Brother of Kenny. Brother-in-law of 
Renee. Memorials to the Michael J. Fox 
Foundation for Parkinson’s Research. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

LEWIS, MARY  (nee Medwedowsky) 
99. Beloved wife of the late Jerome “Jerry” 
Lewis. Devoted mother of Madeline 
(Alan) Kaplan and Donna (Jeffrey) Porter. 
Cherished grandmother of 2. Sister of 
Ruth (the late Joel) Laufer. Sister-in-law of 
Amelia (the late Robert) Flink and the late 
Shirley (the late “Philly”) Malkin. Aunt of 5. 
Memorials to Faith in Action Volunteers. 
Sunset Memorial Lawns. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

LEYBELCHIK, CHARNA  (nee 
Sandler) 99. Beloved wife of the late Abo. 
Loving mother of Dvoyra (Shulim) Imas and 
the late Shulamis Leybelchik. Cherished 
grandmother of 4. Great-grandmother of 
8. Great-great-grandmother of 2. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals. 

LIBMAN, MILDRED  (nee Harris) 102. 
Beloved wife of the late Milton. Loving 
mother of Paul (Marcia Iacobucci) Libman 
and Nancy (William) Luck. Cherished 
grandmother of 5. Great-grandmother 
of 5. Sister of Irving, Gertrude, Esther, 
Fanny, Rebecca, Maurice, Jack, and Jane. 
Daughter of Pauline and Louis Harris. Dear 
aunt and cousin of many. Memorials to 
CJE Senior Life, Bernard Horwich Building, 
or to the Southern Poverty Law Center. 
Jewish Memorial Cemetery of Racine, WI. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

L I P S C H U L T Z ,  G L O R I A 
R O S E N B L O O M   (nee Fox) 
96. Beloved wife of the late William 
Rosenbloom and the late Jerry Lipschultz. 
Loving mother of Sue and the late Mark 
(Shalimar) and Dr. Robert (Sharon) 
Rosenbloom. Caring stepmother of Diane 
(the late Ken) Kelsey. Grandmother of 
6. Great-grandmother of 3. Devoted 
daughter of the late Esther Gibrich and 
Samuel Fox. Aunt of 2. Great-aunt of 1. 
Golden Giver member of JUF. Memorials 
to JUF, to the Illinois Holocaust Museum 
and Education Center, or to Misericordia. 
Westlawn Cemetery. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals. 

LONDON, WILLIAM A.  79. Devoted 
brother of Gail. Beloved son of the late 
Sam and Ruth. Remembered and celebrat-
ed by Brian Hallett. Dear cousin of many. 
Memorials to JUF. Westlawn Cemetery 
and Mausoleum. Lakeshore Jewish 
Funerals.

LOTNICK, HANNAH RAY  (nee 
Stelzer) 95. Beloved wife of the late 
Charles “Chuck.” Loving mother of Lester 
(Lisa) Lotnick and the late Roger Lotnick. 
Cherished grandma of 1. Devoted daugh-
ter of the late Mollie and Louis Stelzer. 
Dear sister of the late Ruth Lipsey and 
Oscar Stelzer. Treasured aunt and cous-
in of many. Memorials to the Lewy Body 
Dementia Association. Shalom Memorial 
Funeral Home. Shalom Memorial Park. 

LUBIN, ISABEL  (nee Gill) 93. Beloved 
wife of the late Herman. Loving mother of 
Leslie (Allen) Kaplan, Marla (Ken) Altschul 
and Jodi (the late Tom) Connor. Proud 
grandmother of 5. Adored great-grand-
mother of 6. Memorials to the Alzheimer’s 
Association. Westlawn. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

LURIE, LINDA  (nee Heyman) 75. 
Beloved wife of Michael. Loving mother 
of Richard and Amy (Michael) Zlatoper. 
Adored grandmother of 2. Devoted 
daughter of the late Seymour and Ann 
Heyman. Cherished daughter-in-law of 
the late Melvin Lurie. Treasured sister-in-
law, niece, aunt, great-aunt, and cousin 
to many. Memorial Park. The Goldman 
Funeral Group.

LYONS, WILLIAM J.  75. Husband of 
Cheryl (nee Steinberg). Father of Adam 
(Allison) Lyons and Lisa (Carlos) Panizo. 
Paca/Grandfather of 3. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals. 

MAGIDMAN, BETTY  (nee Fox) 80. 
Beloved wife of the late Jay. Loving moth-
er of Martin and Gerald. Cherished sister 
of Phyllis (the late Paul) Browne, the late 
Marcia Rosenbaum and Rosalind (the 
late Sanford) Jacobson. Sister-in-law of 
Donald (Phyllis) Rosenbaum. Memorials 
to the Michael I. Jacobson Memorial 
Gomle Fund. House of Jacob Cemetery, 
Whitesboro, NY. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

MARGULIS, IOSIF B.  85. Beloved hus-
band of the late Dusya (nee Kopelman). 
Cherished father of Zhanna (Ilya Paykin) 
and Mark (Galina) Margulis, and Vanda 
(Mark Leverone) Shulga. Loving grandfa-
ther of 6. Great-grandfather of 1. Sunset 
Memorial Lawns Cemetery. Mitzvah 
Memorial Funerals.

MEYER, EUGENE (GENE) A.  98. 
Army Air Corps, WWII. Son of Mary and 
Isadore Meyer. Brother of Marvin and 
Sylvia. Husband of Evelyn (nee Schmidt). 
Father of Ken (April), Donna (Fred) 
Entin, Rick (Avis). “Papa” of 6. Great-
grandfather of 9. Golden Giver member 
of JUF. Memorials to Disabled American 
Veterans, or to the American Heart 
Association. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

MITCHEL, SYDNEY JOEL  80. 
Beloved husband and best friend of Arlene 
Mitchel (nee Frishman). Cherished fa-
ther of Debbie (Stephen) Brenner and 
Julie (Jerry) Ruzkowski. Adored Papa 
of 3. Caring brother of the late Larry 
Mitchel. Dearest brother-in-law of Jerry 
(Ruth) Frishman. Devoted uncle of many. 
Memorials to JourneyCare Pepper Family 
Hospice CareCenter, Barrington. Shalom 
Memorial Park. Mitzvah Memorial 
Funerals.

MOSS, JERRY  Veteran. Loyal hus-
band of Lynn. Loving father of Jamie, 
Abbie (Bobby), and Joli. Adored “Papa” 
of 5. Kind-hearted great-grandfather of 1. 
Devoted son of the late Mollie and Eugene. 
Dear brother of the late Morton (Dinni). 
Memorials to the family’s GoFundMe 
page, to help the family, and to COVID-19 
and stroke research. The Goldman Funeral 
Group.

MOTEL, BERNICE SCHWARTZ  101. 
Daughter of Max and Margaret Schwartz. 
Wife of Seymour. Mother of Carol (Jerry) 
Levin and Susan Hinkes. Grandmother of 
4. Great-grandmother of 5. Golden Giver 
member of JUF. Shalom Memorial Park. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

MUSLIN, LINDA LEE  (nee Abrams) 
73. Beloved wife of the late Bruce. 
Cherished mother of Justin and Miles 
Muslin, and Michelle (Brian) Fettner. 
Loving grandmother of 5. Dear sister of 
Dennis Abrams. Fond former mother-in-
law of Lindsey Muslin. Memorials to JUF 
would be appreciated. Shalom Memorial 
Park. Mitzvah Memorial Funerals.

NELSON, ROBERT J., M.D.  Beloved 
son of the late Myron and Sydelle. Loving 
brother of Leonard (Tina) Nelson and 
the late Dr. Allan Nelson and Sandra N. 
Weinberg. Cherished partner of Ricardo 
Gonzalez. Proud uncle of many. Memorial 
Park. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

NIXON, DOROTHY A. “COOKIE” 
 92. Beloved wife and best friend of the late 
Marshall. Loving mother of Arthur and 
Howard (Kristi) Nixon and Shelley Kiven. 
Dear mother-in-law to Charles Kiven. 
Adored grandma “Cookie” of 7. Cherished 
great-grandma “Cookie” of 4. Memorials 
to the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. 
Shalom Memorial Park. Shalom Memorial 
Funeral Home.

OSTER, MELVIN  80. Beloved husband 
of the late Deborah (nee Cohen). Loving 
companion of Millie Goldstein. Wonderful 
father of Steven Ira (Michele Pyster) and 
Howard Michael (Lori). Cherished Popsi 
of 4. Dear brother of Arthur (Sharon) 
Oster and the late Ilene Grofman. Much 
loved brother-in-law of Gerald Grofman. 
Treasured uncle of 5. Memorials The ARK. 
Shalom Memorial Park. Shalom Memorial 
Funeral Home.

PASIKOV, RENEE GAIL  85. Beloved 
wife of the late Dr. Stanley. Loving moth-
er of Tzvi (Bashe), Michael Pasikov, and 
Barry (Diana). Cherished grandmother of 
16. Great-grandmother of 42. Daughter of 
the late Dr. Herman and Gertrude Mackoff. 
Dear sister of Benjamin (Carol) Mackoff. 
Caring aunt of 3. Golden Giver member of 
JUF. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

F O R  A  B L E S S I N G

Mitzvah
Memorial
Funerals®

3100 Dundee Road, #801, Northbrook
630-MITZVAH (648-9824)  www.mitzvahfunerals.com

Since 1906, four generations of the Mandel (Gratch) family 
have been directing funerals in Chicago.

Oldest and �e Best 
For �ousands Less!

Since opening in 2010, we have directed over 2700 funerals.

We pre-arrange & accept pre-paid funerals made with other firms. In most cases we refund the family thousands of dollars!

*We show our caskets and vaults with prices on our website. No other Chicago Jewish funeral homes do this!

3rd generation-Seymour Mandel (Right)
4th generation- Cheri and Lloyd Mandel

1st generation - Samuel Gratch

2nd  generation 
Mollie (Gratch) & Arthur Mandel
3rd generation - Seymour Mandel

Today, Mitzvah Memorial Funerals continues the tradition of providing the utmost compassionate, personal service 
with funeral directors Cheri, Lloyd and Seymour Mandel, and Bill Goodman. We are dedicated to comforting 
families as if they were our own, making the funeral arrangement as easy and transparent as possible,* and providing 
unique service items such as full color funeral programs and hand warmers in the winter. And we now o�er a choice 
of hearses, including the Prinzing (pictured above) at no additional cost (when available).

Surprisingly, we do this for thousands of dollars less than all our competitors charge 
for the same or similar services and casket. (www.comparemitzvah.com)

4th generation - Larry Mandel
3rd  generation - Eugene Mandel 

WE COVER
CHICAGO

PINE ROOFING COMPANY
KEDMONT WATERPROOFING CO.

773-539-9595
5428 N. Kedzie Avenue, Chicago
pineroofing@pineroofing.com
kedmont@kedmont.com

Four Generations 

RED APPLE BUFFET
Open Sat & Sun 12-8p

Join us in Norwood Park  →  6474 N. Milwaukee Ave. Chicago

   Delivery & Carry-Out! Pay by the Pound          773-763-3407             restaurantredapple.com

Farm to Table From ScratchMade Daily Local Ingredients Robert Pascal
We mourn the passing of 
Robert Pascal, a longtime 
member of the JUF Marketing 
Committee, which plays an inte-
gral role in guiding Jewish Chicago: 
The JUF Magazine. Bob was the heart 
and soul of the committee, and this publication’s 
biggest cheerleader. He will be deeply missed. 
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F O R  A  B L E S S I N G

PEREL, JOEL  64. Devoted son of Rene 
and the late Jane Perel. Loving brother 
of Frederick (Bonnie) Perel and Sherri 
(Matthew) Wojcieszek. Dear uncle of 2. 
Adored nephew of Larry (Ruth) Brenner. 
Cherished cousin of 2. Memorials to the 
National Brain Tumor Society. Waldheim 
Jewish Cemetery. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

PLAGER, MAX A.  85. Beloved hus-
band of the late Shelly (nee Feldman). 
Loving father of Charles (Kate) and Debbie 
(Alex Kamilewicz). Proud grandfather 
of 4. Memorials to Lewy Body Dementia 
Association. Jewish Oakridge. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals. 

PODOLSKY, LOIS  89. Wife of the 
late Milton Podolsky and the late Mert 
Berman. Mother of Michael (Julie), Steve 
(Kathy), and the late Vicki Berman; step-
mother of Randy (Wendy), Steve (Iris), 
and Bonnie Podolsky. Grandmother of 
12. Great-grandmother of 14. Golden 
Giver member of JUF. Memorials to Rolfe 
Pancreatic Cancer Foundation. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals. 

PRINCE, PAUL  82. Beloved husband of 
Sandra (nee Ursini) and the late Pat (nee 
Basiliko). Loving father of Deborah Anne 
(Christopher Brian) Coppola, and step-
father of Lawrence Bennington (Manya 
Niman) Jackson and Kelly Evers Jackson. 
Proud grandfather of 2. Memorials to the 
American Cancer Society. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals. 

PROJANSKY, CHARLOTTE AMES 
 84. Married to Sidney. Mother of Lee 
(Beverly), Dawn (ex-Jerry), and Dean 
(Laurie). Grandmother of 7. Memorials 
to Rainbow Animal Assisted Therapy. 
Memorial Park. Mitzvah Memorial 
Funerals.

REAGEN, RUTH  (nee Levisohn) 93. 
Beloved wife of the late Eric. Loving moth-
er of Richard (Rhona). Dear grandmother 
of 2. Adored great-grandmother of 5. 
Memorials to Second Sense, or to Midwest 
Young Artists Conservatory—The Reagen 
Family Scholarship Fund. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals. 

REITMAN, HERBERT  85. Beloved 
husband of the late Gail. Loving fa-
ther of Lori (Mitchell) Kahn and Larry 
(Jodi) Reitman. Cherished grandpa of 4. 
Memorials to JUF Shalom Memorial Park. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

RICHMAN, BURTON  85. Beloved 
husband of Ann (nee Shmugar). Devoted 
father of Robin, Marla, and Aviva (Bram 
Duchovnay). Proud and loving grandfa-
ther of 3. Fond brother to Elaine (the late 
Earl) Guberman. Memorials to the Marla 
Richman Healthcare Fund. Waldheim. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

RICHTER, LINDA BETH  (nee Rubin) 
60. Beloved wife of David. Cherished 
mother of Lindsey, Casey, Jesse, and 
Nikki. Loving daughter of Lois and the 
late Ira Rubin. Dear sister of Marcey and 
Scott (Julie). Silver Circle member of JUF. 
Memorials to Northwestern Memorial 
Foundation—Dr. Jyoti Patel’s Lung Cancer 
Research Program. Memorial Park 
Cemetery. The Goldman Funeral Group.

ROSENBERG, MELVIN  95. Beloved 
husband of Shirlee. Loving father of 
Don (Roberta) Rosenberg, the late Alan 
Rosenberg, and Lauren (Steve Winokur) 
Rosenberg Natkin Winokur. Cherished 
grandfather of 4. Proud great-grandfather 
of 3. Dear brother of Selena (late Boris) 
Pestine, Sidney (late Natalie) Rosenberg, 
the late Marilyn (late Howard) Horwitz. 
Devoted son of the late Jack and Esther 
Rosenberg. Memorials to AMVETS, or 
to the Colon Cancer Coalition. Shalom 
Memorial Park. The Goldman Funeral 
Group.

ROSENBLUM, LOUISE RANN  96. 
Daughter of Lillian Sanders and Nathan 
Rann. Wife of the late Professor Victor 
Rosenblum. Mother of 8. Grandmother and 
great-grandmother of many. Predeceased 
by her sisters. Golden Giver member of 
JUF. Memorials to Shore Community 
Services. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

ROSENTHAL, DR. LAWRENCE 
“LARRY”  83. Beloved husband of 
Ina (nee Brown). Loving father of Keith 
(Susan) and Scott (Maureen). Adored 
grandpa of 3. Cherished brother of Phyllis 
(Fred) Nathan. Devoted son of the late Ben 
and Claire. Dear uncle and brother-in-law 
of many. Memorials the American Cancer 
Society. Shalom Memorial Park. Shalom 
Memorial Funeral Home.

ROSMAN, NANCY PEARLSTEIN 
 68. Beloved wife of Dr. Joseph. Loving 
mother of Aaron, Adam, Rebecca, and 
Emily. Cherished sister of Donna (Alfred) 
Arquilla and the late Robert (Jean) 
Pearlstein. Dear sister-in-law of Dr. 
Robert (Sharon), William, Michael, and 
Daniel (Trisha). Devoted aunt of many. 
Memorials to the Anti-Cruelty Society, 
or to the American Heart Association. 
Shalom. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

RUBIN, IRVING A.  99. Veteran, WWII. 
Beloved husband and best friend of the 
late Elaine (nee Simon). Loving father of 
Susan (Steven) Settler, and Al (Kimberley) 
and Bob (Judy) Rubin. Adored G-Pa of 8. 
Cherished great-grandpa of 5. Dear broth-
er of the late Leonard (late Natalie) Rubin. 
Loved son of the late Jacob and Sarah. 
Treasured uncle of many. Memorials to 
Honor Flight Chicago. Memorial Park 
Cemetery. The Goldman Funeral Group.

RYBALOVA, ANNA  (nee Tkach) 87. 
Beloved wife of the late Semen. Cherished 
mother of Alex (Izabella) Rybalov and Alla 
Rybalova (Zalman Tracktman). Loving 
grandmother of 3. Great-grandmother 
of 2. Sunset Memorial Lawns Cemetery. 
Mitzvah Memorial Funerals.

SACHSEL, HARRY G.  83. Air Force 
Veteran. Husband of Melanie. Father of 
Mindy (Glenn) Luebke, Stacy Sears (Mark 
Paschke), Edward (Kristen), David (Jan), 
and Mitchell (Elizabeth) Rosen, Mitchell 
(Melissa) Kaplan, and the late Kenneth 
Rosen. Grandfather of 10. Cousin of 1. 
Brother-in-law of Gary (Barbara) Lewis. 
Uncle of many. Son of the late Stephen and 
Edith Herzog Sachsel. Son-in-law of Louis 
and Annette Lewis. Memorials to Michael 
J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research. 
Westlawn. Chicago Jewish Funerals.

SALK, EVELYN  (nee Putterman) 
95. Loving and devoted husband wife of 
Arthur. Mother of Carol, Bruce (Barbara), 
and Janet (Lloyd). Grandmother of 8. 
Great-grandmother of 5. Sister of Lila 
Spigelman (Myron) and the late Selma 
Schaffner and Shirley (Robert) Prager. 
Sister-in-law of the late Jerry Schaffner, 
and Robert and Harriett Salk. Memorials 
to Kohl Children’s Museum. Shalom 
Memorial Funeral Home.

SAMORODNITSKIY, YEFIM  85. 
Beloved husband of Bella Berkhina. 
Cherished father of Lina Samorodnitskaya 
(Igor Kuzmin). Loving grandfather of 
2. Memorial Park Cemetery. Mitzvah 
Memorial Funerals.

SAMUELS, GERALDINE “GERRI” 
 (nee Stoller) 79. Daughter of the late 
Hy and Martha (nee Glickman). Loving 
and beloved wife of Marshall. Mother 
of Gregory (Dawn) Reichman and Lanie 
(Matt) Kuhlman; stepmother of David 
(Elllen Berkelhamer) Samuels and Caroline 
(Michael Sturmer) Samuels. Grandmother 
of seven. Beloved sister of Carolyn 
(Max) Friedman and Joseph (Jeanne) 
Stoller. Loving aunt of 4. Great-aunt of 
many. Shearith Israel Cemetery, Dallas. 
Memorials to the Alzheimer’s Association. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

SAMUELS, SHARON E.  64. Beloved 
daughter Roberta (Kenneth Towers) 
Randall and the late Edward “Big Ed” 
Samuels. Loving sister of Steve (Cathy 
Korzon) and Scott (Maddy). Proud aunt of 
5. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

SCHACHTER, HENRY MARC  74. 
Beloved husband and best friend of Revelle 
(nee Marks). Loving father of Staci (Ari) 
Studnitzer. Cherished Saba of 3. Son of the 
late Matilda and Samuel. Son-in-law of the 
late Marsha and Irving Marks. Treasured 
cousin of many. Memorials to Solomon 
Schechter Day School of Metropolitan 
Chicago. Shalom Memorial Funeral Home. 

SCHENCKER, PEARL  (nee Lever) 
85. Beloved wife of Phillip. Cherished 
mother of Meilssa (Tim) Mottl, and 
Steven and Michael Lazar; stepmother 
of Howard (Sarah), Paul (Geri), Warren 
and Cary Schencker. Loving “Grandma” 
of 6. Great-grandmother of 3. Dear sister 
of Ann (the late William) Bronstein and 
the late Faye (Edward) Ruby. Fond aunt of 
many. Memorials to the Rolfe Pancreatic 
Cancer Foundation, or to St. Jude Hospital. 
Westlawn Cemetery’s Mausoleum Chapel. 
Mitzvah Memorial Funerals.

SCHIFF, SEYMOUR  94. Beloved 
husband of the late Ethlyn “Lynn” (nee 
Chernick). Loving and best father of Mark 
(partner Rochelle Rosenbloom), Corey 
(Sheri) and Arlene (Alan Croft) Schiff. 
Most wonderful grandpa of 8. Much-loved 
and proud great-grandpa of 4. Memorials 
in his honor to PanCan. Shalom Memorial 
Park. Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

SCHREIBER, SOL  94. Veteran, WWII. 
Beloved husband of the late Esther (nee 
Bemoras). Loving father of Craig (Tiffany), 
and Neil (Susan) Schreiber. Proud grand-
father of 9. Adored great-grandfather of 5. 
Dear brother of the late Evelyn Orsi. Uncle 
of many. Memorials to Disabled American 
Veterans. Sunset Memorial Lawns. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

SCHWARTZ, CLAIRE MAYSTER-
GOLDBERG  Beloved wife of Louis E. 
Schwartz and the late Austin Goldberg. 
Loving mother of Janice (Gordon Kasper) 
Kellman and Andrea Mayster-Levin. Nana 
of 3. Daughter of the late Dr. Lawrence 
and Rose (Cohen) Schlocker. Sister of the 
late Jerry (Judy) Schlocker. Adoring aunt 
of 2. Great-aunt of 1. Fond cousin of 1. 
Memorials to North Suburban Leukemia 
Research. Shalom Memorial Park. Mitzvah 
Memorial Funerals.

SCHWARTZ, ROGER JAY  84. 
Beloved husband of Leila (nee Jacobson). 
Loving father of Cynthia (Ken) Pink and 
William (Ana) Schiller. Adored grandfa-
ther of 4. Proud great-grandfather of 1. 
Dear brother of Howard (Jill) Schwartz. 
Shalom Memorial Park. Memorials to the 
American Heart Association. Goldman 
Funeral Group. 

SHANIN, JEFFREY MICHAEL  76. 
Beloved husband of Roberta (nee Bolon). 
Loving father of Jamie (Donny) Shapiro, 
Greg (Randi) Shanin and Jodi (Aaron) 
Epstein. Adoring Papa of 5. Devoted son of 
the late Rose and Ray. Cherished brother 
of Karen Tabloff. Dear brother-in-law of 
Larry Bolon. Treasured uncle and cousin 
of many. Memorials to Solomon Schechter 
Day School of Metropolitan Chicago, or to 
Children’s Oncology Services of Illinois. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home.

SHAPIRO, BLANCHE FAITH  (nee 
Grob) 71. Beloved wife of Neil. Loving 
mother of Jack (Beth) Shapiro; stepmoth-
er of Lisa Gavin. Proud grandmother of 5. 
Dear sister of Claudia (Alan) Bernstein, 
Julie Shapiro and the late Vivian Altman-
Bohm. Sister-in-law of the late Stuart 
(Martha) Shapiro and the late Renee (the 
late Lawrence) Bram. Fond aunt of 10. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

SHAPIRO, RONNA S.  (nee Gorin) 
Beloved wife of Michael. Loving mother 
of Jodi (Benjamin) Fiss, Jeffrey (Melissa) 
Shapiro, Jamie (Larry) Kirsch, and the 
late Jason Shapiro. Cherished grand-
mother of 8. Dear sister of Lynda Sekulow. 
Shalom Memorial Park. Mitzvah Memorial 
Funerals. 

SHERMER, DR. RICHARD  87. Air 
Force Captain. Beloved husband of Ilana. 
Loving father of Dr. Mark (Tami) Shermer, 
Dr. Laura (Dr. Stephen) Zaacks, and Steven 
(Alison) Shermer. Proud grandfather of 7. 
Son of the late Max and Lottie. Brother of 
the late Frieda. Silver Circle member of JUF. 
Memorials to Hadassah. Memorial Park. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

SHLIFKA, GARY  59. Loving father 
of Britney and Mitchell. Beloved son of 
Ruby and the late Sam. Brother of Lori 
and Gary Kash. Cherished friend and 
former husband of Joanne. Memorials 
to National Multiple Sclerosis Society, or 
to the American Foundation for Suicide 
Prevention. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

SONTAG, ELLEN GOODMAN  72. 
Beloved wife of Stephen James. Loving 
mother of Rachel Sontag and Jennifer 
(Rob) Bressler. Devoted Nana of 2. Dear 
sister of Joan (Nick Tschaika) Goodman. 
Memorials to Orchard Village. Shalom 
Cemetery. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

SOWA, MARLENE O.  (nee Oliff) 
70. Beloved wife and best friend of Julian. 
Loving mother of Lisa (Jason) Schnaedter, 
Staci (Michael) Rabin, and Joshua (Becky 
Goth) Sowa. Cherished grandma of 2. 
Devoted daughter of the late Adele and 
Hershel Oliff. Dear sister of James (Margo) 
Oliff. Treasured aunt and cousin of many. 
Memorials to Smile Train, to the ASPCA, or 
the American Heart Association. Shalom 
Memorial Park. Shalom Memorial Funeral 
Home.

SPIRA, DAVID S. MD  72. Beloved 
husband and best friend of Marcia Spira 
(nee Kornfeld). Loving father of Lauren 
(Alec Rosofsky) and Daniel. Adored Papa 
of Blake and Jordan. Devoted son of the 
late Jacob and Selma Spira. Cherished 
son-in-law of the late Max and Isabelle 
Kornfeld. Dear brother-in-law of Robert 
(Josie) Kornfeld. Treasured cousin of 
many. Memorials to the American Cancer 
Society, or to JUF. Shalom Memorial Park. 
The Goldman Funeral Group. 

SPITZER, BARRY  81. Beloved husband 
of Judith Spitzer (nee Garfinkel. Loving 
father of Lisa (Michael) Ignoffo, Brad and 
Yale (Debby) Spitzer. Cherished Grandpa 
of 8. Much-loved great-grandfather of 
1. Dear brother of Eric (Jill) Spitzer and 
Lynne Sykes. Treasured uncle and cousin. 
Silver Circle member of JUF. Memorials 
to the American Cancer Society. Shalom 
Memorial Park. Shalom Memorial Funeral 
Home. 

STARK, ALVIN M.  81. Beloved son 
of the late Arthur and Marion. Cherished 
brother of the late Rose. Dear uncle of 2. 
Great-uncle of 2. Westlawn Cemetery. 
Lakeshore Jewish Funerals.

STERN, RANDALL “RANDY” 
SCOTT  60. Devoted son of Charlene 
Stern Coles (nee Levin) and the late Burton 
Stern. Dear brother of Todd (Pam), Loren, 
and Michael Stern. Loving uncle of 6. 
Memorials to Pancreatic Cancer Action 
Network. Mitzvah Memorial Funerals. 
Westlawn Cemetery.

One person’s candle is a light for many.
- The Talmud

May your loved one’s memory be for a blessing. Whether you choose an in-ground burial, mausoleum,  
or our beautiful new bridge and garden niches, Westlawn Cemetery and Lakeshore Jewish Funerals have a 
number of options to honor those you love. To learn more, call 773.625.8600 or visit westlawncemetery.org

           Call 773.625.8600 
LakeshoreJewishFunerals.com & WestlawnCemetery.org

   Pre-need funeral planning  •  Funeral provider  •  Cemetery spaces 
 Monuments & Floral plans  •  Mausoleum  •  Burial container options 
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A JUF Tribute Card is a heartfelt way to honor the 
memory of a special friend, loved one or treasured 
colleague—and to let their families know you care.

Easy ordering online 
at juf.org/tribute
or call 312-357-4866

Minimum donation: $10

A mem� y 
THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

A mem� y A mem� y 
Lock in prices today to protect  

your loved ones tomorrow.
Paying for your final arrangements in advance protects you 
against rising costs and provides valuable peace of mind.  

Proudly owned and operated by Alderwoods (Chicago North), Inc.

WEINSTEIN & PISER
FUNERAL HOME

111 Skokie Blvd.  |  Wilmette

847-256-5700  |  WeinsteinFuneralHomes.com

Westlawn Cemetery
Section Evergreen

Block 5, Lot 7

$6,000 for both plots
(includes transfer fee)

Contact Jody Weise:
918-629-8249 (cell)
jweise@theuniform 

shoppe.com

Two Plots  
For Sale
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F O R  A  B L E S S I N G

STONE, BETTY J.  96. Beloved wife 
and best friend of the late Bernard. Loving 
mother of Arnie (Allison) and Jim (Jill). 
Much-loved grandma “Bibi” of 3. Cherished 
great-grandma “Bibi” of 2. Daughter of the 
late Morrey and Ruth Edelman. Memorials 
to Temple Sinai. Shalom Memorial Park. 
Shalom Memorial Funeral Home. 

TECKTIEL, SUSAN LYNN  64. 
Beloved daughter of Carolyn and the late 
Harold. Cherished sister of Debbie (Paul) 
Brown and Lori (Bryan) Frischer. Adored 
aunt of 3. Loving life-partner of the late 
Nate Clark. Treasured niece and cousin of 
many. Memorials to The ARK, or to Lifeline 
Theatre. The Goldman Funeral Group.

VAN DORF, BARBARA  (nee Parker) 
85. Beloved wife of Steven for 64 years. 
Cherished mother of Linda, Laura (Daniel) 
and Johanna (Robert). Loving Nanny of 2. 
Sister-in-law of Millicent Drower. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals.  

WARREN, IRVINA  (nee Perman) 88. 
Wife of Dr. Sherwyn. Mother of Douglas 
(Wendy), Adam (Karen), and Mitchell 
(Jeannine). Grand mother of 9. Great-
grandmother of 4. Dear sister of the late 
Sherwood (Rochelle) Perman. Golden 
Giver member of JUF. Memorials to 
North Suburban Synagogue Beth El, or to 
the College of the University of Chicago. 
Zion Gardens Cemetery. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals.

WARREN, MICHAEL B.  85. Veteran. 
Beloved husband of Brenda. Loving father 
of Todd (Lisa) and Scott (Julie Fohrman) 
Warren and Tracy (Yogev) Yedlin. Adoring 
grandfather of 10. Brother of the late 
Lee Rozen. Son of the late Doris Warren. 
Memorials to Parkinson’s Foundation. 
Menorah Gardens. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

WEILER, MARVIN M.  90. Beloved 
husband of the late N. Sue Weiler (nee 
Wolberg). Loving father of Alan Weiler 
(Julie Egger), Janet (Daniel) Cohen, and 
Linda Weiler. Proud grandfather of 5. Dear 
great-grandfather of 2. Silver Circle member 
of JUF. Memorials to the Dravet Syndrome 
Foundation or to a food bank. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals.

WELSTEIN, SHELDON  Husband of 
Gloria Mae (nee Steinberg). Father of Holly 
Welstein (Stuart Rojstaczer) and Lisa Horn 
Thompson (Steve). Grandfather of 3. Great-
grandfather of 2. Goldman Funeral Group.

WEINBERGER, KENNY “CROCKO” 
 78. Father of Dan (Kelli) Johnson, Rachel 
(Adam) Fisk and Jake (Erin) Johnson. Long-
time love and companion Leta Gold. Dear 
grandfather of 9. Brother of Judy (Peter 
Lewy) Nack and Gayle (Richard) Rovnick. 
Fond uncle of 4. Great-uncle of 5. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals. 

WILLIAMS, PARKER LEE  (aka DJ 
P-Lee Fresh) 54. Beloved son of Flora Koppel 
and Leroy (Jill) Williams. Dear brother of 
Kim Jackson, Alexis, and the late Reggie. 
Cherished uncle of 3. Loving companion of 
Stephanie Garland, mother of Jeronimo. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

WOLF, ANDREW  93. Holocaust 
Survivor. Beloved husband of Katalin (nee 
Kiss). Loving father of Thomas (Yaffa) 
and Dr. Robert (Melissa). Proud grandfa-
ther of 5. Cherished son of the late Henrik 
and Elizabeth Wolf. Dear brother of the 
late Frank. Memorials to Illinois Holocaust 
Museum and Education Center . Waldheim. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

WOLF, SANDRA  (nee Fiddleman) 80. 
Beloved wife of the late Alfred. Devoted 
mother of Evan (Kathryn) and Merrill 
(Katherine). Loving and proud grandmother 
of 5. Dear sister of Reva (Shelly) Segal. 
Memorials to the Alzheimer’s Association. 
Shalom. Chicago Jewish Funerals. 

WOLFF, JAY RALIAN  94. Navy 
Veteran. Loving husband of the late Betty 
Ascher. Beloved father of Thomas (Barbara 
Staman) and Cynthia L. Adored grandfa-
ther of 2. Dear brother of Ronny (Arlene). 
Special brother-in-law of the late Nancy and 
Donald Engel. Beloved father-in-law of the 
late Marcy Epstein Wolff. Fond uncle and 
cousin of many. Golden Giver member of 
JUF. Memorials to WFMT, to the Chicago 
Botanic Garden, to the ACLU Foundation, 
or to the Union of Concerned Scientists. 
Chicago Jewish Funerals.

WOLL, MAURICE JACOB  89. Beloved 
husband of Aviva (nee Myers). Loving father 
of Lisa (Mark Blumberg) and Rabbi Michal 
(Jon Sweeney) Woll, Deborah (Terry) 
Isaacs, and Lauren (Gordon) Dow. Proud 
Papa of 9. Dear G-Pops of 5. Silver Circle 
member of JUF. Memorials to the African 
Wildlife Foundation. Waldheim. Chicago 
Jewish Funerals. 

YESNICK, SUSANE  (nee Gruca) 66. 
Beloved wife of the late Aaron Charles. 
Loving mother of Carol (Joel Cook). Dear 
sister of Joe (Sandy) Gruca and Margie 
(Jim) Starr. Devoted daughter of the late 
Wolf and Regina Gruca. Memorials to the 
Anti-Cruelty Society, or to the Kellogg 
Cancer Center. Westlawn. Chicago Jewish 
Funerals. 

ZOBERMAN, ARTHUR (AVRAHAM 
YISHAYA)  95. Holocaust Survivor. 
Loving husband to Cipora. Devoted father 
to Debbie (Paul) Chatzky and Emanuel 
(Lisa) Zoberman. Proud grandfather of 5. 
Great-grandfather of many. Dear brother 
to Yechiel, Emanuel and the late Norman. 
Fond uncle of many. Memorials to Central 
Avenue Synagogue. Shalom Memorial 
Funeral Home.

SUBMISSIONS  
ARE WELCOME

Submit obituaries to 
obits@juf.org. Jewish 
Chicago lists obituaries at 
juf.org/news/obits and in 
our print edition, space 
permitting. Submission 
of notices to Jewish 
Chicago implies approval 
for publication; we may 
edit obituaries to meet 
space requirements. 
Jewish Chicago 
publishes obituaries 
as a free service to the 
community.

SHALOM MEMORIAL

TOGETHER IN ONE PLACE

CEMETERY • MAUSOLEUM • FUNERAL HOME

HONORING LIFE.  CHERISHING MEMORY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS | IL    847-255-3520  WWW.SHALOM2.COM

A R R A N G E M E N T S  I N  O U R  C H A P E L S  O R  I N  Y O U R  H O M E
  S E R V I N G  C H I C A G O  A N D  T H E  S U B U R B S  _  B U F F A L O  G R O V E  •  S K O K I E

I N D E P E N D E N T .  J E W I S H  O W N E D .  S I N C E  1 9 9 7 .

chicagojewishfunerals.com

847.229.8822

david i jacobson
founder

congratulations to 
chicago jewish funerals

Each year, an elite group of funeral homes earn the Pursuit of 
Excellence Award from the National Funeral Directors Association.

Chicago Jewish Funerals has been chosen to be one of them. And 
all of us at Chicago Jewish Funerals are honored to have been chosen 
for this prestigious award.

For more than 40 years, the NFDA Pursuit of Excellence Award has 
been a hallmark for those funeral homes that are committed to providing 
exceptional service to grieving families and the community.

To earn an NFDA Pursuit of Excellence Award, a participating funeral 
home must meet or exceed business standards set forth by the program 
and demonstrate proficiency in key areas of funeral service, such as 
compliance with state and federal regulations; providing ongoing 
education and professional development opportunities for staff; offering 
outstanding programs and resources to bereaved families; maintaining 
an active level of involvement within the community; participating and 
actively serving in the funeral service profession. Participants are also 
required to adhere to a Pledge of Ethical Practices.

And that’s the way it should be.
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On Purim, we get to wear costumes! You can be Queen Esther or her uncle 
Mordechai, but so many other things, too! Cut out the costume pieces on this page 
and see what kinds of fun, funny costumes you can help these Mini Mensches wear!

HAPPY PURIM!
We love Purim! The costumes, the noisemakers,

the hamentashen! And the great story about
brave Queen Esther saving her people.

We think everyone would love this holiday!

SHAKE SOME NOISE!
One of the most fun parts of Purim is making noise whenever the name 

“Haman” is read in the Megillah. What’s also fun is making your own 
noisemaker, or “gragger,” to make noise with!

Find some 
small, hard 
things like dried 
beans, buttons, 
or little beads.

Put them in an empty 
plastic bottle, or 
potato-chip tube with 
a lid, to make a rattle. 
You can also tape 
or glue two paper 
plates together, with 
the beans and things 
between, to make a tambourine!

Decorate your noisemaker with crayons, 
markers, paint, stickers, colored paper… 
glue on some ribbons… whatever you like. 
Just make sure it’s dry before you grab it!

ANSWERS:   1. VASHTI    2. GRAGGER    3. HAMAN    4. MORDECHAI    

5. KING    6. ESTHER    7. ADAR    8. SCROLL    9. SHUSHAN

HEY, PARENTS!
• Got more than one Mini Mensch in the house? 

Print more copies of these pages at juf.org/MiniMensches.

• Want to see your children featured in Jewish Chicago? 
Post a photo of your little noise-makers in their Purim costumes, 
and tell us why they love it, to Facebook and tag JUF. Then, we may 
feature them in an upcoming issue of Jewish Chicago. Posting the photo 
constitutes consent for it to run in the print magazine.

• Looking for more? JUF Young Families helps families experience 
and celebrate the joys of Jewish life, community and learning. 
Learn more at juf.org/youngfamilies.

Fit them vertically into this puzzle to spell the word 
HAMENTASH! Answers are on the bottom of the page.

GRAGGER

SHUSHAN

HAMAN

VASHTI

ADAR 

MORDECHAI

ESTHER

SCROLL

Here are some words and names you hear on Purim:
KING

AE

V
A
S
H
T
I

A M

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

N T S H

Q: Why is Purim never  
      today or tomorrow?

A: Because it's always 
     Esther-day!

LITTLE RIDDLE

Use your noisemaker on Purim 
when the Megillah story is told. 
And when they say Haman’s name, 
shake it as loud as you can!
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An ice Jewish boy
We’re super proud of Oak Park Jewish native and speed skater Emery Lehman for competing 

in the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics. Lehman, who first became the sport’s national 
champion at 13, competed in the 1,500- and 10,000-meter races—and the Team Pursuit  

that took home the bronze! Beijing marked his third Olympic Games. After qualifying  
for Beijing, he said, “About time I’m one of the old guys on the teams.” (He’s only 25.) 

(Photo credit: ThunderBunny/John Kleba)

P I C T U R E  T H I S

In the fall, we launched JUF’s Live Secure Chicago 
initiative to ensure that no Jewish institution’s 
security choices are compromised by limited 
resources. From local day schools and synagogues 
to camps, agencies and organizations — we want 
to enable every member of our community to 
safely and proudly participate in Jewish life.

One fund. So much impact.

DONATE.JUF.ORG

Safeguarding our spaces
so Jewish life can keep 
humming along.



Planning your life celebration now will give you and your family valuable peace of mind. Our guaranteed, 
pre-paid funeral plans protect everyone from hard financial and emotional decisions at a time of loss.  
Speak with us today and we’ll help you take care of every detail, including affordable payment plans.   

Proudly owned and operated by Alderwoods (Chicago North), Inc.

Jamie Greenebaum 
Licensed Funeral 

Director

Ron Roth 
Licensed Funeral 

Director

Todd Lovcik 
Licensed Funeral 

Director

Alan Yaffe 
Former Owner and 
Licensed Funeral 

Director

Robert Sheck 
Manager and Licensed 

Funeral Director

When it’s important, we  
plan for it ahead of time.

WEINSTEIN & PISER
FUNERAL HOME 

111 Skokie Blvd., Wilmette

847-256-5700  |  WeinsteinFuneralHomes.com


